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Note
As much as possible in this presentation I have cited Dąbrowski's views
verbatim.
However I have had often to summarized or paraphrase Dąbrowski's
descriptions due to the constraints of time. And even when quoting verbatim I
have sometimes left out parts of a passage for the same reason.
Finally because English was not Dąbrowski's maternal language I have
sometimes revised the direct quotations for the sake of clarity.

● Dąbrowski's five-level model of personality development, is referred to
as the theory of positive disintegration, because it is based on the
principle of disintegration and reintegration of personality structures.
● Persons are considered to be born in a psychological state of primitive (or
primary) integration. So the process of personality development requires
that they pass through a three-level process of disintegration before
reintegrating at a "higher" level of functioning, although progress, even
beyond the first level is not inevitable.
● Dąbrowski provides a detailed description of the developmental
dynamics at each level, what he refers to as developmental dynamisms.
● He also posits a causal explanation for personality growth in terms three
factors, including a predisposing, genetically determined temperament.

A simple and general way to characterize Dąbrowski's model of five levels of
personality is as follows:
A. The first level is one of personality integration, in which the personality is
integrated around the pursuit of fulfilling basic human needs, or desires, for
comfort, food, shelter, sexual gratification, etc.
B. The thee middle levels are processes of personality disintegration, during
which the integration around basic urges is broken up in order to prepare
ultimately for a higher level of personality reintegration.
C. The final level is one of personality reintegration around what Dąbrowski
refers to as an ideal of personality, or a personality ideal. This stage is
characterized by autonomy, authenticity, responsibility and empathy.

● Persons do not automatically pass through these levels of
personality: most remain at the first and second levels. Very few
advance to the higher levels.
● At the initial levels personality growth requires a particular
inherited temperament along with, for many, favourable
environmental circumstances.
● At later levels choices and determination are required in order
to continue the growth process.

Think of the model of personality development as a sandwich
PRIMARY INTEGRATION

Three levels of disintegration
SECONDARY INTEGRATION

The two levels of integration (levels I and V)
In Dąbrowski's personality model, individuals in the two levels of
integration (i.e., the first and the fifth levels of personality) act
spontaneously and are free from inner conflict.
But behind the surface similarities can be seen important
differences. Level I persons are spontaneously controlled by their basic
biological impulses, whereas in level V persons, attitudes and
spontaneously and effortlessly directed by what Dąbrowski refers to as
a “personality ideal.”

The personality ideal is unique to each advanced (i.e., level V)
individual but all level V persons possess a personality ideal, and
they think, feel and behave in a way that is autonomous,
authentic, responsible and compassionate.
In fifth level individuals, the various personality dimensions (e.g.,
intellect, emotion and imagination) are all well-developed,
differentiated, flexible and at the same time interpenetrate each
other. In primary integration (level I) these functions, especially
the emotional one, are undeveloped, or in the case where, for
example, the intellect alone is developed, it is inflexible and
isolated from the other dimensions of personality.

While persons at the level of primary integration (level I) are
indifferent to altruistic concerns, persons in secondary integration
(level V) are spontaneously yet dispassionately ready to sacrifice
themselves for others, even to the point of giving up their lives. Level
I persons come into conflict with others when the satisfaction of their
basic drives is frustrated—fifth level persons, when human ideals are
threatened. In conflicts with others first level individuals lack
consideration for others if they are perceived as weaker, and instead
tend to humiliate and take advantage of them.

In order to progress from primary integration (level I) to
secondary integration (level V) it is necessary to pass through
three levels of disintegration which Dąbrowski has called
unilevel disintegration, spontaneous multilevel disintegration
and organized multilevel disintegration. All three are marked by
inner conflict.

The three levels of disintegration are of two types
Unilevel disintegration (level II)

Multilevel disintegration (levels III & IV)

In unilevel disintegration (level II) conflict is between a
"multiplicity of wills" (or many selves) that are a result of the
individual’s sensitivity to the opinions of others. Conflict is
between circumstantial demands and may occur:
1. between expectations of others and the individual’s biological
urges; or
2. between incompatible expectations of two or more others.

● Persons at level II lack a clear and consistent sense of direction or
purpose. They are confused.
● They are pulled in one direction and then another and then
another—by either their uncontrolled physical needs or by the
expectations of others.
● They ate ambivalent—”they have conflicting attitudes, such as one
of obedience, and then rebellion; feelings of inferiority and then
superiority; alternations between love and hate; etc.
They have ambitendencies—i.e., alternation between conflicting
drives, such as approach versus avoidance, being friendly versus being
hostile.

When the degree of tension, resulting from
confusion, is high at level II, some attempts
to resolve it are:
1. substance abuse (e.g., drugs or
alcohol);

Examples of lower level
defense mechanisms:
● Denial
● Delusional projection

2. lower level defence mechanisms or
psychosomatic illness; or

● Fantasy

3. (for a few) moving on to level III.

● Acting out

● Passive aggression

Spontaneous multilevel
disintegration (level III)
Multilevel conflict is made
possible with the advent of an
intrinsic hierarchy of values.

Here conflict is between
satisfying biological drives and
social expectations on the one
hand, and altruistic and
transcendental concerns on
the other.
The tension at level III results
from aspiring to live according
to the higher values and failing
to do so.

● A hierarchy of values gives persons a sense of direction or
purpose. Persons experiencing spontaneous multilevel
disintegration (level III) now have an overall goal in life―i.e., to live
according to their higher ideals (e.g., altruism) and to ignore or
actively suppress their lower motivations (e.g., selfishness).
● Such persons are much less confused about the meaning or
purpose of their lives. Their life has a goal: to live in accordance
with their higher values. Level III persons begin to think more and
more in terms of a need for self-transformation.

● At first the process of disintegration occurs spontaneously
but as multilevel disintegration proceeds the individual takes
control and organizes her or his disintegration in order to
bring it to completion.
● Conflict with the environment occasions self-criticism. This
is in contrast with the tendency of level II persons who when
experiencing conflict with the environment avoid selfcriticism by having recourse to lower level defense
mechanisms, such as projection, compensatory fantasy,
passivity-aggression, etc.

There are two types of multilevel disintegration
Spontaneous* multilevel disintegration (level III)
Organized** multilevel disintegration (level IV)
* Referred to as spontaneous because multilevel disintegration is something that
happens to the person.

** Called organized because the individual is in control of the disintegrative process.

● Level III persons think more and more about the need for selftransformation. The second phase of multilevel development
(level IV) is called organized because here individuals actually
plan their own development.
● There is an increasing autonomy from biological drives and
social pressures; and the intrinsically determined hierarchy of
values grows in strength. The result is that inner conflict becomes
weaker as behaviour is increasingly integrated and oriented
towards self-perfection and the service of others.
● A tireless, and successful, effort is made to realize "what ought
to be." Of what does this tireless effort consist?

Practices undertaken at level IV to promote development
Two practices referred to by Dąbrowski are detachment through
meditation and the suppression of lower urges by what he calls the
partial death instinct (or deliberate self-denial).
Detachment through meditation
Development and deepening of intuition is closely related to the
increasing distance from lower levels of reality and closer approach to its
higher levels....Intuition is, thus, developed by detachment from the
needs of a lower level and correspondingly by union with the personality
ideal. Meditation and contemplation contribute to the growth of
intuition. (1977, Vol.II:152)

Partial death instinct
As a factor in development we observe the activity of an instinct of
partial death. It is a conscious and deliberate program of eradication
of the lower personality structures. In order to accomplish this the
disintegrative activity of some dynamisms (e.g. the rejection aspect
of third factor, the critical aspect of subject-object in oneself, or the
containing aspect of self-control) may be increased in order to
destroy the residual structures of primitive levels of the inner psychic
milieu. This can take the form of asceticism, of resignation from
personal ambitions, for the sake of serving others, or deliberate and
voluntary frustration of one’s basic needs. (1996:117)

Secondary integration
Dąbrowski describes level V as follows:
Secondary integration as the highest level of development is also called
here the level of personality. By personality we mean a self-aware, selfchosen, and self-affirmed structure whose one dominant factor is a
personality ideal … Through the synthesis and organization carried out in
level IV, all dynamisms operate in harmony … As on matures in the
process of secondary integration, the personality ideal remains as the
only dynamism recognizable in the fifth level.
The chief dynamisms involved in the grand synthesis leading to secondary
integration are: empathy, responsibility, authentism, autonomy, and
personality ideal. Self-perfection also plays an important role. (1996:42)

A concept map of Dąbrowski’s five levels of personality
Level I: Primary integration

Level II: Unilevel disintegration

INTEGRATION
Unilevel
disintegration
DISINTEGRATION

Level III: Spontaneous multilevel disintegration
Multilevel
disintegration
Level IV: Organized multilevel disintegration

Level V: Secondary integration

INTEGRATION

What are developmental dynamisms?
Dąbrowski defines a dynamism as that combination of drives, emotions,
thought and imagination that motivates a person to behave in a manner that
leads to personality development.
Developmental dynamisms are the intrapsychic factors which shape
development, behavior and the expression of behaviour. They function as
promoters of a higher order of personality organization. It is this
organization which reveals the structure of each level of personality. (1996,
Vol.I, p.29)

Developmental
dynamisms
characteristic of
each level of
personality*

* This chart originally appeared in

M.M. Piechowski (1975). A theoretical
and empirical approach to the study of
development. Genetic Psychology
Monographs, 1975, 92:231-297, p. 261.

● In level I the single goal is to respond to one's physiological needs as
they arise.
● There are no developmental dynamisms at level I.
● In neonates, and children, the presence of psychic, especially
emotional, overexcitability* gives rise to the dynamisms of level II.
* Psychic overexcitability, or psychic OE, is of five types: Emotional sensitivity,

heightened capacity for imaginative involvement, intense intellectual curiosity,
heightened sensitivity to physical sensations (sights, sounds, smells, etc), and
surplus physical energy. (More about psychic OE below.)

Level II: Unilevel disintegration

● In level II (unilevel disintegration), in addition to one's physiological
needs, one is susceptible to the demands of others (the developmental
dynamism of the second factor). As a result inner conflict now becomes
inevitable, especially in those cases where psychic overexcitability is
particularly strong.
● Individuals at level II are also characterized by instability in the form of
two dynamisms: ambilavences (changing attitudes) and ambitendencies
(changing inclinations).
● This level is called unilevel because the individual possesses no
intrinsic, or autonomous, criteria by which to determine which demands
should take priority over others.

● A qualitative difference exists between the level II and level III. The
structure of spontaneous multilevel disintegration (level III) is composed
of the dynamism referred to as a hierarchy of values, enabling the critical
perception and assessment of experience, behaviour, attitudes and
orientations in terms of higher and lower values
● There is a set of self-critical dynamisms, such as guilt, shame,
astonishment and disquietude with oneself. There is also a sense of
inferiority and dissatisfaction for not being what one "ought to be."
● And there is a refusal to adjust or conform to inauthentic values, which
refusal Dąbrowski calls the dynamism of positive maladjustment.
● In level II there was inner conflict, but it lacked a directional focus.
In level III that direction is supplied by the hierarchy of values.

The dynamisms of level III can be placed in three groups:
1. There is a hierarchy of values (i.e., some values are more important and more
desirable than others) along with a desire to live in accordance with the higher
values and not according to the disvalues;
2. A set of self-critical dynamisms that promote living according to the highest values
Guilt
Shame
Astonishment at oneself
Disquietude toward oneself
Inferiority toward oneself
Dissatisfaction with oneself
3. Positive maladjustment toward pressure from the social environment to live in
accordance with disvalues.

Level III: Spontaneous multilevel disintegration

LEVEL III IS CHARACTERIZED BY A HIERARCHY OF VALUES THAT GIVES RISE
TO A SET OF SELF-CRITICAL DYNAMISMS AND RESISTANCE TO DISVALUES
HELD BY OTHERS (I.E., POSITIVE MALADJUSTMENT).

● Organized multilevel disintegration (level IV) is determined by dynamisms
that reflect an increasing capacity of individuals to be aware of their
developmental status. There is subject-object-in-oneself, or the ability to
objectively evaluate oneself with a view to initiating change; and selfawareness, or pervasive knowledge of one's uniqueness.
● Level IV dynamisms also reflect an increasing ability of individuals to direct
their own developmental processes. There is the third factor that decides
what is to be changed according to an increasingly autonomous, but
sensitive, hierarchy of values; self-control, or regulation of the
developmental process and checking of regressive tendencies; education-ofoneself, or constant conversion of experience and behaviour into the means
of personal growth; autopsychotherapy, or the capacity to determine what
is needed for one’s emotional health; and inner psychic >

> transformation, the actual process of personality change. The
dynamism of inner psychic transformation includes the transcending of
somatic (and cultural) determinants of personality such as age and sex
and the transcending of psychological type (i.e., extravert or introvert).
● Typical of this stage is the identification with universal values—as
opposed to the personal values adhered to in level III. The dynamisms
of level IV also reflect the fact that individuals are now in control of their
own disintegration—i.e., they can determine and plan for the removal
of obstacles to their growth.

The dynamisms of level IV can be thought of as falling into two categories:*
Cognitive
Subject-object in oneself
Self-awareness
Volitional
Third factor
Self-control
Education of oneself
Autopsychotherapy
Inner psychic transformation
* This categorization of level IV dynamisms is a bit arbitrary but can serve as mnemonic device.

Level IV: Organized multilevel disintegration

The chief dynamism of the final level of personality, or secondary
integration, is the personality ideal. This ideal, which was present
already in level III in an embryonic form as the hierarchy of values, is
one which undergoes its own development. In fact, Dąbrowski
deliberately allows some degree of vagueness in describing it since it
is highly individual and it is "only in the process of coming nearer and
nearer...[to it, that]...we may become more aware of its true content"
(1970:8). This dynamism is best considered as a process in which one
intuitively and spontaneously unites oneself with the highest levels
discovered in one's experience.

The following excerpt from Hammarskjold's Markings, Piechowski
suggests is an example of an experience of a personality ideal:
When the worries over your work loosen the grip, then this
experience of light, warmth, and power. From without—a sustaining
element, like air to the glider or water to the swimmer. An intellectual
hesitation which demands proofs and logical demonstration prevents
me from "believing" - in this, too. Prevents me from expressing and
interpreting this reality in intellectual terms. Yet, through me there
flashes this vision of magnetic field in the soul, created in timeless
present by unknown multitudes, living in holy obedience, whose
words and actions are a timeless prayer. (Cited in Dąbrowski with Piechowski,
1977, Vol.I:30)

The other dynamisms of level V are responsibility (the highest level of
empathy), or the taking on of tasks for the sake of others and one's own
development; authentism, or the successful integration of unique and
universal human qualities; and autonomy, or the complete freedom
from biological drives and immunity from social pressures (not to be
confused with insensitivity to social needs).

Level V: Secondary integration

LEVEL V IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE DYNAMISM OF A FULLY DEVELOPED
PERSONALITY IDEAL. DYNAMISMS SUCH AS RESPONSIBILITY, AUTHENTISM
(AUTHENTICITY) AND AUTONOMY CONTINUE FROM LEVEL IV BUT
OPERATE LESS AND LESS INDEPEDENTLY—MORE AND MORE THEY
BECOME PART OF THE PERSONALITY IDEAL.

Dąbrowski uses the world functions in the sense of types
of behavioural or attitudinal expressions demonstrated
by a person. What follows are some examples at the five
levels of personality.

Pleasure (1996:83-84)
Level I
Pleasure comes from satisfying basic drives. Typical examples are the
pleasures derived from eating, from the sexual impulse, from physical
strength, from money, from having other people subordinated to
oneself.
Level II
Pleasure sometimes derived from fluctuating and changeable
physiological needs, but there is also pleasure from satisfaction of a
psychological nature, and even pleasure if a moral nature, is possible.

Level III
We have here an ascendancy of pleasure in the moral category
such as pleasures arising from altruistic actions, from fulfillment of
ambitions of a higher order (pleasure derived from one’s own
personal growth, from the shaping of one’s own hierarchy of
values), also from maladjustment to negative forms of reality.

Level IV
Experiencing of pleasure has its source in the realization of a more
developed hierarchy of values and in the work directed toward the
realization of one’s personality ideal. Growth of empathy is a source
of profound pleasure, as is meditation and contemplation.

Level V
Experiencing pleasure comes from the realization of ideals,
from a growing autonomy and authenticity, from empathy
which encompasses all aspects of life. Meditation and
contemplation become powerful vital sources of the highest
levels of bliss.

Sexual Behavior (1996:45-51)
Level I
Sexual behavior is … directed towards … stereotyped
representatives of the opposite sex. It is marked by lack of
sensitivity and consideration for the needs of the partner. Sexual
needs are imposed on the other without a feeling of personal
relatedness; the other is an object for sexual gratification.

Level II
There is a gradual loosening of the dominant biological structure of the
sexual instinct. This occurs through periodic states of reflection,
changeable feelings of identification with the partner. Sexual tension
builds up easily, often with some inclination toward a variety of sexual
activities but not without the consent of the partner. Certain sensitivity
and responsibility for the partner and the family is present but it is
generally weak, unsteady and cannot be relied upon. There is an
inclination to easily change love objects.

Level III
Reflection and evaluation begin to play an increasingly significant role
in the hierarchization of sexual fife. Emotional components prevail over
physical ones. An ability to foresee the consequences of one’s actions,
greater selectivity in the choice of a partner. Sexual activity serves the
function of building a more personal and exclusive relationship.
Subjective needs of the partner are taken into account and there is a
greater responsibility for the partner and the family. Creative instinct
shapes sexual behavior by looking for new and more enriching
expressions of sublimated sexuality—i.e., not sexual feelings that are
not exclusively physical.

Level IV
The ideal of exclusivity and permanence is an expression of a deeply
reflective philosophical attitude. The loved one is valued for his or her
unique emotional and physical qualities. The sexual aspect of a
relationship becomes sublimated. Love and friendship may flourish
without much interference from the biological level of the sexual instinct.
A desire on the part of the couple to work together on their mutual
growth, and for the sake of others. In same sex relationships feeling and
affection (at level IV) are also more important than the actual physical
contact and sexual release.

Level V
Subordination of sexual instinct to a highly developed hierarchy of
values, moral ideals, emotional and ideological closeness with the
partner and responsibility for the family—one’s own, and the larger
family of mankind. Friendship replaces sexual love. The physical and
sensual aspect of sexuality is transcended. The power of sex is
perceived and experienced as the universal power of life, to be
treated with reverence and guarded against shortchanging it through
temporary moments of pleasure.

Laughter (1996:55-59)
Level I
Laughter is primitive, loud,
brutal, physiological. It is
frequently evoked by
watching someone’s
misfortune or humiliation,
e.g. physical handicap,
brutality, injury, abuse. On
this level a smile as an expression of an inner process does not exist.

Level II
On this level laughter is variable, on the one hand it might sound
loud and brutal, on the other hand, there might be some
embarrassment because of it (ambitendencies). Laughter becomes
calmer and less coarse. There is a beginning of differentiation
between primitive laughter and a cultured smile. Responsiveness
to more subtle humor develops.

Level III
Laughter becomes more differentiated, quiet and subtle. There is a
distinct kind of smile which begins to predominate over loud
laughter. The smile reveals a history of grave experiences and an
increasing introvertization. The distinctive variations of one’s
smiles arises in consequence of growing empathy toward people,
and of creative tendencies which develop new and more subtle
forms of smile. Loud laughter begins to disappear and subtle
laughter and smiling begin to predominate, reflecting a transition
from an egocentric self-assured attitude of brutal laughter to an
attitude of considerateness.

Level IV
Collective laughter disappears—it is replaced by subtle individual
laughter and most often by a differentiated individual smile which is
moral and esthetic, a smile toward the ideal, a smile of mutual
understanding in the most subtle things, in which the past history of
suffering and agony can be clearly discerned. It is a smile that is all
encompassing and a total expression of the individual. A smile that
expresses a certain distance from small everyday affairs, yet is accepting
toward these same everyday affairs. Such a smile expresses a deep
relationship with everything and everybody. It is a smile that radiates
love and compassion.

Level V
The smile is autonomous and authentic,
it is a smile of love, forgiveness, and
devotion. It is a smile of the highest
empathy—a smile which is both
existential and transcendental. It
embodies the history of suffering and
sadness. It can also be a smile that
radiates joy, yet not without the
awareness of, and compassion for,
human sorrow. The smile is delicate, direct, and universal; it is close to
and at the same time very distant from concrete things (detached but
compassionate).

Suicide (1996:118-119)
Level I
Suicide occurs when no other means of escape is possible. Suicide
can also occur as a consequence of primitive cowardice, e.g., of a
criminal who was caught. Suicide is an attempt to escape liability
and punishment.

Level II
Suicide occurs in consequence of extreme imbalance of strong drives
such as loss of control in drug addiction, alcoholism or nervous illness.
Suicide occurs as a result of pathological conditions, or of extreme
tension when there is no possible way of channeling the tension.
Suicide as a means of flight from grave difficulties, analogous to flight
into sickness.

Level III
Suicide as a consequence of empathic identification with one’s own
difficulties or with those of others, or with the inner pain of others, or
the “pain of the world” (existential despair). Suicide as a consequence
of being met with betrayal, cruelty, injustice. Suicide as a consequence
of loneliness, of severe disappointments in realizing exclusive
relationships with others.

Level IV
Reflective-experiential suicide after having fulfilled one’s duty may be
carried out in consequence of experienced loneliness and the desire
to join those departed ones with whom one was most closely
associated. Suicide as a consequence of a disease that is incurable and
repulsive to oneself and to others. Preventive political suicide when
one fears that one will not endure the tortures and might reveal the
names of others.

Level V
● Calm heroic suicide such as surrender to executioners
in lieu of another (e.g., because a man, arbitrarily
selected for execution in Auschwitz, had a family Father
Maximillian Kolbe voluntarily took his place); or
voluntary submission to the law (e.g., Socrates).
● Suicide as a consequence of acceptance of death in
which case critical health conditions (e.g. a cardiac
ailment) are not treated but used to facilitate conscious
departure to “other dimensions.”

● Personality development is a result of three factors: (1) a genetic or constitutional
factor; (2) a social environmental factor; and (3) the third factor (an autonomous
factor).
● The genetic or constitutional factor consists of: (1) what Dąbrowski refers to as
psychic overexcitability; (2) special talents and abilities; and (3) high IQ.
● The social environmental factor includes cultural stimulation, exposure to
knowledge about exemplars of advanced personality development, peaceful
conditions, access to a competent advisor and crises.
● What Dąbrowski refers to as the third factor consists of various dynamisms
characteristic of level IV, such as inner conflict, self-awareness, inner psychic
transformation, and subject-object in oneself (1996:14) and therefore only comes
into play at an advanced level of development.

The genetically determined cause of personality
development include:
1. What Dąbrowski calls psychic overexcitability;
2. Talents and abilities; and
3. A high level of intelligence.

The five forms of overexcitability
● Emotional overexcitability or emotional sensitivity.
● Imaginational excitability or heightened capacity for imaginative
involvement.
● Intellectual overexcitability or intellectual curiosity (an intense desire
to understand how, why, what, etc.)
● Sensual overexcitability or a heightened sensitivity to what is seen,
heard, smelt, tasted and touched.
● Psychomotor overexcitability or surplus physical energy.

Emotional overexcitability
(Emotional sensitivity)
Emotional overexcitability can be inferred from the presence of
such things as extremes of feeling, a strong affective memory,
shyness, concern about death, various forms of anxiety, feelings of
loneliness or great sadness, attachment to animals and fellow
humans, concern for others, sensitivity regarding self-image and
difficulty in adjustment to a new environment.

Examples of emotional overexcitabiliity
Several of my friends played near the edge [of a cliff] and I begged them to
stop. When they didn't I couldn't bear to watch them, and would run
away, filled with a sense of dread. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:109)
I don't remember being openly defiant, but my sister, eighteen months
older, was, and when she was disciplined I made a note of never doing
what got her into trouble. I wanted everything to be happy and couldn't
stand the tension I felt around me at times. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977,
Vol.II:111)

One day my work page in school was all wrong, because I had
misunderstood the directions. My sorrow was so great that it didn't
ease for days. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:111)
A boy in my classroom broke his leg that year (Grade I), and when I
heard this, I ran home crying and couldn't be consoled, no matter how
much I was comforted. Later, when Bobby returned to school, I was
overjoyed to see he still had his leg for I thought it had broken right off.
My relief was so great, that I felt ecstatic. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977,
Vol.II:112)

Imaginational overexcitability
(Heightened capacity for imaginative involvement)
Imaginational overexcitability is expressed in frequent
distractions, daydreaming, use of images and metaphors
in conversation, fantasy, animistic thinking and vivid
nocturnal dreams.

Examples of imaginational overexcitability
...I imagined small incidents into big ones. There was a tone
sounded on the radio to signal the beginning of a certain program. It
seemed furtive and menacing. I had dreamed that our house was on
fire, and, when I wakened, the image remained, although there was
no fire. I was panic-stricken, and could even after, bring that scene
clearly to mind. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:110)
When I came home from school, the washing machine was on, and
the swish-swish of the clothes in the water seemed to be saying "You
can do better - you can do better." Even when I covered my ears, the
machine hounded me. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:112)

Intellectual overexcitabiliity
(Intellectual curiosity)
Intellectual overexcitability is different from a high intelligence.
Intellectual overexcitability is manifested in striving for
understanding, probing the unknown, love of truth, intellectual
curiosity, preoccupation with theoretical problems, reverence for
logic, a sharp sense of observation and independence of thought.

Examples of intellectual overexcitability
My passion for books was never satisfied as we had no library in the small
town, and the school library was very small. Consequently, I read Anthony
adverse and The sun is my undoing before I was 12, followed shortly by
Karl Marx's works. Although the first two books were forbidden to me, as
soon as my parents went out, I read them! (Dąbrowski & Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:115)
When I found myself in a situation that was painful, or boring...I began to
wonder where "I" was. First I went through the process of wondering if "I"
was located in my head or in my heart. Then it extended to wondering if
"I" was in my finger or my toe. I was convinced that I could be mutilated
without damaging the real "me." (Dąbrowski & Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:126-127)

Sensual overexcitability
(Heightened sensitivity to sense impressions)
Sensual overexcitability expresses itself in experiences of sensual
sensitivity, such as heightened irritation over sensory stimuli or in the
seeking of sensual outlets as a release from inner tensions. Examples
of the last-mentioned include buying sprees, sexual promiscuity, a
need for comfort, narcissism and a fondness for jewellery and
ornaments.

Examples of sensual overexcitability
When I started school I remember....My mornings were difficult, for my clothes
had to exert the same pressure on both sides of my body. One stocking had to be
exactly as tight as the other, or I couldn't function. (Dąbrowski & Piechowski, 1977,
Vol.II:111)

Often I spent the extra time eating more than I needed, which led to a tendency to
be overweight that took years to understand and partially control. (Dąbrowski &
Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:116)

Psychomotor overexcitability
(Surplus physical energy)
Psychomotor overexcitability can be seen in manifestations of
surplus physical energy, such as animated gestures, taking on
self-imposed tasks and participation in strenuous games and
sports. Other manifestations are various forms of
nervousness, such as impulsive actions, some types of
delinquent behaviour and nervous habits.

Examples of psychomotor overexcitability
I felt the same way [i.e., compulsive] about my fingernails, which
had to pass inspection every Saturday bath time. They never did, of
course, as I chewed them constantly. (Dąbrowski & Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:108)
At this time I developed several tics, a second one taking hold as
soon as I mastered the first. One was blinking, another, sniffing
(twice), a third, tapping each utensil at my plate before starting to
eat and, if disturbed during my meal, having to tap and start
again. (Dąbrowski & Piechowski, 1977, Vol.II:116)

Necessary subordination of sensual and
psychomotor overexcitabilities
● Imaginational, intellectual, and especially emotional, overexcitabilities

are essential for development. Sensual and psychomotor are also helpful if
they are subordinated to the other three.
● In the absence of imaginational, intellectual, and in particularly

emotional, overexcitability neither the sensual nor the psychomotor forms
of overreaction contribute much to personal growth since they lack a
necessary connection with processes of inner psychic transformation. For
a purely sensual person, for example, sexuality never becomes the
expression of a personal relationship as it would if emotional
overexcitability were present.

Expression of psychic overexcitability and personality level
The way an overexcitability is expressed varies according to personality
level:
For example, a person [at a] high level of emotional overexcitability
displays a great deal of inner psychic transformation, a rich
hierarchical inner psychic milieu and strong control [over impulses]
by inhibition. Such a person is sensitive. A person of low level of
emotional overexcitability will be distinctly irritable and insensitive
to others, egocentric, poorly reflective, of little insight and empathy.
His inner psychic milieu will be ahierarchical. (1996:74)

A person [at a] high level of psychomotor overexcitability will display
great abilities in planning a dynamic course of action and of
organization, while a person [at a] low level of psychomotor
overexcitability will manifest violent irritability, lack of control in
outward expression. When confronted with crises he will engage in
acting out, physical fights and destructive behaviours. (1976:74)

The conflictual function of psychic OE (overexcitability)
In a nutshell, psychic overexcitability creates internal conflict leading to
disintegration of lower level drives making way for the emergence of
higher level dynamisms.
Psychic OE —> Internal conflict —> Higher level resolution
Dąbrowski elaborates upon this idea as follows:
The richer the developmental potential the more factors are brought
into play which are in conflict with each other and the more
disequilibrium is produced.
The position presented here is that a multilevel emotional conflict, or
multilevel emotional-cognitive conflict is a necessary condition

for development.
Let us take, for example, the forms of overexcitability. Strong emotional
and strong intellectual overexcitability lead to a powerful conflict
between a personal, feeling and relationship-oriented intuitive
approach to life and a probing, analytical, and logical approach.
Inevitably the two will clash many times in the course of development
before a resolution of the conflict is achieved. If strong imaginational
overexcitability comes into play the conflict may spread even further.
When sensual overexcitability enters the picture there arise conflicts
between pleasure-orientation which even in its refined esthetic form
touches only the surface of experience, and the more rigorous and
profound demands of empathy, self-denial, moral principle and need >

> for self-perfection. There may be a violent and enduring conflict
between lower level needs of comfort and sensual satisfaction and
the higher needs of reflection, solitude and attenuation of sensual
desires which are now regarded as interference. (1996:24)

Psychic OE gives rise to the developmental dynamisms
● The identification of overexcitability is easiest at a younger age (i.e. in
memories of childhood and adolescence) and at lower developmental
levels. As the development and age advance overexcitabilities are
differentiated into dynamisms and higher levels of functions, and are
masked by greater complexity of experience. (1996:181)
● Hierarchization of internal conflict and development opens a channel
for resolution and direction of developmental tensions. When this
channel is not open, as in unilevel disintegration, the tensions lead to
severe psychosomatic illness, psychosis, or suicide. The power of the
dynamisms of spontaneous multilevel disintegration is mainly a
function of the power of emotional overexcitability. (1996[I]:35)

● Enhanced excitability, especially in its higher forms, allows for a
broader, richer, multilevel, and multidimensional perception of reality.
The reality of the external and of the inner world is conceived in all its
multiple aspects. In consequence, overexcitability plays a fundamental
role in the development of dynamisms, their tension, their seeking for
channels leading “upward”, their positive maladjustment and
transformation not only of the inner milieu but also of the external
milieu. (1996[I]:74)
● Intellectual overexcitability [at level III] intensifies the tendency
toward inner conflicts and intensifies the activity of all dynamisms of
spontaneous multilevel disintegration. It enhances the development of
awareness and of self-awareness. It develops the need for finding the

meaning of knowledge and of human experience. Conflict and
cooperation with emotional overexcitability. Development of intuitive
intelligence. (1996[I]:78)
● Intellectual overexcitability [at level IV] in close linkage with
emotional and imaginational operates in a united harmony of drives,
emotions, and volition. The DDC is more closely unified with
personality (the level of secondary integration). Intellectual interests
are extensive, universal, and multilevel. Great deal of interest and
effort in objectivization of the hierarchy of values. Inclinations toward
synthesis. Intellectual-emotional and intellectual-emotionalimaginational linkages are the basis of highly creative intelligence.
(1996[I]:78)

As well as psychic overexcitability, Dąbrowski refers to inborn, or
genetically determined, talents and abilities playing a role in
personality development.
…. developmental potential, or the manifestation of the different
forms of overexcitability, special talents and abilities, and their
interrelationships, which give rise to signs of positive disintegration.
(1996:173)

Dąbrowski has not elaborated upon this role. However he did identify
several examples of special talents and abilities, such as: a talent for
playing chess, creative ability in general, poetic ability, musical talent,
and dramatic and artistic talents.

While Dąbrowski identifies special talents and abilities as distinct
casual influences at the same time he seems to suggest that special
talents and abilities themselves originate from one form or another
of psychic overexcitability, e.g.,
A person of high level of psychomotor overexcitability will
manifest great abilities toward planning, dynamic course of action
and organizational abilities… (1996:74)

In addition to special abilities already briefly discussed, Dąbrowski
maintains that a general ability of a high level of theoretical intelligence*
(a high I.Q.) is required for personality development (1967:251-252).
Dąbrowski indicates the role intelligence plays in the formation of higher
level dynamisms in an analysis of one of his research subjects:
In Example no. 6 intelligence is very much in the service of
development and it is creative. It is enriched by imaginational and
intellectual overexcitability. It strongly contributes to subject-object
in oneself and to autopsychotherapy. (1996:183)
* Dąbrowski distinguished between theoretical and practical intelligence. While the later could be
useful, it was the former which was necessary for personality growth.

A note on the double meaning of developmental potential
When Dąbrowski uses the term developmental potential he is sometimes
explicitly or implicitly referring to predisposing factors (genetic or
environmental1) that cause personality development. At other times he
uses the term to refer to signs or indicators that an individual has the
capacity to undergo personality development. While the genetically
determined causes are few (ultimately a favourable psychic
overexcitability profile and a high IQ and perhaps the presence of special
talents and abilities2), the indicators of developmental potential are many.
1. The third factor ultimately is derived from the first two factors (1970:34)
2. While special talents and abilities play a causal role in producing developmental dynamisms Dąbrowski seems to say that they
are derived from various psychic overexcitabilities (e.g. 1996:74)

● In Dąbrowski’s view it is the first, or genetic, factor which is the major
determinant of personality development. If it is strong, personality
development is all but inevitable; if it is weak personality development
is impossible. But if the genetic factor is somewhere in between weak
and strong the second, or environmental, factor can be decisive.
● There are a number of environmental conditions that can facilitate
the transition from lower to higher levels of personality functioning,
and three types are mentioned by Dąbrowski in Personality-shaping
through positive disintegration (1967:150-166): (1) direct stimulation;
(2) peaceful conditions; and (3) guidance from an advisor, counsellor or
therapist.

Positive stimulation
As examples of direct stimulation Dąbrowski gives the following.
At times a book presenting a story of a hero which, in its
psychological and ideological aspects, makes the nuclear dynamism
sensitive to the development of personality may be an important
factor in stimulating this development. The same is true of theatre
plays and many works of plastic art. A proper scientific, social, or
artistic environment which stimulates one to creative work, or
presence at a discussion, or taking part in an excursion in the
company of proper people may constitute a positive factor and
consequently an auxiliary medium stimulating the
personality. (Dąbrowski, 1967:150)

Peaceful conditions
For those individuals experiencing a period of great creative tension (i.e.,
conflict between "what is" and "what ought to be"), what is needed is an
interruption of active stimuli in order to allow the emergence of inner
resources that can order and give meaning to conflicting
impressions. External aids conducive to this are isolation, tranquil
surroundings and music.
[an] Increasing need for reflection, meditation, and contemplation
augments the need for solitude as a necessary condition of developing
the dynamisms of multilevel disintegration… a need for solitary
contemplation of nature and art. (Dąbrowski with Piechowski, 1977.
Vol.I:170-171)

Role of a qualified advisor
Some of the functions performed by an advisor are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

pointing out contradictions in behaviour;
providing insight into negative and positive personality characteristics;
strengthening positive qualities, such as responsibility;
interpreting behaviour from a moral perspective;
encouraging self-criticism, independence of thought and behaviour,
and empathy;
(6) training the individual to struggle against subordination of intelligence
to instincts and against egoism;
(7) developing a capacity to organize the interior life; and
(8) teaching the individual to meditate.

The third factor consists of the positive developmental choices made by
an individual. Dąbrowski describes it as follows.
The third factor is independent from and selective with regard to
heredity (the first factor), and environment (the second factor). Its
selective role consists in accepting and fostering or rejecting and
restraining qualities, inclinations, interests and desires, which one
finds either in one’s hereditary endowment or in one’s social
environment…. It arises and grows as a resultant of both positive
hereditary endowment (especially the ability for inner psychic
transformation) and positive environmental influences. (1970:178179)
The third factor becomes active only at the transition from level III-IV.

The foundational principle underlying
personality development
The foundational principle is that automatic biological
determination is replaced by psychological (i.e.,
conscious, autonomous and deliberate) determination
through a process of positive disintegration.

This process just described is governed by the following principles (or
what Dąbrowski calls gradients):
● Hierarchization
● Increasing inhibition, and eventual elimination, of lower level
behaviour
● Increasing reflection, resulting in the growth of intuition
● Transformation of syntony (attraction or attachment) into
empathy (increasing alterocentrism)

Dąbrowski argued that a distinction should be made between
lower and higher forms of mental-emotional dysfunction,
In the case of low level anxiety neurosis, in conditions of stress,
shock, accident, etc., we find symptoms of fear on a low level
expressed in immobilization, automatism and absence of
reflectiveness. On a high level of development of anxiety
psychoneurosis we may observe the inhibition of primitive
fear, symptoms of empathic disquietude about others and
existential anxiety. (1973:149)

For Dąbrowski many forms of mental illness are actually expressions
of internal conflict which in turn indicate a potential for personality
growth.
On a high level of hysteria, or hysteroid structures we come upon
such symptoms and such hysterical or hysteroid dynamisms as
emotional hyperexcitability, high capacity for empathy and
identification, tendency toward contemplation and ecstasy,
capability for dramatization and openness to suggestion of a very
high level….
Such syndromes as depression, obsession, infantile neurotic
states may represent high level [developmental] dynamisms.
(1973:149-150)

For Dąbrowski, what he called psychoneurosis is an expression of
emotional overexcitability and therefore an indicator of developmental
potential.
The therapeutic interventions recommended by Dąbrowski (1972:255-287) for
various psychoneuroses (from obsession to existential anxiety) include, in
addition to relaxation and emotional support, fostering an awareness in
patients of their creative and developmental potential.
For example, regarding the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein's neurotic
condition, Dąbrowski (1972:194) remarks that, "In the opinion of many he
maintained his wisdom in spite of his psychoneurosis, and in my opinion,
because of his psychoneurosis."

Dąbrowski suggests that those who possess a high degree of
emotional overexcitability will be more profoundly affected by
negative events, such as the death of someone close to them. Such
persons overreact, not only to death, but to any form of stress such as
prolonged separation from parent, serious illness and radical alteration
of life style due, for example, to loss of property, migration, or war.

Determining developmental potential and personality level
Dąbrowski used a number of means to determine both developmental
potential and developmental level, such as taking into consideration: the
heredity and psychic constitution of the family as well as the individual,
the family situation during childhood and adolescence, educational and
school environment, marital and family life, psychopathology, signs of
positive disintegration, general appearance, IQ.
In addition he conducted a neurophysiological examination, asked his
subjects to write a six to eight page autobiography and to complete the
Verbal Stimuli Test in which subjects were asked to give their emotional
responses to, and associations with, a number of words or phrases.

This sort of qualitative multidimensional examination takes a lot of time
and is dependant upon an evaluator with many years of experience with
the theory—i.e., with its interpretation and its application. Dąbrowski felt
that it should be possible to develop a systematic quantitative index.
We hope that further research will allow this scale of developmental
levels to be refined by differentiating levels between the five
established so far… Ultimately one should be able to develop a
quantitative index of responses characteristic for each level of
emotional functioning. (1996, Vol. I, p.29)
If extensive research was to be conducted on the theory, clearly more
easily administered and analyzed quantitative tests for determining
developmental level and developmental potential had to be developed.

The Definition-Response Instrument (DRI)
A pencil and paper test of developmental level, the Definition-Response
Instrument (DRI), was developed by Gage, Morse, and Piechowski (1981).
The DRI consists of six descriptive statements designed to focus
respondents' attention on the following themes: (a) susceptibility to the
influence of others, (b) internal conflict , (c) inferiority, (d)
dissatisfaction, (e) self-observation, and (f) personality ideal (Nancy Miller
and Linda Silverman, Roeper Review, May 1987, Vol.9 No.4).

This test makes it easier to do research than it relying on a
multidimensional assessment made by a highly trained person such as
Dąbrowski himself, but it still requires raters with a certain level of training.

The OEQII (Overexcitability Questionnaire, second version)
The OEQII is a 50-item test in which participants are asked to indicate on
a scale from 1 to 5 to what extent statements are or are not like them.
The OEQII has 5 scales, of ten items each, representing the five
overexcitabilities (emotional, imaginational, intellectual sensual and
psychomotor).*
The development of this easily administered and easily scored
questionnaire has led to a large body of research on psychic
overexcitability.
* See Falk, R. F., Lind, S., Miller, N. B., Piechowski, M. M., & Silverman, L. K. (1999). The Overexcitability
Questionnaire-Two (OEQII): Manual, scoring system, and questionnaire. Denver, CO: Institute for the
Study of Advanced Development.

In the following passages from Dąbrowski’s unpublished manuscript,
entitled, Authentic education, he recommends that educators be alert to the
creative potential of students exhibiting psychic overexcitability, avoid
pathologizing such students, and that they should support and encourage
them in finding their own unique educational trajectory.
In every area in school where there is a dominant attachment to "objective
marks" or where the opinion is prevalent that more extensive criticism of
the child's achievement motivates further achievement, there will be many
psychological breaks and dramatic: experiences of children who represent
high psychological richness, emotional and imaginative overexcitability;
inhibition of normal association even in those who have high capabilities,
blocks free thinking, lowers the level of learning through discouragement
and in the end creates a vicious circle (Letters on Authentic Education, p.62).

In these conditions there develops psychoneurosis of misfortune or
failure. When a child in such conditions meets in the family or school
continuous admonition and constant moralization, he, especially if he is
creative and an emotionally sensitive child with a tendency towards
irritability and a low inclination to systematized pedantry, will always
present a tendency to the above psychoneurosis.
The only remedy and preventive is to see clearly the child's
independent, differentiated personality, to see his singular type and his
special sensitivity and irritability, to take into account his creative
potentials, and finally to adjust his behavior and the evaluation of him
in relation to such characteristics (Letters on Authentic Education, p.63).

The child cannot always be a failure and lack success but must see some
positive results of his work. Such children should not be given models to
imitate; they should be allowed with the help of others to follow their
own pattern of development, find their own creative elements, which
would bring them to the appropriate effects and the attainment of their
own unique, individual position.
If children already present the symptoms of psychoneurosis of
misfortune and failure, it is necessary to elaborate in their education and
self-education a gradual method of compensation for previous errors, to
excite inhibited creativity and to create some effects, even if partially
artificial, but that always come from the appreciation of the child's
capabilities to equalize the effects of his slow development … (Letters on
Authentic Education, p.63).

Let us underline at the end of this chapter that a great majority of
nervousness and psychoneurosis should be treated as positive potential for
a rich and even accelerated development. It is understandable that such
children should not be treated in the standard way. We should treat them
individually and be prepared to cope with educational difficulties. We know
that with special education these children will introduce the most creative
elements to our social life. These children should never be regarded as
pathological cases but as candidates for the most valuable individuals of the
future, to treat them in any other way would deepen and pathologize their
valuable potential for development. We should, on the contrary, apply a
very vigilant individual system of education and self-education thereby
weakening the excess of irritability avid danger, to create all the conditions
necessary for their positive development of such children (Letters on Authentic
Education, p.65).
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LEVEL I: PRIMARY INTEGRATION
There are no developmental dynamisms as such at level I. If the infant possesses
developmental potential, which includes the overexcitabilities, then the dynamisms of
ambivalence, ambitendencies and the second factor (i.e., susceptibility to the opinions
of others) will begin to take shape and hence the emergence of level II.
What characterizes someone at level I is a concern for one’s own comfort plus little or
no concern for the approval, or disapproval, of others. Much less is there any concern
for others.
The characteristic of cognitive and emotional structures and functions of primary
integration is that they are automatic, impulsive, and rigid. Behavior is controlled by
primitive drives and by externality. Intelligence neither controls nor transforms basic
drives; it serves the ends determined by primitive drives. There is no inner conflict
while external conflicts are the rule. The overall picture is of little differentiation,
primitive drive structure, and predominant externality. (1996:18)

LEVEL II: UNILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
Unilevel disintegration is a loose ahierarchical structure. It
would probably be more correct to say that it is a structure
without a structure. In many ways it is the opposite of primary
integration. This condition of lack of structure and sense of
direction often is so distressing to the individual that he
develops a nostalgia for the cohesiveness of primary
integration, hence worship of psychopathic heroes and
psychopathic life styles (Harrington, 1972). Authentism and
existential experience are considered an aberration.

Level II consists of disintegrative processes occurring as if on a single structural level.
There is disintegration but no differentiation of levels of emotional or intellectual
control. Unilevel disintegration begins with the loosening of the cohesive and rigid
structure of primary integration. There is hesitation, doubt, ambivalence, increased
sensitivity to internal stimuli, fluctuations of mood, excitations and depressions, vague
feelings of disquietude, various forms of mental and psychosomatic disharmony.
There is ambitendency of action, either changing from one direction to another, or
being unable to decide which course to take and letting the decision fall to chance, or
a whim of like or dislike. Thinking has a circular character of argument for argument’s
sake. Externality is still quite strong. Nuclei of hierarchization may gradually appear
weakly differentiating events in the external milieu and in the internal milieu but still
there is continual vacillation between “pros” and “cons” with no clear direction out of
the vicious circle. Internal conflicts are unilevel and often superficial. When they are
severe and engage deeper emotional structures the individual often sees himself
caught in a “no exit” situation. Severe mental disorders are associated with unilevel
developmental structure. (1996:18)

Dynamisms of level II
Second factor. Susceptibility to social opinion and the influence of others. Behavior is
guided by what people will think or say, or by the need for recognition and approval.
There are feelings of inferiority toward others. Values are unreflectively internalized (or
rejected) from external sources: parents, church, government, authority of the printed
word. Acceptance (or rejection) of stereotyped ideas and values is a function of the need
to conform (or rebel) since there is no internal structure to generate and support
reflective non-conformity. There is a tendency to see all values and ideas as relative (i.e.,
as of equal importance).
Ambivalences. Changeable or simultaneous feelings of like and dislike, approach and
avoidance, inferiority and superiority, love and hatred. Fluctuations of mood, alternations
of excitation and inhibition.
Ambitendencies. Changeable and conflicting courses of action. Indecision, wanting and
not wanting, or wanting two irreconcilable things at once. Self-defeating behaviors.

LEVEL III: SPONTANEOUS MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
The inner psychic milieu of multilevel disintegration is a hierarchic structure in which
many factors are in conflict or in cooperation. The conflict is always between “what is”
as opposed to “what ought to be “. Its intensity is reflected in the particular nature of
multilevel dynamisms to be described below. The appearance of a split between the
“lower” and the “higher” marks the emergence of a vertical direction in development
which pushes from within, as it were, and is strongly felt but not entirely clear to the
individual as to its nature, hence the name ‘spontaneous’.
Hierarchization of internal conflict and development opens a channel for resolution and
direction of developmental tensions. When this channel is not open, as in unilevel
disintegration, the tensions lead to severe psychosomatic illness, psychosis, or suicide.
The power of the dynamisms of spontaneous multilevel disintegration is mainly a
function of the power of emotional overexcitability.

The characteristic of level III is an extensive differentiation of mental life. Internal
experiential factors begin to control behavior more and more, wavering is replaced by
a growing sense of “what ought to be” as opposed to “what is” in one’s personality
structure. Internal conflicts are numerous and reflect a hierarchical organization of
cognitive and emotional life: “what is” against “what ought to be”. Behavior is guided
by an emerging autonomous, emotionally discovered, hierarchy of values and aims.
Self-evaluation, reflection, intense moral conflicts, perception of the uniqueness of
others, and existential anxiety are characteristic phenomena at this level of
development. The individual searches not only for novelty of experience, but for
something higher; he searches for ideal examples and models around him and in
himself as well. He starts to feel a difference between what is higher and what is
lower, marking the beginning of experience and perception of many levels. Critical
awareness of oneself is being formed, and of others as well. There is awareness of
one’s essence as it arises from one’s existence.

Spontaneous multilevel disintegration is a crucial period for positive, i.e.
developmental transformations. The loosening and disintegration of the inner psychic
milieu occurs at higher and lower strata at the same time. This means that the whole
personality structure is affected by this process. The developmental factors
(dynamisms) characteristic for spontaneous multilevel disintegration … reflect the
nature of multilevel conflicts crucial to the progress of development … (1996:19)

Dynamisms of level III
Hierarchization. It is a recognition of higher and lower levels of experiences and
phenomena. It is the beginning of sorting things out prior to the emergence of an
autonomous hierarchy of values (3-24, 3-105, 3-113.1). As a developmental factor in its
own right, hierarchization is probably the least specific and the least differentiated of
multilevel dynamisms.
Dissatisfaction with oneself. A very powerful dynamism of discontent with one’s own
behavior in relation to oneself and in relation to others. Strong dissatisfaction with
oneself is one of the most highly significant indicators of accelerated development.
Inferiority toward oneself. A powerful dynamism which consists of the experience and
awareness of the disparity between one’s actual level and a higher one toward which one
strives. It is the shock of realization of one’s unfaithfulness to an ideal of personality even
if only vaguely perceived, and to a hierarchy of values which begins to take shape but as
yet is lacking in stability. Feeling of inferiority is followed by a desire and actions to bring
about developmental change in oneself. Disquietude with oneself. An early dynamism of

multilevel process. The feeling of uneasiness with oneself when realizing within oneself
primitive behaviors, lack of control, compulsions; also serious worries about one’s
sanity.
Inferiority toward oneself. A powerful dynamism which consists of the experience and
awareness of the disparity between one’s actual level and a higher one toward which
one strives. It is the shock of realization of one’s unfaithfulness to an ideal of personality
even if only vaguely perceived, and to a hierarchy of values which begins to take shape
but as yet is lacking in stability. Feeling of inferiority is followed by a desire and actions
to bring about developmental change in oneself. Disquietude with oneself. An early
dynamism of multilevel process. The feeling of uneasiness with oneself when realizing
within oneself primitive behaviors, lack of control, compulsions; also serious worries
about one’s sanity.
Astonishment with oneself. One of the earliest dynamisms of the multilevel process.
The feeling that some of one’s mental and emotional qualities are surprising,
unexpected, or strange. It is accompanied by astonishment and surprise with the world

and the behavior of others. In its mild and positive aspect it is a sense of wonder. In its
strong and negative aspect, but nevertheless developmentally important, it is the
beginning of critical attitude toward oneself -- the forerunner of subject -- object in
oneself.
Feelings of shame. The feelings of self-conscious distress and embarrassment with
usually a little more of external than internal sensitivity. Shame is often combined with a
strong somatic component, some anxiety, need to withdraw, hide away. In its less
conscious and more externally occasioned form shame may appear already in unilevel
disintegration (this is why the spindle in Figure I is drawn a little heavier toward level II).
Shame is usually associated with a feeling of inferiority toward others. However, a strong
feeling of shame may arise out of inner moral conflict, and then, it would be more
closely associated with disquietude with oneself.
Feelings of guilt. A sense of quilt is particularly significant if it is combined with a need
for reparation and self-correction. Guilt, as meant here, arises on the basis of a
relationship with another person or persons, and one’s relationship with them. Feeling

of quilt is the forerunner of the higher dynamism of responsibility.
Disquietude with oneself is manifested as a concern about the level of states of fear, for
instance, by suddenly realizing that one may fear more the loss of one’s health than of a
loved person. Such disquietude, as a rule, raises the developmental level of fear. Under
the influence of this dynamism fear loses its biopsychological cohesiveness. It becomes
subject to criticism, self-awareness and self-control. The temperamental and egocentric
component of states of fear is being reduced. One becomes anxious over the fact that
fear has often a paralyzing effect suppressing existential experience.
Positive maladjustment. A conflict with and rejection of those standards and attitudes
of one’s social environment which are incompatible with one’s growing awareness of
higher values. The higher values as an autonomous and authentic hierarchy become an
internal imperative. In its incipient form positive maladjustment may appear as a critical
reaction and opposition to one’s environment but as yet without being accompanied by
a clearly developed hierarchy of values.

LEVEL IV: ORGANIZED MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
Its main characteristics are conscious shaping and synthesis. At this
level a person exhibits more tranquility, systematization and
conscious transformation of his personality structure. While tensions
and conflicts are not as strong as at the previous level, autonomy and
internal hierarchy of values and aims are much stronger and much
more clearly developed. The ideal of personality becomes more
distinct and closer. There is a pronounced growth of empathy as one
of the dominants of behavior and development. (1996:19)

As the structure of level III is one of opposing and conflicting vertical forces, the
structure of level IV is one of synthesis and increasing order of the organization
of the inner psychic milieu and its activities. Inner conflicts abate while the
unifying power of personality ideal increases in intensity.
The dynamisms of level IV work much more closely together so that frequently
they appear overlapping. The process of developmental synthesis leads to an
increasing stabilization of the hierarchy of values and of the multilevelness of
emotional and instinctive functions, which is more clearly and more consciously
discovered and explored in inner conflicts.

Dynamisms of level IV
Subject-object in oneself. A process of looking at oneself as if from outside (the self as
object) and of perceiving the individuality of others (the other self as subject, i.e. an
individual knower and experiencer). The activity of this dynamism consists in observing
one’s mental life in an attempt to better understand oneself and to evaluate oneself
critically. This process of critical self-evaluation is coupled with aims of further
development, which means that this dynamism works closely with the dynamism of inner
psychic transformation.
There is a strong cognitive component in the subject-object process. At a more elementary
level it could be compared with Piaget’s decentration as a necessary shift from a primitive
egocentric view of the world to a more differentiated non-egocentric and objective view
of the world.
Subject-object in oneself may appear in a precursor form already at the borderline of
levels II and III. Then it is only a process of introspection and self-observation. Only with
the appearance of self-evaluation do we have a multilevel component. Self-evaluation

coupled with a conscious need to develop oneself is the differentiating criterion between a
precursor and a dynamism proper of subject-object in oneself.
Self-awareness. Awareness of one’s identity as a continuity of past with the present;
awareness of one’s individual uniqueness and that certain distinctive personal qualities are
significant and lasting while other qualities are secondary and transient. Awareness of one’s
development and its direction.
Third factor. A dynamism of conscious choice by which one sets apart both in oneself and in
one’s environment those elements which are positive, and therefore considered higher,
from those which are negative, and therefore considered lower. By this process a person
denies and rejects inferior demands of the internal as well as of the external milieu, and
accepts, affirms and selects positive elements in either milieu. This leads directly to the
awareness of not being identified with one’s body, but that body and consciousness can be
separated.
Third factor is a dynamism of valuation, i.e. of developing consciously an autonomous
hierarchy of values. One could say that third factor decides upon what subject-object in

oneself has uncovered, while inner psychic transformation is the process by which the
decision is put to work. Third factor is the par excellence dynamism of self-directed
development. It also coordinates the inner psychic milieu.
Self-control. A highly conscious dynamism of bringing order and unity into one’s
development. The growth of self-control takes place in proportion to increasing
calmness and confidence in one’s developmental path. At the borderline of levels IV
and V the dynamism of self-control becomes absorbed into DDC at a high level.
Education-of-oneself. This dynamism guides the realization of personal development
according to a definite program built on an autonomous hierarchy of values. It entails a
conscious alertness and activity of converting one’s experiences and actions toward the
stream of personal growth. It denotes a capacity for long-range programs of selfdevelopment. In the words of Saint Exupéry: “Each evening I review the truth of my
day: if the day was sterile as personal education, I am malevolent for those who made
me lose it.” System of yoga and meditation, and related systems (e.g. Schultz’s
autogenic training) when taken up seriously and systematically, are good models of

education-of-oneself.
Autopsychotherapy. Psychotherapy, preventive measures, or changes in living
conditions applied to oneself in order to control possible mental disequilibrium.
Autopsychotherapy is the process of education-of-oneself under conditions of
increased stress, as in developmental crises, in critical moments of life, in neuroses
and psychoneuroses. It is an off-shoot of education-of-oneself operating at the
borderline of levels III and IV. As development advances through spontaneous to
organized multilevel disintegration, the conflicts, disturbances, depressions, and
anxieties are handled consciously by the individual himself. Because of the great rise
and differentiation of autonomous factors the individual has available to him the
means not only to contain areas of conflict and tension but even more so to transform
them into processes enriching and strengthening his development. Conscious selfhealing is an example of this process at work; it is, however, more crucial in the
mental and emotional than in the physical realm. Solitude and concentration play a
very important role in this process.

Inner psychic transformation. The process which carries out the work of developmental
change in man’s personality structure, of which the changes in the emotional structure
are by far the most crucial.
Where there is lack of inner psychic transformation then whatever the individual’s
experience does not represent developmental changes. Death in the family, humiliations,
events which uncover their deficiencies and shortcomings, do not bring about deeper and
lasting psychological changes, on the contrary, they rather enhance their egocentric and
aggressive tendencies. Years pass and these individuals remain insensitive, rigid, narrow
and primitive. Inner psychic transformation is observed in fundamental, deep responses,
sometimes even violent, which change the direction of behavior, deepen sensitivity, and
bring about the transformation of psychological type.
There are two, although not the only, distinct manifestations of this dynamism. One is the
transcending of biological life cycle. Somatic determinants of maturation, aging, or
disease, are replaced by mental and emotional determinants of rich (accelerated) psychic
development. The result is a continuation of creativity in spite of aging, continuation of

psychic growth past maturity, expansion of emotional experience with age and
deepening of love and friendship. The second manifestation is the transcending of
psychological type by introducing traits of opposite type, for example an extravert
becomes somewhat introverted, or an impatient and irascible person becomes patient
and gentle, or a timid and anxious person turns into a confident leader. When such
transformation reaches the point of irreversibility, i.e. losing the impulse to revert to
the earlier trait of form of behavior so that it does not flare up even under stress, then
we consider it developmentally true. The transformation would not be true if it were
only a suppression. Inner psychic transformation may be observed in precursor form at
a lower level, for instance in efforts to become more self-controlled, organized,
considerate of others. At level IV this process is much more distinct, engaging deep
reflection and concentration as, for instance, in meditation.

LEVEL V: SECONDARY INTEGRATION
This level marks a new organization and harmonization of personality. Disintegrative
activities arise only in retrospection. Personality ideal is the dominant dynamism in
close union with empathy, and the activation of the ideal. The relationship of “I” and
“Thou” takes on the dimension of an absolute relationship on the level of
transcendental empiricism. There is a need to transcend “verifiable”, “consensual”
reality (known through sensory perception) and to reach empirically through
intuition, contemplation and ecstasy toward a transcendental reality. A balance
develops between the philosophical orientations of essence and existence. (1996:1920)

Secondary integration as the highest level of development is also called here the
level of personality. By personality we mean a self-aware, self-chosen, and selfaffirmed structure whose one dominant factor is personality ideal. In Figure 1 the
disposing and directing center is marked “unified” in level IV, on the borderline of
levels IV and V the function of the DDC is carried out by third factor, while in level V
the DDC becomes completely united with the personality. Through the synthesis
and organization carried out in level IV, all dynamisms operate in harmony. They
become more unified with the DDC established at a high level and inspired by the
personality ideal. Out of all the developmental distillation, personality ideal remains
as the only dynamism recognizable in the fifth level.
The chief dynamisms involved in the grand synthesis leading to secondary
integration are: empathy, responsibility, authentism, autonomy, and the personality
ideal. Self-perfection also plays an important role.

Dynamisms of level V
Responsibility. Responsibility before personality (the highest level of development) and
its ideal. The sources of responsibility are: the highest level of empathy and love for
every human being and the need to turn this love into action. Christ’s life was the acme
of responsibility for all those who suffered injustice. He expressed this at all times -“come ye all to me” -- with not merely a hope but certitude of obtaining life in the
kingdom which is not of this world: “Dwell in me as I in you”, “I am the way, I am the
truth, and I am life; no one comes to the Father except by me.”
Authentism. When individual and common essence is attained at the level of
personality, it means that central unrepeatable and experientially unique individual
qualities are retained and continue to develop together with universal qualities of
humanity. Authentism signifies the realization that the experience of essence, i.e. of the
meaning and value of human experience, is more fundamental than the experience of
existence.
Autonomy. Freedom from lower level drives and behavior and from the influence of the

external environment (which does not negate responsiveness to its needs). Autonomy is
a function of identification with the highest levels, in particular with personality ideal.
Personality ideal. Prior to secondary integration it is an individual standard against which
one evaluates one’s actual personality structure. Personality ideal arises out of individual
experience and development. It is shaped autonomously and authentically, often in
conflict and struggle with the prevailing standards of society…
Personality ideal as a mental and emotional structure is first perceived intuitively in
abroad outline and becomes the empirical model after which personality is shaped. As
development advances, personality ideal becomes more and more distinct, and plays an
increasingly significant role in the synthesis of the inner psychic milieu by guiding the
activity of the DDC. This process is called the dynamization of the ideal.
At the level of secondary integration, the personality ideal is the primary source of both
inner life and of outwardly expressed behavior.

The full range pf
developmental
dynamisms, the
shapers of
development

Additional developmental dynamisms

LEVEL I: PRIMARY INTEGRATION
Primary integration is a rigid and narrow structure—the level of tightly organized
automatic functions.
External conflict. In conflicts with others the individual never finds fault with
himself. He does not reflect on his own behavior and its consequences. He lacks
consideration for others, instead tends to humiliate others, and take advantage of
those who are weaker. He has respect, even abases himself, before those who are
stronger than he.
Temperamental syntony. Superficial, easy, and immediately expressed feeling of
commonality with others. Group feelings of doing things together, such as athletics,
dances, drinking, brawls, or union strikes and wars. Temperamental syntony is
governed by the mood of the moment and absence of conflict of interest. When
such conflict appears feelings of kinship are replaced by aggression.

Disposing and Directing Center. The term stands for whatever factor or group of
factors directly guide behavior and its expression. Primary integration is a rigid tightly
organized structure of primitive, i.e., least evolved, drives and instincts (cf. footnote
page 23). The dominant drive or group of drives act as the DDC, and can do so with
great force and unity of action. This may be represented by ambition, craving for
power, craving for security or financial gain, etc. In the extreme case, this is
particularly evident in criminal or political psychopathy.
Negative elements of diagnosis for primary integration are the following: absence of
inner conflicts, absence of scruples and consideration for others, absence of feelings
of relationship with others, absence of recognition of a common hierarchy of values
but recognition only of one’s own goals (selfish egocentrism). (1996, Vol.I,pp.32-33)

LEVEL II: UNILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
External conflict persists from primary integration although it is not as aggressive and not
as consistently self-centered but more variable and triggered off more unpredictably.
Internal conflict. Beginnings of hierarchization introduce a multilevel conflict which marks
the transition to multilevel disintegration. Otherwise conflicts are unilevel in the form of
ambivalences and ambitendencies (q.v.).
Temperamental syntony. Fluctuation of syntonic and asyntonic moods (mood cyclicity)
with easy transition from mood of companionship to withdrawal. Sensitivity combined
with irritability -- a person is offended easily, is touchy. Enthusiasm and feelings of
friendship may arise very quickly and may equally quickly vanish as a result of minor
disappointments. In particularly emotional persons there are tendencies toward
excessive (uncontrollable) reactions whether positive or negative. External conditions and
influences dominate in the fluctuations of syntony.

Identification. Identification differs from syntony in that it is directed toward another
person while syntony is directed both toward individuals and groups. Syntony is less
differentiated than identification. Identification at this level is initial, variable and partial.
‘Partial’ means that it does not impart the intuitive knowledge of another person as
given by high empathy, rather, it is an identification with one’s image of another person,
while the image is not checked with the psychological and emotional reality of the other.
There is also disidentification -- variable states of opposition to attitudes expressed by
others that on occasion, or only apparently, differ from one’s own. Identification is more
lasting than syntony, sometimes can be obsessive.
The controlling factors in identification are more psychological and more internal than in
syntony. There is a great deal of suggestibility in identification with others but also
periodical rigidity. In the extreme case identification with another person may be
excessive to the point of losing one’s identity. This occurs not only in schizophrenia and
psychosis but also in an undifferentiated, and not uncommon, conception of love.

Creative instinct. Creativity is impulsive, spontaneous and isolated from personality
development. This means that creative pursuits and personal growth do not interact
(another indication of lack of structure in unilevel disintegration). Creativity arises from
fascination with the endless variety of phenomena but lacks discrimination and
evaluation, often being an art for art’s sake. There is fascination with exotic and magic
phenomena. There may be fascination with evil and psychopathic heroes and
psychopathic life styles. Absence of ideal and reflection. Often through distorted and
broken forms, creativity expresses the distortion and chaos of unilevel disintegration. Not
infrequently there is fascination with the pathology of human behavior and experience.
The films of Ingmar Bergmann or Buñuel, the surrealistic art of Picasso and Salvador Dali,
action painting, pop-art and op-art, are prominent examples.
Disposing and Directing Center. The paradox of unilevel structure is that there is hardly
any structure. The influences directing behavior and its expression come from external
sources, or desires, moods and primitive drives, all vying for dominance, but none gain it
for an extended period. Hence ambitendencies or a multiplicity of “wills.” (1996, Vol.I, pp3334)

LEVEL III: SPONTANEOUS MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
Creative instinct. Hierarchization of experience and the emergence of an autonomous
hierarchy of values shape creativity in many important ways. Creativity comes to
express the drama and tragedy, even agony, of human existence -- on the one hand the
power of fate, humiliation, absence of grace (“no help from anywhere”), on the other
hand longing for ideal, inspiration, and a heroic struggle. The tensions of subjective
experience express themselves in a need for finding objective criteria for high human
values, hence an existential opposition to and struggle with relativism of values.
Characteristic examples of multilevel creativity are Greek tragedies, Shakespeare’s
tragedies, Dostoyevsky’s “Crime and Punishment” as a demonstration of the rift
between the higher and the lower, Van Gogh’s paintings, the chimeras of Notre Dame
in Paris. Another important expression is a deeply emotional experience felt in
relationships such as between Desdemona and Othello, Ophelia and Hamlet, or the
theme of friendship in E. M. Forster’s “Passage to India”. The formation of a hierarchy
of values out of personal experience and the fear that those values may not survive is

the theme of great existential poems and novels, religious dramas and tragedies extant
in the history of literature and art. Multilevel creativity is a manifestation of the
conjunction of emotional, imaginational and intellectual overexcitability, with emotional
being clearly the strongest.
Identification. Growth of understanding and of feeling for others arises out of personal
emotional experience and out of the development of a hierarchy of values in oneself.
While syntony as a global, undifferentiated feeling toward others disappears, multilevel
identification is more selective than on level II, and at the same time it is more personal,
that is, directed more toward a deeper relationship.
There are conflicts in identification followed by creative solutions of these conflicts. The
identifier and the identified will share their need for novel solutions and for
transcending the present level of their relationship. A growing desire to know and
understand others makes identification a developmental dynamism closely related to
empathy.

There is also disidentification arising from the deeply felt aversive reactions to models of
lower levels.
Empathy. Syntony is transformed into empathy through growing identification with
higher levels in oneself. Syntonic feelings toward others are based on reflection, selfevaluation, clear hierarchization of values, and growing readiness to bring help to others.
Growing understanding of others is based on genuine acceptance of others as unique
persons. There is an ability to differentiate subjective individualities. But there is also a
distinct dissyntony with lower levels in oneself and in others. Nevertheless, lower
emotional attitudes, though negated, are not condemned. One still observes some
imbalance between an understanding acceptance and negation, there can still be
present a certain emotional impatience.
In consequence of internal conflicts, increasing hierarchization and the transposition of
the DDC to a higher level, grows an increasingly more conscious and reflective empathy
toward oneself and toward others. This is manifested in reduced irritability but

augmented sensitivity and responsiveness to the difficulties and efforts seen in
others. A previously unilevel attitude of like and dislike is transformed into an
understanding of others with considerable emotional investment, even a sense of
closeness to other persons besides one’s intimate friends and loved ones. Impulsive
and chance relationships disappear. In mature persons, although strongly emotional,
tendency to falling in love and falling out of love disappears and yields instead to an
attitude of appreciative distance which does not, however, reduce the depth and
permanence of feeling.
Inner conflict. The hallmark of level III. The nature of multilevel conflict is in essence
the opposition between “what is” against “what ought to be”. The conflict exists
between higher and lower levels of an internal hierarchy, between the subject and the
object within oneself, between the “lower self” and the “higher self”, between the
forces of negation and the forces of affirmation. Not infrequently very intense
conflicts lead to suicide or even psychosis (see Ideal). The different factors operating
at this level are manifestations of the different dynamic dimensions of inner conflict.

External conflict. The transition from unilevel to multilevel disintegration is
characterized by increasing role of inner conflict and gradual decrease in the frequency
of external conflict. External conflict arises not from conflict of interest with other
persons but from a conflict of moral principles and human ideals. Most strongly external
conflict arises out of the need to defend and protect those who are weak, oppressed,
helpless and defenseless.
Disposing and Directing Center. While in unilevel disintegration there is no distinct DDC,
in multilevel disintegration the DDC seeks to establish itself at a higher level. This,
however, is not achieved until level IV. As a result, the DDC ascends to a higher level and
then descends to a lower one. Or, another way of looking at it is that there are various
disposing and directing centers, representing antagonistic levels of the inner structure:
those which are closer to primitive drives against those which are closer to personality
ideal.

LEVEL IV: ORGANIZED MULTILEVEL DISINTEGRATION
Creative instinct. Creative instinct becomes more strongly united with the global process
of personality development, with religious needs and self-perfection.
Elements of insight and sensitive understanding of human experience become the
leading themes. There is an advanced differentiation of types of individual and group
processes which are grasped intuitively rather than analytically. Creativity is
distinguished by moral religious, existential, and transcendental elements. In
consequence it deals with the problem of lasting, unchangeable, and unique emotions
essential to deep relationships of love and friendship. High level of self-awareness plays
a key role here.
Self-perfection. Systematization and organization of a program of personality
development is called here self-perfection. The goal and the process of self-perfection
become clearly defined with special emphasis on moral and empathic development.
There occur states of meditation and contemplation in which the individual realizes the

existence of a superior hierarchy of personality as the highest self-chosen, self-affirmed,
and self-aware structure attainable in human development. Following this realization,
the individual endeavors to unite himself with the highest levels discovered by him in his
experience. This is the discovery of the ideal as the goal of personality development. The
process described is that of the dynamization of personality ideal.
Identification. Strong and full identification with oneself as to the essence of the high
levels of one’s psychic structure. Strong disidentification with the lower levels of one’s
personality structure. Identification with others is replaced by empathy. There is full
empathy toward others, but never full toward oneself, while identification with oneself is
total, but never total with others.
Empathy. Differentiation of empathy proceeds as a function of the process subject-object
in oneself. There is more discretion in respect to others but without diminishing profound
sympathy, understanding, or readiness for sacrifice. There is growth of love and concern
for those who suffer injustice and are oppressed. Exclusive bonds of love and friendship

become deep and enduring. Empathy and self-control are mutually balanced. Empathy
tends toward universal love but does not quite achieve it at this level. Nevertheless, it
achieves a profound expression out of continued striving for identification with the
highest level of development. Inner conflict. On the borderline of levels III and IV inner
conflicts are strong. In these conflicts, doubt, depression, states of anxiety are converted
into developmentally positive action. This is a period of systematic “organization of
conflicts” in the service of personality. There are existential, philosophical, and
transcendental conflicts. The danger of suicide or psychosis is nil. The powers of conflict
are looked upon as positive; they are in the service of personality and its ideal.
Disposing and Directing Center. The DDC becomes unified and is firmly established at a
higher level. The DDC is now the controlling agent of development directing its
organization and systematization with personality ideal being the highest and the
dominant dynamism. The third factor is its closest and most distinct component.

LEVEL V: SECONDARY INTEGRATION
Empathy. Empathy achieves its highest expression in the readiness to sacrifice one’s fife
for the sake of others. Empathy develops not only toward the people one is responsible
for but also toward one’s highest strivings, one’s own unrepeatability harmonized with a
total respect for “Thou” which exceeds the respect for oneself. The highest level of an
authentic “I” in relationship with an authentic “Thou”. We encounter here the
development of empathy for everything that exists, especially all living creatures. There
is a profound and active empathy toward all those who are hurt and humiliated. Love is
emanated equally strongly in the contemplative states of meditation as in conditions of
everyday life.
Self-perfection. The program of development worked out in level IV can now be fully
carried out. It is conceived as a synthesis through intuition, it is “self-evident”. The
program is taken up without excitation, without inhibition, and without resistance. The
reason for this comes from the attenuation and cessation of inner conflicts and tensions,
and from the establishment of hierarchy of values under only one kind of tension,

namely, personality ideal. The ideal becomes accessible and comprehensible.
Dynamization of the ideal becomes a concrete process because the main dynamisms of
personality are already unified with the personality ideal.
Moral differentiation of others is based on the deepest empathy toward them. This
empathic differentiation occurs through intuitive-synthetic insights, obtained frequently
during meditation and contemplation. The feeling that it is possible to step over from
empirical experiences into the borderline of transcendence is based on an understanding
of the differences and closeness of “I” and “Thou” in a harmonic duality of existence and
essence. The individual reaches his own ideal and the ideals of others through mystical
experiences and identification, thus achieving full harmony in perfecting himself and
others.
Inner conflict. No inner conflicts, there is only the memory of internal struggles. The
fruits of those struggles are utilized in the development of the ideal.
Disposing and Directing Center. The DDC is totally unified and identified with the
personality ideal.

Success at five levels of personality
Level I
Success is measured externally in terms of possessions or attracting
attention: as achievement in sports, exercise of violence, securing a
position, money, material possessions. Success is seen as winning power
and defeating others in ruthless competition.
Level II
Success is also measured externally, however, there is beginning of
selectiveness and lessening of a drive to attain primitive forms of success.
There is a beginning of esthetic and moral considerations in relation to
success (beginning of hierarchization). Occasional renouncing of external

success for the sake of others. There are instances of success
understood in terms of altruism, sympathy and a need to help others.
Level III
There is a gradual turning away from external forms of success.
Transfer of weight toward moral, altruistic, and creative success.
“Lower” forms of success are renounced for the sake of “higher”
ones. Sometimes there is a spasmodic elimination of lower kind of
success as in trying to achieve the ideal by force. This can be seen in
dramatic initial forms of generosity and self-sacrifice. The meaning of
success is developed in meditation and contemplation.

Level IV
Success is measured in terms of helpfulness in others’ personal growth, or
as “success through love.” Renunciation of external, lower forms of success
becomes a principle and a natural habit. Success is perceived in terms of
the path of self-perfection. Success of lasting bonds of love and friendship.
Level V
The problem of success drops out naturally from life concerns. There is
only the need for realizing self-perfection. Success is understood in terms
of activating the personality ideal, and the attainment of universal love,
and is not regarded as a separate goal in life. (1996:92-93)

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Solitude and
loneliness at level I

Solitude at level II-III

Solitude and loneliness
at level IIII-IV

I think of avoiding
this type of
environment even
in relation to
studying. I would
rather study where
other people are
around. I also think
of living alone in a
negative way.

Solitude is a word which paints mostly pleasant pictures for me. I can truly say
that to some extent I am indebted to solitude for having become who I am.

Without solitude, I begin
to recede and withdraw
from relationships—give
less than I can. Because I
want to be honest, to be
“all there,” I must find
solitude—several hours a
day. I used to think I was
selfish, but it’s different.
It’s selfish not to,
actually.

During my teens I often used to go bicycle riding by myself. I enjoyed going into
the country. On weekends I often went to youth hostels, sometimes with
others, but occasionally by myself. The best moments I recall have been those
near the ocean. I used to climb the highest sand dune and could then sit there
for long stretches of time, taking in the beauty of the sea, beach and sky. These
three images in one have since held a great deal of meaning to me:
The vastness of the wide sky
The ever moving rolling waves
The calm of the far stretching beach.
When I feel pressured and in need of a battery recharging I occasionally try to
visualize that scene near the ocean.
Often it has been through solitude that I have gained in insight and
understanding. I would feel that I have more need for solitude than most
persons.

All that stands out clearly
is alone. I want to stand
out clearly—for what I
believe in.

Level I

Level II-III

Male, 23

Female, 44

Level III-IV

Solitude and
loneliness at
level I

Solitude at level II-III

Female, 34

Solitude is a word which paints mostly pleasant pictures for me. I can truly say
that to some extent I am indebted to solitude for having become who I am.

I think of avoiding
this type of
environment
even in relation
to studying. I
would rather
study where
other people are
around. I also
think of living
alone in a
negative way.

Subject –object in oneself. Inner psychic transformation. Solitude as
an aid to personal growth (level III).

Absence of an
inner psychic
milieu. Solitude
has no value
(level I).

When I feel pressured and in need of a battery recharging I occasionally try to
visualize that scene near the ocean.

During my teens I often used to go bicycle riding by myself. I enjoyed going
into the country. On weekends I often went to youth hostels, sometimes with
others, but occasionally by myself. The best moments I recall have been those
near the ocean. I used to climb the highest sand dune and could then sit there
for long stretches of time, taking in the beauty of the sea, beach and sky.
These three images in one have since held a great deal of meaning to me:
The vastness of the wide sky
The ever moving rolling waves
The calm of the far stretching beach.

Creative instinct: Creativity expressed in poetry. Autopsychotherapy
(level III).
Imaginational overexcitability (level III).

Solitude and loneliness at level IIII-IV
Without solitude, I begin to recede and
withdraw from relationships—give less than
I can. Because I want to be honest, to be “all
there,” I must find solitude—several hours a
day. I used to think I was selfish, but it’s
different. It’s selfish not to, actually.

Autopsychotherapy: solitude as a
source of mental nourishment
necessary for full relationships with
others (level III-IV).
All that stands out clearly is alone. I want to
stand out clearly—for what I believe in.

Autonomy: dramatic and
demonstrative attitude—she affirms
herself but apart from others (level
III).

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Nervousness at level I

Nervousness at level II-III

Nervousness at level III-IV

I think of relationships in a group of
people unknown to me. Such
nervousness would increase if I was of
inferior intelligence to the others. As long
as there is a purpose for such
associations then the nervousness
decreases. Knowledge of the subject
affects such nervousness as well.

I certainly wish I had less of it. When too
much comes to me at once, I suddenly
become quite awkward, have difficulty
concentrating, my mind goes semi-blank
and I just cannot do well whatever I
happen to be doing at such a moment. I
still quite often get butterflies in my
stomach, but appear to outsiders to be a
calm person, which dep down I really am
not.

It keeps me alert and aware. I feel
nervous if I don’t feel nervous for some
time, and begin to wonder if someone
needs something and I’ve failed to notice
it.

Some of these nervous tendencies I now
see at times with my children, and that I
feel badly abour.

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Nervousness at level I

Nervousness at level II-III

Nervousness at level III-IV

I think of relationships in a group of
people unknown to me. Such
nervousness would increase if I was of
inferior intelligence to the others. As long
as there is a purpose for such
associations then the nervousness
decreases. Knowledge of the subject
affects such nervousness as well.

I certainly wish I had less of it. When too
much comes to me at once, I suddenly
become quite awkward, have difficulty
concentrating, my mind goes semi-blank
and I just cannot do well whatever I
happen to be doing at such a moment. I
still quite often get butterflies in my
stomach, but appear to outsiders to be a
calm person, which dep down I really am
not.

It keeps me alert and aware. I feel
nervous if I don’t feel nervous for some
time, and begin to wonder if someone
needs something and I’ve failed to notice
it.

Frustration: low tolerance of ambiguity
(level I)
Second factor: feeling of inferiority
toward others (level I-II)

Nervousness with psychosomatic
components but also with initial selfcontrol (level II-III)

Nervousness as an ally and a gauge of
allocentric orientation—somewhat
demonstrative and hysterical (level III).
Psychomotor overexcitability

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Inhibition at level I

Inhibition at level II-III

Inhibition at level III-IV

I also think of this in a
group sense and the fact
that the larger the group,
the greater is my inhibition.

I have been very inhibited, cocooned in a chrysalis, for a long
time. Much of my inhibitions have left me, thank goodness, I
am a more complete person because of it. Inhibitions blocks
one’s pathways, it slows one down, cuts down one’s
realization to happiness.

The story of my life—inhibit my
actions almost to the point of
immobilization, and then inhibit
my inhibitions. I’m less conscious
of it, so it’s more natural now. I
used to envy people who could act
in what I thought an unaware way,
without being concerned. I guess I
wanted to go back to
unawareness—the womb of
oblivion. If the choice is painful
awareness or painful unawareness
I’ll choose the first.

It bothers me very much to realize that through wrong actions
and attitudes on my part I in some way or another have
inhibited some or all of my children at one time or another.
It would seem to me that the less inhibited a person is, the
greater his capacity would be for great enjoyment.
My work as an art teacher with young children is important to
me, partly because I feel that here I am contributing
something positive towards helping children to become freer,
less inhibited persons.

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Inhibition
at level I

Inhibition at level II-III

Inhibition at level III-IV

I have been very inhibited, cocooned in a chrysalis, for a long time. Much of my inhibitions
have left me, thank goodness, I am a more complete person because of it. Inhibitions
blocks one’s pathways, it slows one down, cuts down one’s realization to happiness.

The story of my life—inhibit my
actions almost to the point of
I also think
of this in a
immobilization, and then inhibit
group sense Inhibition is understood only as a limitation; absence of allocentric
my inhibitions. I’m less conscious
and the fact
of it, so it’s more natural now. I
componnents (level II).
that the
used to envy people who could
larger the
It bothers me very much to realize that through wrong actions and attitudes on my part I
act in what I thought an unaware
group, the
in some way or another have inhibited some or all of my children at one time or another.
way, without being concerned. I
greater is my
Feeling of guilt based on empathy and identification with her children (level III) guess I wanted to go back to
inhibition.
unawareness—the womb of
It would seem to me that the less inhibited a person is, the greater his capacity would be
External
oblivion. If the choice is painful
for great enjoyment.
inhibition
awareness or painful
Inhibition: A stereotyped view of a spontaneous person as one who is not
without
unawareness I’ll choose the first.
inhibited; allocentric components are absent (level I-II).
reflection
(level I-II). My work as an art teacher with young children is important to me, partly because I feel
Inhibition by excitation of higher
that here I am contributing something positive towards helping children to become freer,
dynamisms (level IV).
less inhibited persons.

Creative instinct combined with empathy (helpfulness) (level III).

Third factor —i.e., autonomy
(level III-IV).

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Inner conflict at
level I

Inner conflict at level II-III

Inner conflict at level III-IV

I rarely think of
inner conflict in
relation to myself. I
presume such
conflict means in
the sense of
morals, etc. In
terms of decisions,
I sometimes have
difficulty in
choosing a course
of action.

I can truly say that I have had more than my share of it. I am speaking here if
the kind of internal battles, where you feel you are more than one person,
and where it is a matter of finding out who is who or what, and who ought
to come out as a victor in the long run. My nervous breakdowns were
somewhat like that. They started as uncertain, vague kind of battles.
Because of the laziness and vagueness at first the arms were just laid down.
Too much uncertainty, much too foggy—but them, much through therapy—
and thank heaven for psychotherapy—some soldiers take up arms. Some
pretty hot and bloody battles took place. God, and what wild confusion
sometimes. I suppose, so far, the best ones won and kicked the rest into
some sloppy corner where they are just sitting looking on, licking their
wounds probably.

I don’t allow my energy to
drain away that way
anymore. I use it to think
through whatever problem
as thoroughly as possible,
taking in as many facts as
possible. Then I follow my
heart. Inner conflict has left
many battle scars, and even
though I feel that I’m
winning the battles, I sense
that I’m losing the war
against time.

Much as I am likely to shy away from conflict, disagreements, arguments,
oddly enough it is the personal internal conflicts which eventually have
helped me to get where I am now, and I am pretty happy about that.

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Inner conflict at
level I

Inner conflict at level II-III

Inner conflict at level III-IV

I can truly say that I have had more than my share of it. I am speaking here if the kind
of internal battles, where you feel you are more than one person, and where it is a
matter of finding out who is who or what, and who ought to come out as a victor in
the long run. My nervous breakdowns were somewhat like that. They started as
uncertain, vague kind of battles. Because of the laziness and vagueness at first the
arms were just laid down. Too much uncertainty, much too foggy—but them, much
through therapy—and thank heaven for psychotherapy—some soldiers take up arms.
Some pretty hot and bloody battles took place. God, and what wild confusion
sometimes. I suppose, so far, the best ones won and kicked the rest into some sloppy
corner where they are just sitting looking on, licking their wounds probably.

I don’t allow my energy to drain
away that way anymore. I use it
to think through whatever
problem as thoroughly as
possible, taking in as many facts
as possible. Then I follow my
heart. Inner conflict has left
many battle scars, and even
though I feel that I’m winning
the battles, I sense that I’m
losing the war against time.

I rarely think of inner
conflict in relation to
myself. I presume
such conflict means
in the sense of
morals, etc. In terms
of decisions, I
sometimes have
difficulty in choosing
a course of action.

Absence of
internal conflicts
(level I)
Ambitendencies:
hesitation in
making decisions
(level II)

Unilevel internal conflict:the forces of conflict appear equal—initial
hierarchization is suggested in “finding out who ought to come out as a
victor” (level II).
Much as I am likely to shy away from conflict, disagreements, arguments, oddly
enough it is the personal internal conflicts which eventually have helped me to get
where I am now, and I am pretty happy about that.

Third factor:, and inner psychic transformation: internal conflict as an aid
to personal growth (level III).

Self-control in handling
inner conflicts—the
resolution is intuitive (level
III-IV).
Personality ideal: to
combine personal autonomy
with empathy (level IV).

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Immortality at level I

Immortality at level II-III

Immortality at level III-IV

I consider this an impossibility in “real”
life and do not consider any manner of
life after death. Immortality to me exists
only in the minds and thoughts of people
in society after the death of someone.

When I saw in the first test [the Faces
Test] the photograph of Helen Keller and
her teacher, in a way I sensed something
like what to me immortality means. It is a
touching from soul to soul. When one
person has something of value, of
goodness, he can choose to keep it to
himself or pass it on to others through
some form of communication or another.
Once a wheel has been set in motion, no
one knows how far it may lead. My
immortality has already become a fact
because my life has touched and been of
influence on many others.

To me, all life is worthwhile, although at
times I become impatient with the slow
progress of evolution. I try not to confuse
myself with my ideas, remembering that
a good idea will live on, whether I do or
not. In the meantime, it is enough that I
support it. If it is worth living for, it is
worth dying for.

Level I

Level II-III

Level III-IV

Male, 23

Female, 44

Female, 34

Immortality at level I

Immortality at level II-III

Immortality at level III-IV

I consider this an impossibility om “real”
life and do not consider any manner of
life after death. Immortality to me exists
only in the minds and thoughts of people
in society after the death of someone.

When I saw in the first test [the Faces
Test] the photograph of Helen Keller and
her teacher, in a way I sensed something
like what to me immortality means. It is a
touching from soul to soul. When one
person has something of value, of
goodness, he can choose to keep it to
himself or pass it on to others through
some form of communication or another.
Once a wheel has been set in motion, no
one knows how far it may lead. My
immortality has already become a fact
because my life has touched and been of
influence on many others.

To me, all life is worthwhile, although at
times I become impatient with the slow
progress of evolution. I try not to confuse
myself with my ideas, remembering that
a good idea will live on, whether I do or
not. In the meantime, it is enough that I
support it. If it is worth living for, it is
worth dying for.

Death: rejection of the implications of
death (level I).
Second factor: immortality conceived
only as a memory of a person (level II).

Self preservation: immortality as sharing
of personal and moral values and their
transmission (level III).

Personality ideal and autonomy: She
does not accept religious answers to
immortality (level III-IV).
Psychomotor overexcitability
(impatience).
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“Dynamisms: Forces for Human Growth”

An interdisciplinary conference on Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration
- development/personal story, methods/theory, practical application, gifted
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Conference Program
Thursday, July 14, 2016
Thursday, 1:30 - 2:30 pm
On-Site Registration Open,
Room: Foyer
Thursday, 2:30 pm - 5:30 pm
Pre-Congress Workshop “Dabrowski 101”
Laurence Nixon, Ph.D., professor at Dawson College in Montreal, Quebec, Canada and Dabrowski Specialist.
Room: Sheraton South
If you are a relative newcomer to Dabrowski’s work or would like a refresher experience, this pre-congress
workshop will be a helpful precursor to the more in-depth and diverse work to be discussed during the congress.
Laurence Nixon, PhD, is a professor at Dawson College in Montreal, where he offers courses in social science
research methods and in the sacred texts, rituals, religious experiences, art and architecture of the major religious
traditions of the world looked at from the perspective of the social sciences and art history. His first encounter
with the theory of positive disintegration was through the chance discovery, in the late 1970s, of Positive
Disintegration at a Buddhist garage sale in Montreal and then, shortly afterwards, of Mental Growth Through
Positive Disintegration in a secondhand bookstore in the same city. This led Nixon to contact one of the coauthors of the last-mentioned work, Andrew Kawczak (then chair of the Philosophy Department at Concordia
University in Montreal), who agreed to conduct a seminar in the theory (for Nixon and other graduate students).
Nixon made use of the theory of positive disintegration in both his Master’s Thesis (a survey of empirical studies
of meditation) and his Ph.D. dissertation (an analysis of the period of spiritual struggle experienced by mystics
from a great variety of religious traditions). Subsequently he examined various aspects of the theory, and the
application of the theory to religious and creative lives, in conference papers, journal articles, and contributions to
the Dabrowski Newsletter. He has also delivered papers and published articles and book reviews in the history,
psychology, anthropology and sociology of religion.

Thursday, 4:00 - 5:00 pm

On-site Registration Open
Room: Foyer
Thursday, 5:30 pm
Reception: Wine & Cheese/Cash Bar
Room: Sheraton East/West
Entertainment - Susan Picard
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Thursday, 6:00 pm

CONFERENCE OPENING

Welcome and Introductions - Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft
Room: Sheraton East/West
Poster Sessions Open

DINNER ON YOUR OWN

Presentation Schedule
Friday, July 15, 2016

Friday, 8:00 am
On-site Registration
Room: Foyer
Friday, 8:45 am - 9:00 am
Welcome and Announcements
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
Hosts: Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft
Friday, 9:00 am - 10:00 am
Keynote Address: Dynamisms: Shapers of Development and Psychological Constructs
Sal Mendaglio, PhD, University of Calgary
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
Dynamisms are the intra psychic factors of positive disintegration, which is the destruction of lower
forms of human functioning and replacement of them with higher forms. This dual process is
accomplished by disintegrating and developmental dynamisms respectively. Dynamisms explain
Dabrowskian development, in fact, dynamisms are development.
In my view, they serve another important, ancillary function: re-consideration of the meaning of
common psychological constructs such as self-concept/self-esteem, intelligence and personality.
From a positive disintegration perspective, the importance attributed to positive self-concept and
self-esteem requires rethinking. Experience of disintegrating dynamisms such as dissatisfaction
with oneself produce emotions that are not correlates of self-esteem. Intelligence which has
occupied a paramount role in psychology, is relegated not only to secondary status, but also
subservient to level of development. Personality, unlike its depiction in psychology as universal and
given, is a rare achievement by developmental dynamisms.
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In this session, I explore both the preeminent and ancillary roles of dynamisms in the theory of
positive disintegration.
Sal Mendaglio, PhD, Counselling Psychology, Professor, Werklund School of Education, University of Calgary.
Dr. Mendaglio, born in Italy, spent his youth in Montreal. He is married with three daughters and a son. His
education includes: BA in psychology, St Francis Xavier, 1967; MEd in counseling, McGill University, 1972, PhD in
counselling psychology, University of Toronto, 1976. Sal joined the counselling psychology program in 1976. In
1995, Sal moved to offering graduate and undergraduate courses in education. Sal’s area of passion has been the
psychology of giftedness with particular emphasis on counseling gifted individuals. Currently he is teaching in the
education undergraduate program and graduate courses in leadership and gifted education in the Werklund
School of Education, University of Calgary. Dr. Mendaglio’s research focuses on the psychology of giftedness and
the theory of positive disintegration.

Friday, 10:00 am - 10:30 am

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Friday, 10:30-11:30 am
Assessing Dabrowski’s Levels of Development
Nancy Miller, PhD, Gifted Development Center, Denver, CO.
Methods/Theories
Sheraton South
This presentation will focus on the characteristics, qualities, and values of persons at higher levels of
Development according to Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration. Dabrowski labeled levels III, IV, and V as
higher or multilevel development, differentiating them from levels I and II, which he called lower or unilevel
development. We will consider what distinguishes those at higher levels of development, including the role that
dynamisms play. A content analysis coding system will be introduced that categorizes written material based on
an individual’s values, conception of self, and relations with others. Examples of case material will be used to
illustrate typical responses to questions on the Definition Response Instrument. Finally, case studies, referred to
as “moral exemplars,” of those who demonstrate advanced development in their lives will be presented and
discussed.
Nancy B. Miller, PhD, is editor of Advanced Development, a journal on adult giftedness, and currently does
research and testing at the Gifted Development Center in Denver, Colorado. She has taught at the University of
Denver and the University of Akron. From 2002-2006, she served as Executive Officer of Sociologist for Women in
Society. She discovered Dabrowski’s theory as a graduate student and has pursued an interest in the theory
throughout her career. Her numerous publications focus on emotional development, gender and giftedness,
women’s social support and adjustment to stressful life events, and family processes.
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Friday, 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Crisis/Trauma: Opportunity for Growth
Jacquie Aitken-Kish, BA, BSW, RSW Executive Director of Pace Community Support, Sexual Assault and Trauma
Centre, Edmonton, AB
Development/Personal Story
Room: Sheraton E/W
Dr. Marlene Rankell was the first clinical supervisor at Pace and taught our staff to understand victim and
offender issues using Dabrowski's Theory of Multi Level Disintegration. All trauma material coming forward now is
presenting the reality of victims’ emotional sensitivity, leaving them vulnerable to further abuse, depression,
freeze, fight, flight response, addiction, self harm etc. as we work with people in crisis we use the opportunity to
teach self care, the ability to tolerate feeling including sadness, loss, hurt, betrayal etc. As clients process trauma
they learn that they may be a victim at one point in their life, survive the physical part of the abuse and have the
opportunity to move to living, taking back their power and taking control and responsibility for their life.
Crisis/trauma/abuse can give us knowledge of the strength of the human spirit, compassion and the healing
process from a cellular level. This workshop will present the use Dabrowski's theory to determine interventions
required to support the emotional growth of individuals in crisis.
Jacquie Aitken-Kish BA, BSW, RSW, Executive Director of Pace Community Support, Sexual Assault and Trauma
Centre. Jacquie has worked with issues of family violence since 1980, when she served as the Executive Director
of the third shelter for battered women to open in Alberta. As one of the founding members of the Alberta
Council of Women’s Shelters, the Alberta Association of Sexual Assault Centers, and the Grande Prairie and Area
Prevention of Family Violence Network, she has served on numerous committees and working groups at the local,
regional and provincial level to ensure best practice in dealing with both victims and offenders. Since 1987,
Jacquie has been the Executive Director of Pace. She has provided direct therapeutic interventions with victims
and offenders of psychological abuse, and physical and sexual violence. A strong believer in collaboration
Jacquie's assistance and/or partnerships with agencies and communities across the region to better address client
and community needs has given rise to services such as the Community Critical Response Team, the Grande
Prairie Caribou Centre for supporting child and youth victims of crime (the second Child Advocacy Centre to open
in Alberta), and High Prairie and Peace River therapy services to adult and child victims of sexual assault and
children exposed to domestic violence.

Friday, 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Gifted Learners: perfectionism & anxiety through a Dabrowskian lens
Laurie Alisat, PhD, Specialist for Gifted Education, Calgary Board of Education
Development/Personal Story
Room: Canadian Room
Gifted learners live in the world with intensity. Not only does this impact their learning, but also their
relationships with family, peers and others, as well as their self-esteem. Using Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive
Disintegration, perfectionism and anxiety as observed, will be explored with the goals of: understanding the
underlying motivations and identifying the variety of strategies the individual can employ, as she works through
her thinking and experiencing of them. Dabrowski’s theory suggests these paralyzing behaviours are a clash of
values, which provide an opportunity for personal growth. With that in mind the question is posed, how can we,
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both as individuals and as a society, use Dabrowski’s ideas to reframe our negative view of perfectionism and
anxiety to free and empower the individual, giving her strength in approaching future learning and life
challenges?
Laurie Alisat, PhD, is a Specialist for Gifted Education with the Calgary Board of Education. She has worked with
gifted students as a classroom teacher in both community and specialized settings. As well, she has worked with
teachers as a System Strategist for gifted learners and as an Instructor at the University of Calgary in Inclusive
Learning and the Development of Creativity. Working with Dr. Robert Kelly, she assisted in interviewing and
writing, Educating for Creativity: A Global Conversation. Laurie has presented numerous talks about gifted
learners at conventions, symposiums, congresses, schools, and parent groups. Her recent research focused on the
experience of schooling for gifted boys in alternative settings. Laurie is passionate about appropriate meaningful
challenge for students, through compassionate relationships, to build confidence and resiliency.

Friday, 11:30 am – 12:30 pm

LUNCH

Sheraton Ballroom

Friday, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm
Signature Session: Dabrowski’s Approach to Testing: An Introduction
Bill Tillier
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
Over many years, Dąbrowski developed several different approaches to assess development and emotion in
clients. Some of these approaches used conventional tests, others used questionnaires of various designs. Some
tests were relatively unique, especially as applied by Dąbrowski. Unfortunately, these materials are unpublished
and are virtually unknown today.
This presentation will introduce Dąbrowski’s rationale for testing and summarize the various tests Dąbrowski used
or developed. His Situations test and FACES test will be highlighted. One may think that a physiognomical
approach is out of date, but on the contrary, this is a very active contemporary research topic in psychology.
Bill Tillier was a student of Dr. Dabrowski while completing his Master of Science at the University of Alberta. Over
the years, Bill developed a tremendous appreciation for many aspects of Dr. Dąbrowski and his work. He has
helped organize conferences and has made a number of presentations, including several focused on the
foundations of Dabrowski’s theory in Plato, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and more recently Bergson. One of Bill’s
proudest moments came when Dąbrowski, late in his life, asked Bill to keep his theory alive after his passing. Bill
has honored Dr. Dabrowski’s request through the Dąbrowski website and the dissemination of his original
writings. Bill was a forensic psychologist in his career for 24 years. He is now retired but maintains up-to-date and
extensive databases on a number of topics including science and health issues, the theory of positive
disintegration, Abraham Maslow, positive psychology, psychopathy and most recently, on epigenetics and cancer.
Bill’s passion and pleasure is to assist students in their pursuit of knowledge.
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Friday, 1:30 pm - 2:00 pm

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Friday, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Using Dabrowski’s TPD dynamisms to determine personality development in gifted, highly sensitive adults
Marie-Lise Schläppy PhD, University of the Highlands and Islands
Methods and Theory
Room: Sheraton South

Persons with overexcitabilities (EOIs) have, according to K. Dabrowski’s theory of positive disintegration
(TPD), a high development potential. In this study, gifted adults belonging to the MENSA were asked to
volunteer for a study on high sensitivity and development levels according to the TPD by Dabrowski.
Seven adults with known IQs took part in a survey on high sensitivity. TPD’s development levels were
measured using the Definition Response Instrument (DRI) by Gage et al. (1981). The answers to the DRI
questionnaire were analyzed by looking for Dabrowski’s dynamisms and recording which level of
development they corresponded to. The most common dynamisms were "subject-object" of level IV and
"dissatisfaction with oneself" of level III. The average level score given by the dynamisms was positively
correlated to the HSP scale score and the IQ score. The results suggest that not only giftedness but high
sensitivity coupled to giftedness is a good predictor of development potential.

Friday, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Walking in Another’s Shoes: A personal account of the blessing and curse of intense empathy as a force for personal
growth
Fiona Smith, psychologist and counsellor, Sydney, Australia
Development/Personal Story
Room: Sheraton E/W
This presentation aims to outline my own battle with ‘reactive empathy’ as a psychologist specializing in working
with gifted individuals. I will argue that while empathy is essential to me for building rapport so that I can best
understand, support, and effectively assess and counsel my clients there is a flip side to the coin. Intense reactive
empathy is debilitating at a personal, even physiological level. Within Dabrowski’s TPD dynamisms are seen to
drive the process of positive disintegration and assist in actualizing an individual’s endowment of developmental
potential. I will attempt to explain how my experience of empathy has ‘sparked changes’, working as a dynamism
by ‘shattering’ my perceptions and attitudes toward myself, and my social and working environments and forcing
me to change and grow.
Fiona Smith is an Australian psychologist and counsellor working in private practice in Sydney carrying out
psychometric assessments with gifted children and consulting on parenting and educational issues. She has tested
over 3000 individuals and has almost twenty years’ experience in the field. Fiona has presented at SENG and at
NAGC as well at conferences, symposiums and Professional Development workshops all over Australia.
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Friday, 2:00 pm - 2:30 pm (dual session)
Positive disintegration through loss of spouse
Barry Kennedy, MSEE, Consultant
Development/Personal Story
Canadian Room
How framing yourself with a positive learning mindset like a growing developing power system through creative
expression and meditation results in positive disintegration and post traumatic growth after the loss of a spouse
of many years.
Barry Kennedy, MSEE, consultant, lost his wife of 50 years. He relates his post-loss experience through
Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration.
Friday, 2:30 pm - 3:00 pm (second session)
Developing Student Leadership Skills: The Calgary Homeless Project
Jennifer Eiserman, PhD, University of Calgary and Heather Lai, teacher, Westmount Charter School
Gifted
Room: Canadian Room
Dabrowski's Theory of Positive Disintegration suggests gifted children have heightened empathy due to their
emotional overexcitablilites. Twenty-five grade five gifted students explored homelessness to address this
developmental need. The children were introduced to homelessness through the film, “Inocente,” about a
homeless youth whose engagement in art built her confidence to overcome her situation. Students researched
the working poor and homeless, visiting a homeless shelter, interviewing workers at the shelter to gather both
qualitative and quantitative data. They represented the knowledge they gained, and the feelings that these
experiences generated, through visual and performing arts. They synthesized their learning by designing a
portable habitation to meet the physical and affective needs of the homeless. “The Calgary Homeless Project”
illustrates how engaging gifted students creatively can utilize and support the development of their empathy
skills.
Jennifer Eiserman, PhD, Associate Professor, Department of Art, Faculty of Arts, University of Calgary
Heather Lai, teacher, Westmount Charter School for gifted, Calgary, AB

Friday, 3:00 pm - 3:30 pm

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Friday, 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Patterns in Multi-Generations of Gifted Adults
Norma Hafenstein, PhD, University of Denver, Co. and Julia Watson, PhD, University of Denver, CO
Methods/Theory
Room: Sheraton South
The critical nature of dynamisms is addressed in Dabrowski’s third factor of development. Through a pilot study
administering both the OEQ-II Inventory and the Revised Overexcitability Questionnaire to gifted adults from
three generations, patterns were revealed in the emotional, intellectual, psychomotor, sensual, and imaginational
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realms. Narrative comments also revealed concepts of dynamism in second and third generation responses that
indicated self-reflection, consideration of universal priorities, and concern for the future. With advanced
development, dynamisms increasingly reflect movement toward autonomy while emotional reactions guide the
individual in creating his or her individual personality. Preliminary results include evidence of consistency between
Inventory and Questionnaire results in the area of emotional overexcitability. However, large numerical
discrepancies occurred in the areas of sensual and psychomotor overexcitabilities. Review of this study,
methodology, preliminary results, and future considerations for research will be presented. Implications are
present for psychology and education.
Dr. Norma Hafenstein is the Ricks Endowed Chair of Gifted Education and Director of the Institute for the
Development of Gifted Education (IDGE) at the Morgridge College of Education at the University of Denver, CO.
As Clinical Professor in the Curriculum, Studies and Teaching Department, Norma is Lead Faculty for the Gifted
Education program, advising master's- and doctoral-degree students in education of the gifted and teaching
graduate courses as well as serving on Colorado State Department of Education project and advisory committees.
Dr. Hafenstein was the recipient of the Distinguished Alumni Award from Emporia State University in 2012. She
received the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Colorado Association for Gifted and Talented in 2006. In 2005,
Norma was presented with the Founder's Day Distinguished Service to the University Award.
Dr. Julia Watson's experience in education spans 40 years, from K-college teacher to gifted and talented specialist,
administrator, staff developer, and assessment specialist. She currently works as Research Project Coordinator
(IDGE) and Adjunct Professor (MCE) at University of Denver and Gifted Education Regional Consultant for the
Colorado Department of Education.
Friday, 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
TPD as a Journey Through Feelings: How to read my children’s book
Krystyna Laycraft, PhD, The Center for CHAOS Studies
Development/Personal Story
Room: Sheraton E/W
In this talk, I introduce my children’s book “A Journey through the Land of Feelings.” In this book, a journey
through feelings represents metaphorically the psychological growth of a young girl. It is shown that emotional
factors such as internal conflicts, striving for acceptance and friendship, genuine concerns for others, openness to
the external world and true empathy play a dominant role in the psychological growth of this young girl. During
her journey, she goes through the spontaneous multilevel disintegration and experiences a variety of dynamisms
such as astonishment with herself, dissatisfaction with herself, guilt, positive maladjustment, and empathy.
This book can be a very useful tool for parents and educators to teach children how to identify their emotions,
how to respond to challenging situations that evoke negative emotions such as fear, rejection, and anger, and
how to embrace positive emotions such as acceptance, anticipation, interest and joy. Illustrations and stories in
this book may stimulate children’s imagination, encourage them to explore and to make their own decisions, and
then accelerate their emotional and social development.
Krystyna Laycraft, PhD, physicist, educator, artist. She runs the Center of Chaos Studies and KL Emotional
Consulting. Krystyna delivers seminars and workshops on emotional needs and psychological development of
adolescents and adults, the role of creativity in their psychological development and the process of decisionmaking. For more information on her work and teaching, access: www.krystyna-laycraft.com
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Friday, 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm
The dynamic of possibilities and limitations: How these opposites fuel the essence of development
Jonathon T. Huckvale, MBA
Methods/Theory
Room: Canadian Room
The differences between consciousness and sub-consciousness have been widely discussed in the
psychoanalytical, behavioral, and humanistic psychology fields with scholars such as Dabrowski, Jung and Maslow
each contributing their unique perspectives. However, is there is an “absolute” moral code or divine law that all
individuals seeking higher development must become aware of and submit to while still pursuing a unique and
individualized path?
My paper addresses the dynamic of possibilities and limitations with special attention to how these opposites fuel
the essence of development. I will be looking at how understanding limits and boundaries are essential to
expanding consciousness. I will evaluate works by Jung and Maslow, and juxtapose them against Dabrowski’s
theory. I argue that divine law is not subjective but rather universal and all individuals are capable of experiencing
a fullness of joy within their dimension or sphere. In conclusion, this project sheds new light on the neglected
issue of the role of divine law and spirituality play in comprehending the opposites of consciousness and subconsciousness as a dynamic force for human growth.
Jonathon T. Huckvale, MBA, HR consultant. In previous work with such notable companies as Apple, Google,
Microsoft and Intel, he began to formulate his own ideas and theories on how to identify and utilize the talents of
the “gifted.” Jonathon has been deeply affected by TPD; it has become a sacred part of his life. He has a passion
for wisdom and knowledge and enjoy reading and participating in occult/metaphysical circles in the pacific
northwest United States.
Friday, 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm

BREAK and CONNECTION TIME

Friday, 6:00 pm
Reception: Hors d’oeuvres/Cash Bar
Entertainment (Susan Picard)
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
Friday, 6:30 pm
Room: Sheraton Ballroom

DINNER

Dr. Kazimierz Dabrowski
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2016 Dabrowski Conference sessions videos.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL56_KS-4nlYYl2rGLtKGpnqZDYRtuXu0m

Presentation Schedule
Saturday, July 16, 2016
Saturday, 8:00 am
Registration
Room: Foyer

Saturday, 8:45 am - 9:00 am
Welcome and Announcements - Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft
Room: Sheraton Ballroom

Saturday, 9:00 am - 10:00 am
Signature Session: Dabrowski’s Interest in Gifted - Linda Silverman, PhD, Frank Falk, PhD, Paul McGaffey, PhD
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
“When Dabrowski encountered me on a sunny campus street in 1967 and graciously asked me to be an associate
of his, I was gobsmacked. Only later did I see that he treated all with this elaborate and genuine courtesy. In any
case my estimate of myself went up; this rise in self-worth was a universal experience for those who enjoyed his
arresting attention and nuclear energy. I loved him from the moment he picked up our almost 2-year old firstborn, Mara, and gave her the benediction of his pleasure at her open gaze; no stranger-danger at all from our
reticent daughter.” Paul McGaffey had the pleasure of working with Kazimierz Dabrowski and Marlene Rankel for
5 ½ years. In 1968, Dabrowski constructed a series of grant proposals, which Paul collected. In this session, we will
discuss primary source materials containing Dabrowski’s hypotheses about accelerated development in the highly
gifted.
Paul McGaffey, PhD, (ABD) psychologist, is the father of eight children with his lover-wife Dolores. For more than
five years, Paul worked closely with Marlene Rankel and less frequently with Dr. Kazimierz Dabrowski. He admired
both of them immensely. On the side, he’s also a screen actor, life-member of ACTRA, with an agent here in
Calgary. Farther down the side - still practicing to get it right, he’s a PhD(ABD) psychologist specializing in
unconventionally-wired brains - assessment & treatment. When Paul teaches, Dabrowski’s brand shows clearly.
He’s a life-long learner; recent learning involves jousting with pieces of tree spinning at high speed on a lathe. No
kidding, he’s a serious fellow.
Linda Kreger Silverman, PhD, is a licensed clinical and counseling psychologist. She founded Advanced
Development, the first journal on adult giftedness, redefining giftedness according to the principles of Dabrowski’s
theory. She founded and directs the Institute for the Study of Advanced Development (ISAD), and its subsidiaries,
the Gifted Development Center [www.gifteddevelopment.com] and Visual-Spatial Resource
[www.visualspatial.org], in Denver, Colorado. She has studied the psychology and education of the gifted since
1961 and has contributed over 300 articles, chapters and books, including Counseling the Gifted and Talented,
Upside-Down Brilliance: The Visual-Spatial Learner, Advanced Development: A Collection of Works on Gifted
Adults and Giftedness 101.
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R. Frank Falk, PhD, serves as Director of Research for The Institute for the Study of Advanced Development in
Denver, CO. For many years he taught and served as an administrator at both the University of Denver and the
University of Akron. He has authored numerous books, monographs, chapters, and peer-reviewed journal articles.
His current publications involve the measurement of overexcitabilities in Dabrowski’s theory. He has recently
completed a children’s version of the Overexcitability Questionnaire (OEQ-IIC), and a new version of the manual
for the Overexcitability Questionnaire (OEQ) and the Overexcitability Questionnaire-Two (OEQ-II). All are available
at the Institute for the Study of Advanced Development.

Saturday, 10:00 am - 10:30 am

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Saturday, 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Dynamisms and Bright Adults: Across the Lifespan
Ellen Fiedler, PhD, Northeastern Illinois University/Wins for Education, Inc.
Gifted
Room: Sheraton South
What is life’s journey like for bright adults? What impact does being bright have on charting a course through life?
How do the factors described in Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD), including both the levels and
the dynamisms, affect them during each age and stage of life, from their 20s and 30s through their 40s, 50s, and
60s? What about their elder years?
Developing understanding of the dynamisms can benefit bright adults as they make their way across the lifespan
and encounter stormy seas and troubled waters. Given that the dynamisms are varied depending on the levels as
described in TPD as well as on the individual’s age/stage of life, understanding their potential impact can be
beneficial. Implications for bright adults of all ages who may not be aware of the dynamisms and how they can
affect their journey across the lifespan are worth considering.
Ellen Fiedler, PhD, Northeastern Illinois University/Wins for Education/Inc. Dr. Ellen D. Fiedler is a Professor
Emerita of Gifted Education from Northeastern Illinois University, has a Ph.D. in Counseling and Guidance, an
M.S.E. in education, and has been a Gifted Program Coordinator and a State Consultant for Gifted. She is the
author of Bright Adults: Uniqueness and Belonging Across the Lifespan and a handful of chapters in edited books
including chapters on gifted adults in Off the Charts: Asynchrony and the Gifted Child and in Living with Intensity.
She has published dozens of articles in professional journals, regularly presents at state, national, and
international conferences and has done a number of webinars on gifted students and adults as well as providing
consultation services for school districts and parents in the U. S. and internationally.
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Saturday, 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Dynamisms in influencing risk taking and resilience in students who are gifted
Janneke Frank, PhD, Emily Wang, PhD, and David Holland, teacher
Gifted
Room: Sheraton E/W
From a Dabrowskian perspective, realizing one’s developmental potential is not easy or straightforward. The
process stipulates that individuals reconcile enormous incongruities in their lives, and autonomously map their
individual authentic paths with respect for others in complex contexts. Wrestling meaning from a world filled with
apparent chaos, contradiction, and trauma demands a vast investment of emotional and intellectual energy. A
logical implication for the Theory of Positive Disintegration (TPD) would be to consider how important resilience
would be for an individual who is coming to grips with a multi-level existence, particularly as a gifted youth.
Similarly, using the Neurosequential Model in Education (NME) to better understand how the brain functions and
how the role of significant adults impacts relationships with gifted youth is critical in fostering resilience through
self-regulation. Are dynamisms the forces that encourage self-regulation and resilience? How could dynamisms
function in relationships between significant others and adolescents dealing with the initial or periodic stressors
experienced during spontaneous multi-level disintegrations? How might it look in a situation where these
disintegrations take place, specifically in a high school classroom? This interactive session will explore questions
about who supportive adults need to be, what they need to know, and how they need to act to effectively serve
gifted youth.
Janneke Frank, PhD, Principal, Westmount Charter School for gifted students and Consultant, Gifted Endeavours
and Emily Wang, PhD, Clinical Psychologist and Director of Trauma Informed Services with Hull Services, Calgary;
Fellow with the Child Trauma Academy and David Holland, teacher at Westmount Charter School and former
Gifted Education Specialist, Calgary Board of Education.
Saturday, 10:30 am - 11:30 am
Dynamic of the feeling of shame
Anita Benislawska, PhD, Independent
Development/Personal Story
Room: Canadian Room

The feeling of shame is a dynamism of development which usually stays in the shadow of the leading
dynamisms such as the third factor or the subject-object in oneself. It is a dynamism associated with the
feeling of guilt which is interpreted as its higher level.
The feeling of shame is a very important but dismissive dynamism. People claimed the feeling of shame
only as a destructive emotion while it is a crucial dynamism of overcoming between the unilevel
disintegration and the multilevel disintegration. It is meaningful in creation of a room for development
of an internal world.
The feeling of shame on the lower level is responsible for a tendency to separation and a dependence
on others as a mean of communication as well as a tool of intuition. Higher level of the development
helps you discover freedom, and to teach self-assessment. It means the feeling of shame has not only
social and moral but also existential and essential meaning.
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Saturday, 11:30 am - 12:30 pm
Room: Sheraton Ballroom

LUNCH

Saturday, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm
The Theory of Positive Disintegration and the Highly Sensitive Person: Dynamisms at Work
Tracy Cooper, PhD, California Institute of Integral Studies and Marie-Lise Schläppy, PhD, University of the
Highlands and Islands
Methods/Theory
Room: Sheraton South
A presumptive link has existed between highly sensitive people (HSPs), or those with the personality trait sensory
processing sensitivity, and high developmental potential as defined by Kazimierz Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive
Disintegration. This study presents the first empirical evidence of such a link and explores the implications of
dynamisms as revealed in a first of its kind survey utilizing the Overexcitability Questionnaire 2 given to 1,246
survey respondents (all highly sensitive people) indicating significant correlations to high OE in the emotional,
intellectual, and imaginational categories. Dabrowski defined these as the “big three” most necessary for
advanced development.
Combined with emotionality (the trigger mechanism for the trait) these three OEs seem to indicate the presence
of Dabrowskian dynamisms influencing and contributing to advanced personality development through the
disintegrative-reintegrative process. Additional empirical evidence is presented indicating a strong drive toward
autonomous realization of human authenticity.
Tracy Cooper, PhD, received his doctorate of philosophy in Transformative Studies in 2014 from the California
Institute of Integral Studies in San Francisco, CA. He appeared in the documentary movie Sensitive – The Untold
Story with many other researchers who are actively exploring the personality trait Sensory Processing Sensitivity.
His expertise on HSPs and careers has led him to practice one on one consulting with HSPs in career crisis or
transition. He currently teaches graduate courses at Baker University part-time, founded Invictus Publishing, LLC,
and continues to conduct new research, most recently into the high sensation seeking highly sensitive person. He
lives in the Springfield, Missouri metro area with his wife, Lisa, and son, Ben. His blog and further information
may be found at his web site: www.drtracycooper.com
Marie-Lise Schläppy, PhD, has a background in special education /gifted pedagogy and biology. She is interested
in research questions relating to the relationship between giftedness, sensory processing sensitivity (high
sensitivity), scotopic sensitivity (Irlen syndrome) and in the light of the theory of positive disintegration by K.
Dabrowski. Dr Schläppy is teaching those subjects in adult development courses and further education for school
teachers. She is looking for research collaborations on those subjects, especially if the research is about adults
and older people. For further information, please contact her through the contact page at www.surchauffe-dubulbe.net.
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Saturday, 12:30 pm - 1:00 pm (dual session)
Instruments of Empathy: How they measure up against Dabrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration
Amanda Harper, PhD candidate, University of Tasmania, Australia
Methods/Theory
Room: Sheraton E/W
There are many free and commercially available instruments that purport to measure empathy or constructs of
empathy. This presentation will offer an analysis of a number of these, looking at the constructs within the
instruments themselves and the reliability and validity testing that underpins their development. The findings
from this meta-analysis will then be assessed against Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration in an attempt
to determine the degree to which empathy instruments ‘measure up’ against the dynamisms of Syntony and
Empathy as outlined within Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration.
Saturday, 1:00 pm - 1:30 pm (second half)
Through the Dabrowski lens: An analysis of preliminary findings for empathy and academic self-concept in
undergraduate health care students from the University of Tasmania, Australia
Amanda Harper, PhD candidate, University of Tasmania, Australia
Methods/Theory
Room: Sheraton E/W
This presentation will share preliminary results from a PhD study at the School of Medicine, University of
Tasmania. The study is examining the place of gifted education pedagogy, specifically Dąbrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration, in clinical skills acquisition, focusing on the development of empathy, in undergraduate
health care students. The study will gather quantitative information using the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (an
empathy scale) and the Self-Description Questionnaire III (academic self-concept scale) from undergraduate
pharmacy, para-medicine and medicine students. The preliminary findings from this study will be presented and
discussed with reference to the dynamisms of Syntony and Empathy as outlined within Dąbrowski’s Theory of
Positive Disintegration.
Amanda Harper is a PhD candidate with the University of Tasmania, Australia under the supervision of Dr.
Christine Clifford and Professor John Burgess. Having been an educator for many years, beginning as a classroom
music teacher, Amanda first encountered Dąbrowski’s Theory of Positive Disintegration while studying her Master
of Education (Honours) (Gifted Education) and there is no doubt the TPD has had a massive impact on her life.
The understanding of empathy within the TPD has been a common thread throughout both her Masters and
Doctoral studies. Amanda is thrilled to return to Canada for her second Congress and to continue working with,
and learning from, Dąbrowski’s Theory.
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Saturday, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm
Returning Home: Finding the Light Within
Michele Kane, EdD, Northeastern Illinois University
Gifted
Room: Canadian Room
A central theme in the Theory of Positive Disintegration is the disintegrative process. Lived experiences provide a
window into the journey of positive disintegration. Significant milestones during the life passages of a gifted adult
will be presented. This personal narrative relates the hardships endured while the personality crumbled as well as
the joy of rekindling the spirit. Other results of the semi-structured interviews provide insight into the role of
dynamisms, specifically auto-psychotherapy and auto-education.
Michele Kane, EdD, is a Professor of Special Education at Northeastern Illinois University in Chicago where she
coordinates the Master of Arts in Gifted Education Program. Michele currently serves on the Parent Editorial and
Content Advisory Board for the National Association for Gifted Children, is past-president of the Illinois
Association for Gifted Children and is a contributing author to Living with Intensity, Off the Charts: Asynchrony and
the Gifted Child and Extending Literacy for Diverse Students. Inspired by her experience raising six gifted children,
a major focus of Michele’s work is related to the lived experiences of gifted individuals, social and emotional
needs of gifted, parenting gifted children, spirituality and giftedness, affective curriculum, and career
development across the lifespan. She has been devoted to exploring Dabrowski’s work since her attending her
first workshop in 1993.

Saturday 1:30 pm - 2:00 pm

REFRESHMENT BREAK

Saturday, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Dynamisms and the Demand of Non-Academic Data
Trevor J. Tebbs, PhD, University of Connecticut
Practical Application
Room: Sheraton South
In the realm of education, while traditional, readily quantifiable academic data remains the mindless arbiter of
success or ‘failure’, demands for more mindful assessment using non-academic data or non-cognitive skills grow
ever more insistent. After almost twenty years spent in clinical and educational settings identifying, observing
and contributing to the management of positive and negative influences on human growth associated with
dynamisms, this scenario raises important questions. One such question relates to the desirability, probability and
practicality of rendering forces fundamental to TPD combined with OE better known, understood and universally
accepted in psycho-educational fields of interest. In this context, and with specific reference to highly able young
people, this presentation focusses on how significant elements of OE/TPD may be incorporated into a holistic and
technologically supported approach to assessment. The presentation is deliberately exploratory, designed to
prompt thought and initiate action.
Trevor J. Tebbs, PhD, is a veteran educator living in New England with more than 45 years of experience. Being
trained and certified to teach all ages in schools in the UK he worked in regular and special educational settings
K12. He also served as vice principal in a school dedicated to children with special needs. After a period of
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research in the USA in the late 1980s he and his family moved to Vermont. During the 1990s he entered the
Educational Psychology program at the University of Connecticut, where, while studying with Dr. Renzulli and his
team at the National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented, he first encountered Dabrowski’s work. Both as
a graduate assistant and after he received his Doctorate in Educational Psychology he welcomed the opportunity
to work with highly able students as Associate Director of the UConn Honors Program. The Theory of Positive
Disintegration was always an important feature of the counseling and teaching provided as part of the Honors
program. For the last decade he has been working in private practice with individuals of all ages who often don’t
quite fit the accepted mold and usually present highly complex academic and social emotional problems. Again
Dabrowski’s work has always remained an important feature of his teaching, counseling and psychological work.
Trevor was assistant editor of the World Council for Gifted and Talented Children (WCGTC) journal Gifted and
Talented International (GTI). Presently he is also an Associate Editor of the International Journal for Talent
Development and Creativity (ITJTDC). For the past eight years Trevor has been refining a holistic approach to the
assessment of highly able young people. A computer-aided system supportive of this approach has been
developed in conjunction with a team of educators, psychologists and software engineers associated with the
Ukrainian Institute of Gifted Child. The system is designed to create holistic visual profiles of individuals designed
to help professionals optimize the efficacy of assessment and intervention across a wide array of needs. (See:
chandelierassessments.com)

Saturday, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Exploring Dynamisms Using Personal Narratives
Christiane Wells, MSW, PhD candidate, Walden University
Practical Application
Room: Sheraton E/W
The presenter’s autoethnography about life with twice-exceptionality provided the basis for this session
introducing autoethnography as a tool for growth and meaning-making. Topics will include identification of
dynamisms and tensions from ongoing content analysis such as the contrast between the writer’s narratives and
perceptions compared to the attitudes of mental health professionals (as documented in medical records).
Participants will learn about the practical application of research methods to examine personal reflective texts,
such as journals and letters, through multiple frameworks including the theory of positive disintegration and
relational-cultural theory. This presentation is a call-to-action for others who have accumulated substantial
amounts of personal writing throughout the lifespan to help in the creation of a categorization dictionary based
on these concepts. An example of the current dictionary will be given using QDA Miner/WordStat, emphasizing
the application of Dabrowski’s theory to content analysis.
Christiane Wells, MSW is a doctoral candidate in educational psychology at Walden University and lives with her
husband and ten-year-old son in Highlands Ranch, Colorado, USA. Her dissertation topic is a phenomenological
exploration of the experience of parenting stress in parents of twice-exceptional children. Her research interests
include stress, coping, and meaning-making, the construct of giftedness, and developmental potential.
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Saturday, 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
A Dabrowskian Curriculum
Susan Picard, MA, Gifted Program Coordinator, Grande Prairie Public School District
Practical Application
Room: Canadian Room
Kazimierz Dabrowski and his Theory of Positive Disintegration and Over-excitabilities was brought to the gifted
community by his colleague and contemporary Michael Piechowski more than 30 years ago. Since then many in
the gifted community have embraced the theory seeing strong correlations between gifted characteristics and
the over-excitabilities. As we seek to better understand the relationship between the over-excitabilities, positive
disintegration and personality development the question emerges whether there can be a curriculum that
supports this journey or if it is necessarily a personal one, and highly individual. This session will explore that
question and suggest a possible curriculum.
Susan Picard, MA, Grande Prairie Public School District, Grande Prairie, AB. The presenter completed her masters
in Curriculum Teaching and Learning in 2002 in which she explored the tension between the formal curriculum
and the pedagogical relationship. She has been a Gifted Program Coordinator for the past seven years, working
with gifted students since 1998. In her current role, one that encompasses gifted assessment, consulting,
instructional coaching as well as pull-in programming, she has worked hard to find meaningful programming that
addresses both the need for academic challenges as well as responding to the social and emotional needs of
gifted students. After presenting at the Dabrowski Congress in 2014, she struggled with the idea that there is (can
be) no curriculum for positive disintegration. In this presentation she will redefine curriculum, community and
developmental potential in an effort to introduce a Dabrowskian curriculum as she shares student responses to
what was reputed to be Kazimierz Dabrowski’s favorite book: The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupery.
Thursday evening, Friday and Saturday
POSTER SESSIONS
1) Overexcitabilities, ADHD, and Gender: Profile of a Gifted High School in Gebze, Turkey
Erin Hough, M. Ed. Curriculum and Instruction, University of Denver
Methods/Theory
Room: Main Foyer

This study compares Overexcitabilties, ADHD status, and gender in a population of gifted students at
a high school in Turkey. It is the first study to compare OE scores of gifted students to their ADHD
statuses. A translated version of the Overexcitability Questionnaire II (OEQ-II) was administered to
252 gifted high school students in Gebze, Turkey. Scores were compared with students’ ADHD
diagnoses and their overexcitability scores, with special attention paid to the relationship between
Psychomotor overexcitability and ADHD status. Results showed that the percentage of students at
this gifted school diagnosed with ADHD was significantly higher than the worldwide average, with a
higher rate of diagnosis in girls than in boys. Girls reported significantly higher Emotional and
Sensual OEs, and there was no significant difference between Psychomotor and Intellectual OEs of
girls and boys.
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2) View Side by Side”: Overexcitability and Openness to Experience as Characteristics of (Creatively) Gifted
Students
Ana Altaras Dimitrijević, Department of Psychology, University of Belgrade
Methods/Theory
Room: Main Foyer
Discussions on the socio-emotional needs of the gifted commonly touch upon the concept of overexcitability
(OE): giftedness, it is proposed, is associated with an expanded and intensified manner of experiencing the
world (i.e., OE), occurring in the psychomotor, sensual, imaginational, emotional, and/or intellectual modality.
However, empirical evidence on this relationship is inconclusive, and considerations thereof fail to recognize
the kinship and possible overlap between the more esoteric concept of OE and one of the Big Five personality
traits – Openness to experience. The aim of our study was therefore to test whether creatively gifted
individuals are indeed characterized by OE, particularly when Openness is taken into consideration.
Study participants were 311 undergraduate students, who filled out the Overexcitability Questionnaire II
(OEQ-II), assessing the above listed five forms of OE, and the Creative Activities and Accomplishments
Inventory (CAAI). The latter is a 52-item questionnaire asking respondents to report how often they engage in
particular creative activities and what their creative accomplishments are. Based on the CAAI score,
participants were assigned to either the “creatively gifted” (N=62, upper 19.9%) or the “non-creative” group
(N=249, 80.1%). For 189 participants, who had previously been administered the NEO-PI-R, Openness scores
were also available.
Although these results should be interpreted with caution, since the relative importance of OE vs. Openness
was investigated with only a portion of the total sample, they do provide preliminary evidence to the
expected: that individual differences in OE overlap with those encompassed by the construct of Openness to
experience, particularly its intellectual curiosity facet (i.e., Openness to Ideas). Further research should thus
consider a unified focus on OE and Openness when dealing with the characteristics and socio-emotional
needs of the gifted.
Saturday, 3:00 pm
WRAP UP & NEXT CONGRESS
Janneke Frank and Krystyna Laycraft
Room: Sheraton Ballroom
Final Thoughts: The keynote and signature session presenters during the congress will have an opportunity to
share “final thoughts” for congress attendees and answer questions from the audience about any aspects of their
presentations or questions about Dabrowski’s theory.
We will allow attendees to share their comments about the congress as we look forward to the 13th International
Dabrowski Congress 2018.
Congress Co-Chairs will invite delegates to volunteer to host the next congress.
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Conference Appreciation
We would like to thank the following for supporting our congress.
The Organizing Committee members:
Laurie Alisat
Dave Anton
Mike Craig
Hal Curties
John Finlay
Linda Finlay
Janneke Frank – Congress Co-Chair
Joe Frank – Planning Committee, Chair
Gaye Harden
David Holland
Rosanne Holland
Michele Kane
Ralamy Kneeshaw
Krystyna Laycraft – Congress Co-Chair
Mary-Jo Pow
Larraine Ryan
Lynne Ursenbach

Thank you for your attendance and safe travels home.
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The Twelfth International Dabrowski Congress
Dynamisms: Forces for Human Growth
July 14-16, 2016 Calgary, AB, Canada

Thursday, July 14th
2:00PM

Registration Open
Foyer

2:30PM5:30PM

“Dabrowski 101” Workshop
Introduction to the Theory of Positive Disintegration
Laurence Nixon
Sheraton South

4:00PM5:00PM

Registration Open
Foyer

5:30PM

Reception – Wine & Cheese/Cash Bar
Poster Sessions & Entertainment (Susan Picard)
Sheraton East/West

6:00PM

Welcome and Introductions:
Janneke Frank & Krystyna Laycraft
Poster Sessions
Sheraton East/West

*The Sheraton Cavalier Hotel includes a restaurant and other venues for meals.
(There are also restaurants nearby, please check with the front desk staff)
Refreshments and snacks during all breaks and lunch are provided to Congress
attendees on Friday and Saturday. Breakfast isn't included.
Friday evening dinner is included in the congress fee.
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The Twelfth International Dabrowski Congress
Friday, July 15, 2016
8:00am

Registration

8:45am

Welcome and Announcements:
Janneke Frank & Krystyna Laycraft
Sheraton Ballroom

9:00am

Keynote: Dynamisms: Shapers of Development and Psychological Constructs
Dr. Sal Mendaglio
Sheraton Ballroom

10:00am10:30am

Room
10:30am11:30am

Refreshment Break
Foyer

Sheraton South (70)
Session 1A
Assessing Dabrowski’s Levels of
Development
N. Miller

Sheraton E/W (60)
1B
Crisis/Trauma: Opportunity
for Growth
J. Aitken-Kish

11:30am12:30pm
12:301:30pm
1:30pm2:00pm
2:00pm3:00pm

3:00pm3:30pm
3:30 pm4:30pm

Canadian Room (60)
1C
Gifted Learners: perfectionism &
anxiety through a Dabrowskian
lens
L. Alisat

LUNCH
Sheraton Ballroom
Signature Session: Dabrowski’s: Approach to Testing: An Introduction - Bill Tillier
Sheraton Ballroom
Refreshment Break
Session 2A
Using Dabrowski’s TPD dynamisms to
determine personality development in
gifted, highly sensitive adults
M-L. Schlappy

Session 2B
Walking in Another’s Shoes: A
personal account of the
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A Dabrowskian Curriculum
Susan Picard 2016 Dabrowski Congress
For some reason before I begin I feel compelled to tell you why I am not qualified to make this
presentation…I am not a psychologist and I fumble my way through Dabrowski’s work looking
for pieces that resonate with me. But I draw my courage from these drawings. This past spring I
attended drawing classes with my 15 year old daughter Elena. We had just finished these 2
minute drawings when the instructor drew the attention of the group to Elena’s work and asked
us to comment on it. It was a very quiet shy group of mostly teenagers who were very reluctant
to speak and so he came to me and said “Mom, what do you see?” As I looked at her work and
compared it to my own I came to a stunning realization. I said, “I am drawing the object while
she is capturing the light.” It was a transformative moment as I began to wonder about and
acknowledge all the light she sees that I may not and what forces have shaped her vision.
I see Dabrowski through several lenses:
1.
Survivor: one EMDR practitioner a number of years ago told me that most women don’t
live through the domestic situation I found myself in during my early 20’s. A catalyst for
significant change in my life, I feel to my core the intense guilt and shame that have
dogged me ever since although somewhat buoyed by Dabrowski’s description of these
things as a dynamism to fuel change as well the empathy that it fostered in me.
2.
Songwriter: songs have literally saved my life, through allowing me to attain a
“subject/object” orientation with respect to understanding the “quandries” I repeatedly
find myself in and some “direction” as I move forward.
3.
Teacher: I wonder if there is any career that is more humbling than this? Especially in a
world where education is seen as the vehicle for change.
When I first entertained the idea of a Dabrowskian Curriculum or a curriculum for positive
disintegration, I encountered some resistance, which intuitively pulled me further into the
question I was asking. The survivor in me doesn’t want to leave anyone behind, the teacher in
me believes in the calling and the songwriter is always on the lookout for a new song. So to
proceed with this inquiry I knew I would I would have to do several things:
First: Define curriculum and read through Dabrowski’s work to find evidence of what I
intuitively felt was there.
Second: Introduce this curriculum to students to see how they respond to it.
Three: Share my observations.
So let me start with defining what I mean by curriculum which was at the heart of my 2002 MA
Thesis in Teaching, Curriculum and Learning. For many of my colleagues, if I asked them what
the curriculum is the response would be “the program of studies…isn’t it?” After all, the Director
of Curriculum at the school board office is the one who delivers the program of studies to us
along with all of the inservice we require to implement it. These documents reflect a definition
that might go a little like this:

“
a series of things which children and youth must do and experience by way of
developing abilities to do the things well that make up the affairs of adults like; and to be
in all respects what adults should be.” Franklin Bobbitt, 1918
At first blush that might seem like not such a bad definition but then think of some of the
exemplars out there and you might begin to understand why I found it problematic.
Image of Trump slide
My exploration of curriculum and the tension in the pedagogical relationship came out in a
series of songs so I will share with you what I speak of when I use the word curriculum with the
final verse from my song The River.
“It’s as young as the last rainstorm, as old as life itself and it goes twisting through the
landscape with a story to tell and we hate it when it floods, we fear it will run dry, when
something happens to the river, something happens to our lives…”
Songwriters are a pain in the ass aren’t they? They want you to do all the work. The reason my
definition uses the river as a metaphor is because I could not separate the curriculum from the
ecological piece of being in the world. To speak of it without connecting it to the natural world
felt like a death sentence to me and therefore the metaphor was absolutely essential and
continues to underscore the urgent imperative I see in my work as educator. But to highlight yet
another urgent imperative, let’s take out the metaphor and ecological references and the way
my brain needs the structure of a song to sort things through and see what we get. This quote
from Hannah Arendt will help.
“Education is the point at which we decide whether we love the world enough to assume
responsibility for it, and by the same token save it from that ruin which except for
renewal, except for the coming of the new and the young, would be inevitable. And
education, too, is where we decide whether we love our children enough not to expel
them from our world and leave them to their own devices, nor to strike from their hands
their chance of undertaking something new, something unforeseen by us, but to prepare
them in advance for the task of renewing a common world.”
So where does Dabrowski fit into this kind of a definition? I think he helps us find the bedrock of
this river and identify the properties of the water and water cycle describing how they work
together to form the complex relationships that emerge.
"In this work as our definition of personality indicates, we seek to give a possibly allinclusive
conception of personality and at the same time free it from mutable and consequently
nonessential qualities. 
We endeavour to base our conception on standards and on human values
of a lasting character, on values accepted and realized by man since the very beginning of his
culture, on values regarded as absolute.
They have found their expression throughout the history
of mankind, coming together in varying degrees in known historical personalities."

Mutable and consequently nonessential...the unpredictability of the rain?….lasting
character...the river? The amazing thing is that Dabrowski goes on to name what some of these
absolute values are. He writes
“Personality is, to a great extent, a pliable set of traits, sensitive to evolutional crises and
environmental reactions.” P. 16
And then he creates a list of traits with extensive explanations: truthfulness, honesty, courage,
love, reverence, humility. On page 25 he writes:
“The best religious attitude, as far as the shaping of personality is concerned, is one that
draws knowledge from many sources…such an attitude protects one against a unilateral,
formalistic, and dogmatic attitude characterized often by intolerance and a lack of love;
finally it guards one against an excessive dissipation of one’s mental energy into pseudo
asceticism and superficial social work.” p. 25
Let me introduce you to Dr. Dan Popov a scholar of the world’s sacred traditions, cofounder of
the Virtues Project and Executive Director of WellSpring International. Education Foundation.
He himself is a clinical pediatric psychologist and graduate of the United States Military
Academy at Westpoint. He has taught at several universities and consulted to government and
industry. He was a senior scientist consulting on information systems to NASA and developer of
Paradigm, one of the first artificial intelligence based organizational assessment tools. He has
traveled the world speaking on the power of the virtues to transform individuals and
communities. Together with his wife, social worker Linda Kavelin Popov and a Disney
Imagineer, John Kavelin, they added a few other “pliable set of traits” to Dabrowski’s list. They
are the authors of The Virtues Project, a program that I have been incorporating in my practice
since 2001 when I was first introduced to it by my sister, singing partner, mentor, social worker
and virtues facilitator, Christine Ayling.
Insert Christine’s Virtues slide with all the virtues.
Let me show you where I found connections between their work and Dabrowski’s.
Go through the slides
I did these on the power point basically the Virtues descriptor and this quote by Dabrowski:
Man’s instinct for development, which in the broadest meaning of the word is a
tendency to mental and moral perfection, sooner or later gains power and
reinvigorates and enhances the positive values.These values, sustained,
consolidated and developed by tradition, legal order and customary standards,
may undergo jolts and perturbations, may be driven back to the level of
potentiality, but can never be eradicated.As they constitute the foundation and
pre-requisite of the cultural and moral existence of humanity, these values are
indestructable; they have existed from the beginning of man’s history, and are
unchangeable in their essence, though revealing various degrees of development
and richness.Even in periods of collapse they survive in us in the form of readiness
and moral yearning for their revival and full realization.

So I think Dabrowski would have found merit in the virtues themselves, but what about how they
are shared/taught? Well, let’s look at the five strategies used by the project and again take them
back to Dabrowski.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Virtues Project itself operates using five strategies:
Speak the language of the virtues.
Recognize teachable moments.
Set clear boundaries.
Honor the spirit.
Offer companioning.
Let’s start with Speaking the language of the Virtues. If there is any place to illustrate the
difference in my conceptualization of curriculum and what I perceive to be the common
understanding of curriculum, the first strategy is it. When you speak the language of the virtues,
you must be committed to understanding what the virtues are and seeing them as they emerge
in your students which differs significantly from teaching them as discrete concepts.To say this
week is kindness week and we are going to focus on kindness is definitely a start, but it needs
to come alive in our interactions as part of our regular conversation. “I can see in your frustration
you are struggling with kindness, what other virtue could help you right now?” Teaching the
virtues must be more than a vocabulary exercise and differentiation is essential. In a 1977
interview, Dabrowski was very clear on this point:
You should introduce with your strength and your attitude toward a hierarchy of values?
Never! You should know and observe him. You should know him and little by little
through your knowledge of this child introduce him by example, by personal experience,
little by little his own hierarchy of values, which could be in agreement with general
forms of human values.
If we are focusing on kindness, will we see the virtue of justice in the student who is struggling
with kindness? ( as in How can I be kind to the person who…) It requires constant vigilance to
recognize the virtues in some of the most difficult circumstances, but it is this kind of vigilance
that allows for the teachable moments and the honoring of the spirit. If we overlook justice in
favor of what appears to be a lack of kindness we lose the opportunity for the individual to feel
our esteem for the virtue that they are practicing. Dabrowski knew the importance of this:
Our capability of experiencing feelings of veneration and esteem are one of the
fundamental criteria of the development of personality. Without the feeling of a hierarchy
of values above us and without an emotional attitude of esteem for these values, there
would be no yearning for an ideal and consequently no action of dynamisms permitting
the discrimination of various levels within our inner environment. P. 26
The second strategy is about teachable moments and this again is key.I have seen excellence
mistaken for arrogance when a student had yet to understand humility. I have seen commitment
mistaken for lack of maturity when a student was still struggling with detachment. I have seen
the power of acknowledging enthusiasm when it appeared they were “not listening or caring”
allow a child to embrace purposefulness. And the power of acknowledging excellence when

they were being “bossy” allow a child to embrace flexibility. When you call upon the virtues in
those teachable moments, you are no longer imposing a set of rules with a propensity toward
shaming and which have no lasting impact,
The influence of the environment on a child often possesses a character of disintegrating
action (bringing the child to shame, prompting him in the feeling of guilt, or a showing of
anxiety with respect to his behavior). However, this influence does not penetrate deeply
into the mind of a child because he quickly realizes that it is only a verbal action, the
essence of which is usually on partly experienced by parents and tutors… p. 60
The third strategy, the practice of setting clear boundaries in my classroom has transformed
what happens there on a daily basis. The virtues we call on for setting boundaries may need to
change depending on the activity that we are engaged in but I cannot emphasize the degree to
which asking for the virtues that we need on a particular day, allows them to appear. And when
the boundaries have not been observed noting “I see you are struggling with this virtue right
now, how can I help?” has transformed my role. I have often said “I am struggling with this virtue
right now, how can you help me?” With this comes the acknowledgement that we all often fall
short. It also demonstrates that we know and trust that they are in possession of that virtue.
The ideal of personality, the feeling of its place in the individual’s structure, is therefore,
very often a source of the feeling of inferiority in the developing personality and
particularly in the periods of the slackening of one’s moral behavior and dissatisfaction
with oneself, in the periods of “descendance” to a lower level in relation to already
attained achievements. An individual moving on the road to development feels in a sense
a betrayal of himself in contradicting a value which has already been acquired.” p. 99
The fourth strategy honoring the spirit was a difficult one for me to fully comprehend until I had a
huge ‘aha’ moment last year when I had the opportunity to participate in the global mentorship
retreat with Linda Kavelin Popov and walk through the process of companioning. We were
encouraged to share stories of struggle with an “other” who would then acknowledge for us the
virtues they saw us demonstrating. Then came the transformative question “What virtues would
have helped you?” It was a powerful moment, when I understood that this was the
selfeducation piece that Dabrowski speaks of
Progressive selfcognizance realized by means of the “subjectobject in oneself”
dynamism permits one to utilize this cognizance in a more purposeful, more effective and
accelerated shaping of personality in oneself and facilitates the work of other
developmental dynamisms.” p. 103
By first acknowledging the virtues we see in the struggle, we show the esteem we have for the
virtue and the student. By asking which virtues is needed, we encourage a way through the
struggle that does not rob the individual of their own resources and power, but instead calls on
them to identify for themselves who it is they want to become. While this is a personal journey,
can an individual do this without having the ability to articulate what that “personality ideal” might
be and what it is we are measuring ourselves against? Back to those truths established over
time that provide us with a reference. How can we begin to hope for a “positive” disintegration
without knowledge of the virtues?

…without the feeling of inferiority no process of positive disintegration can take
place…there is no possibility for the effective realization of the personality ideal…there is
no possibility for attaining increasingly higher levels of this ideal. P.102
In Personality Shaping Through Positive Disintegration, Dabrowski articulates the main
difference between a positive and a negative integration as the feeling of inferiority in relation to
the internal environment (which would be considered positive) versus the feeling of inferiority in
relation to the external environment. When we honor the spirit and offer companioning as
opposed to shaming and leading, I believe we can move the external locus of control to the
internal realm and give life to the possibility of a positive disintegration.
When I say it like that it seems pretty simple. So why is this so hard? I recently had the chance
to attend a Truth and Reconciliation gathering in my community and was overwhelmed by the
suffering that was incurred by the residential school system. As expected, the talk turned to the
question “What do we do now?” and inevitably the answer was located in the education of our
children. Conspicuously absent from the gathering were other educators and this did not
surprise me because in education we truly believe that we are making a difference. Our mantra
is “every child succeeds” and above our doorways we boast that our school is a “caring and
sharing community” that embraces everyone. I want to make it clear right here that I do not
dispute that our schools rigorously work toward this vision through a vast variety of
programming.
So what is missing? Seven years ago, the gifted program and the FNMI program were
simultaneously introduced to our district. We worked together through those first years of
tenuous development and growth as we tried to educate our district to the necessity of our
programs. What became clear to me during that time is that most of our leaders and many of
our teachers do not see schools for the violent places they are…to everyone but especially our
nonaboriginal students and special needs students. Now the highly sensitive individuals in this
room who have had to “numb” and even “amputate” parts of themselves to work in institutions
understand some of that violence that I speak of. It is inherent in a system that responds well to
those who are able to “fit in”. But there is another violence that I speak of. It is the violence
incurred when we turn away from suffering/conflict. It has been the source of much disquietude
for me and it was in the works of Dr. David Jardine, a recently retired former professor of mine
at the University of Calgary. It was in his extensive writings which focus on Education,
Buddhism, Ecology and Hermeneutics that I found the connections that I needed.
.
Dabrowski and Jardine quotes side by side:
...sadness, drama and tragedy are intimate aspects of human fate and experience and it
therefore becomes necessary that individuals receive appropriate preparation for this
side of life through a proper shaping of the reflective mechanism through which they

view these experiences. This is particularly important if proper cultural development is to
occur.
On Authentic Education p. 18
There is a joy to be had in the practice of turning towards suffering and letting it be what
it is. It is not had in the reveling in the pain of others or wallowing in their or one’s own
endurances. It is had because this practice, properly practiced, can change the nature of
that suffering and our relation to it.
David Jardine in “In Praise of Radiant Beings”
Here is where the violence occurs. When in our compassion, in our caring and sharing
communities, we attempt to alleviate, cure, help, fix, soothe the hurt and deny the importance of
the suffering as a place to find beauty and strength. We are full of short cuts, strategies,
behavior plans, classroom rules, expected behaviors all designed to make our journey through
school and eventually life, easier. And in that way we avoid the suffering, and the essential
practice of changing its nature. Dabrowski called it “Positive” Disintegration as a way to keep
from pathologizing that suffering. As teachers we are pulled in so many directions, so much
inservice and PD all designed to make a difference in the lives of students until...
Everything seems connected, everything is rampantly full, everything starts to beckon
and summon. It expands and I expand and get caught up in the onrush that seems
impossible to stop…
David Jardine in “Praise of Radiant Beings”
Some day I will tell David how reading this article was so pivotal for me as I worked my way
through Dabrowski and the Virtues project and the overwhelming meaning I find in
EVERYTHING that leaves me feeling ridiculously inadequate. In his drawing together of
Buddhism, ecology and hermeneutics into an understanding of the nature of learning and the
role of suffering, I can see the significance of the simplicity of how the virtues project works in
providing a Dabrowskian curriculum. The simple of act of vigilance in the moment to find in
every interaction with my students and colleagues the virtue or virtues that at that moment is
guiding them changes not only the interaction, but how I view it. Jardine’s quote from Hans
Georg Gadamer describes it perfectly:
…it brings a radiance to it knowing that right now we are at the ‘centre’ this radiance
attracts the longing of love to it. The beauty disposes people in its favor immediately. The
beautiful…has its own radiance.
It is in the beauty of that one word. In finding that one virtue in the child who has forgotten they
possess it. Not only does it change how they feel about themselves, it changes how I feel about
them. In Jardine’s article he speaks of the power of a single word.
Every word [has an] inner dimension of multiplication: every word breaks forth as if from
a center and is related to a whole, through which alone it is a word. Every word causes
the whole of the language to which it belongs to resonate and the wholeworldview that
underlies it to appear. Thus every word, as the event of the moment, carries with it the
unsaid, to which it is related by responding and summoning.
If you look back at this list and the history and you can begin to imagine the lineage and
evolution. In a few moments I will demonstrate to you the power that summoning them has had
on my teaching practice. And the very act of committing oneself to this vigilance, changes you.

The Virtues Project itself tells us to be gentle with ourselves as we learn to speak the language
of the virtues and to know we cannot promote their growth in others without growing ourselves. I
am going to turn to another passage by David Jardine and contrast it with Dabrowski:
Buddhist literature is rife with the idea of finding a teacher, finding the right teacher. The
right teacher is not simply a property of that person, but a property of a relationship that
is given rise to by teacher and student alike. Rightness then is about what a student
needs (and not just what they think they need). But , also, rightness is about what the
teacher needs as well, and not just what they think they need, what they had planned,
what they hoped. When it works, each saves the other from themselves.
David Jardine in Remembering this you will weep.
And here is Dabrowski
“Awareness of one’s imperfection, anxiety with respect to oneself, longing for an ideal,
accompanied by a perception that one must work upon his own remolding, should go
hand in hand with the work of raising the level of society.” P.22
And what does Dabrowski have to say to teachers?
“We should elaborate a complete system of education in which would be contained a
program of individual development utilizing all positive elements of disintegration for the
development of the individual and his creativity, while at the same time introducing
prophylactic forces against negative disintegration and psychosis.”
As I searched Dabrowski’s work for some kind of template and direction, I emailed my wonderful
friend and mentor Paul McGaffey who was a friend and student of Dabrowski’s, looking for
answers and this was his response.
Dr Dabrowski is writing a theory; a theory is vague and selfdefining by nature. What you
are running headlong into, Susan, is the MANY points where his theory has to be tested 
such testing provides observational anchorpoints. Such anchorpoints then lead us
forward, out of the tautology of theory. Paul McGaffey 2016
So here is my work in supplying Dabrowskian prophylactic forces to my students through
engaging in the five strategies of the virtues project. It is important to note that at the beginning
of each year I share with them the tenets of the Virtues Project and the underlying belief that
they each have all the virtues within them a various stages of development. I used the book The
Little Prince as the vehicle with which to engage with the Dabrowskian curriculum.
Here are my students.
58 students grades 48 who have been identified as gifted using offlevel cognitive
testing. We met in groups ranging in size from 410 for nine days over the course of the
school year. 42 of the students worked on creative problem solving challenges in groups
while 16 others worked in either math or art retreat settings. As we met throughout the
year, each read out loud and responded to Antoine de St. Expury’s book The Little
Prince.

As we read through the book students were given the opportunity to doodle or work with
clay to keep them focused. Sometimes they were given a focus question to think about
as we read and when we were done they had the opportunity to reflect. Here is a journey
through some of our “conversations”.
Conclusion
If you ask me whether I believe these interactions can or will have an impact on the inner milieu
of a gifted child who may or may not experience a disintegration my only response is “maybe”.
To measure the impact of this lesson would take years and even then it would be a guess at
best. If I harken back to the idea that education is not something one does to another, but rather
a reciprocal relationship I can guarantee you that the impact was profound.
But what is the value of this “curriculum” on individuals who may or may not ever experience a
disintegration? This takes me to one of the biggest stumbling blocks that I have had with the
theory: the appearance of a hierarchy in the levels (which Dabrowski may or may not have
intended) as well as a reference to intelligence being the mitigating factor in one’s ability to
successfully or positively navigate a disintegration. And so I was fascinated when I read through
the introduction to the book written by O. Hobart Mowrer who was undoubtedly a fan of
Dabrowski, but who also regarded this as a serious flaw in the theory
.
I
nterestingly enough, Mowrer’s substantial legacy is in the approach used by Alcoholics
Anonymous where confessional meetings provide a community to support drug and alcohol
rehabilitation. His attempts to create “Integrity Groups” with lifelong commitments to support
other types of mental illness did not go as well. But in the introduction he addresses “the
difficulty which arises when one tries to distinguish between positive and negative conflict” by
suggesting that we could make this theorizing unnecessary with “the simpler hypothesis that
conflict, as such, is neither positive or negative, but the reactions thereto necessarily are.” And
therefore community was a key element in a positive or negative disintegration.
So what is community in a theory which autopsychotherapy is a major theme? The virtues
project gives us a different way of understanding community both in that the virtues themselves
that have emerged out of global/evolutionary sense of “community” well described by
Dabrowski, but also in the fifth strategy of the Virtues Project which is spiritual companioning. In
his later work, On Authentic Education it appears that Dabrowski acknowledges this.
This is a communication skill that:
Requires deep listening.
Is most effective when we don’t have an “agenda” .
Is meant to support and empower, not fix or rescue.
Primarily consists of silence and openended questions.
Requires trust in the other’s process.
In a later work by Dabrowski, On Authentic Education, his words reflect this:
The authentic is this combination of an appreciation of personal dignity towards others
with the same attitude toward ourselves which in turn transfers these attitudes to the
group. The authentic is that which expresses the need to treat ourselves as both subjects

and objects and to treat others primarily as subjects, i.e. sensitive, reflective beings who
aspire to higher levels of values, who suffer in the present from internal and external
conflicts, and who have their own individual aspirations, problems, abilities and
experiences.
People often say that the language of the virtues are too complicated and difficult for them. That
the concepts are too difficult and we must make things easier for them. My response to that
come from the author of The Little Prince, which also signals why the book was the perfect
companion for this journey. In the words of Antoine de St. Exprury
What afflicts young people is not a lack of capacity soever; it’s that they are forbidden,
on pain of appearing oldfashioned, to draw strength from the great restoring myths of
mankind. Ours is a decadent society that has declined from the level of Greek tragedy to
the cliches of escapist comedy. Ours is the age of publicity and the point system, of
totalitarian governments and armies without flags or bugles or services for their dead...I
hate my own period with all my heart. Today man is dying of thirst. P. 215
What are we thirsting for?: I think you can see the responses from my students reflected in
these assumptions. Dan’s slide
Assumptions underlying character development: Dr. Dan Popov

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Each of us is here to thrive--not merely survive and fit in.
Each of us is given a unique part to play in the ever advancing Divine plan.
Each of us is born with all of the virtues and our unique role concealed in our
soul.
Each of us will develop at our own pace-in our own way.
In everything there is the Divine Plan and the hand of others-each will
become who they are meant to be IF the right conditions are present.

1.
In closing, the survivor in me knows that why I am alive today is not a function of my intelligence
but rather those who honoured me for my compassion and idealism no matter how skewed it
was by a lack of balance needed in the form of detachment and discernment.
2.
The teacher in me knows that every child is born in potential and nurturing the virtues does two
things: it offers those who are disintegrating and those who are companioning, a shared
language to navigate that craggy landscape.
3.
The songwriter in me knows that Dabrowski’s work is full of verses and choruses, but is still in
need of some harmonies and bridges...I hope that what I have shared today might add some
resonance to his work.
And perhaps the work of others...
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Dabrowski’s Interest
in the Gifted
Linda Kreger Silverman
Paul McGaffey
R. Frank Falk

Kazimierz Dabrowski

Is TPD for the Gifted?
• How many of you are here because of your
interest in the psychology of giftedness?
• How many of you learned about Dabrowski’s
theory through gifted education and gifted
resources?
• How many of you wonder if study of the
gifted is an appropriate application of TPD?

Mental Growth
• In Mental Growth through Positive
Disintegration, Dabrowski describes
psychiatric examinations he conducted
in Warsaw in which “85% of the subjects
with I.Q. from 120 to 150” displayed
symptoms of mild anxiety, depression,
phobias, inhibitions and “various forms
of overexcitability.” (p. 18)

Mental Growth
“It is recognized that the great majority of
highly gifted children, youth and adults, show
very strong and very clear psychoneurotic
symptoms.” (p. 19)
For Dabrowski, “psychoneurotic”
was a high compliment!

“Psychoneuroses, syndromes of the processes
of positive disintegration.” (p. 176)

Mental Growth
• “The more accelerated is mental
development, the more universally
gifted is the individual, the more positive
psychoneurotic symptoms he exhibits,
the more there is likelihood that his
disintegration will take a global
character.” (p. 23)

Mental Growth
• “Highly talented individuals and
individuals of genius show at the
stages of multilevel disintegration
and secondary integration a distinct
presence of the instinct of selfperfection.” (p. 142)

Mental Growth
Several quotations in Mental Growth through
Positive Disintegration correlate high levels of
intelligence with accelerated development.
Dabrowski discussed high, average and low
intelligence. “Among the so-called normal
people” who possess average intelligence,
there is less developmental potential. (p. 152)

Dabrowski’s Proposals
Paul McGaffey worked with Marlene Rankel and
Dabrowski from 1967 to 1973. Marlene gave Paul
a series of grant proposals she and Dabrowski
developed in 1968-1970 to substantiate the
theory empirically. They were not funded.
In these projects, Dabrowski sought to establish
the relationship of levels of intelligence with
constructs in TPD. He frequently mentioned
“children of superior intelligence” compared
with children of average and below average
intelligence.

Importance of Proposals
These primary source materials document:
(a) Dabrowski’s interest in the gifted;
(b) his belief that individuals of high
intelligence are more likely to exhibit
dynamisms and overexcitabilities; and
(c) his desire to empirically prove the
tenets of the theory by studying the gifted.

Partial Project No. IV
• “In many gifted children and adults we
observe manifestations of so-called
emotional immaturity.”
• “There exists a need to obtain more
complete and scientifically gathered
data relating to ‘emotional immaturity,’
and its positive and creative role in
psychic development.” (emphasis added)

Partial Project No. V
“We observe two types of behavior in
gifted children:
1. very stable, uniform attitudes toward
school work and other obligations;
2. variable attitudes toward school work
and other obligations, with a consequent
fluctuation in their performance.”

Partial Project No. V
• “We hypothesize that the second group
is superior. The foregoing is founded
upon our belief that the unstable gifted
child possesses a strong emotional
component and deep sensitivity, and
while these traits may be necessary for
creativity of the highest calibre, they
function as a barrier to consistent, wellregulated output of effort.”

Partial Project No. VI
“Investigation of the nature and frequency of
psychoneurosis in children and adolescents of
different mental abilities.
• 1. Highly gifted
• 2. Normal
• 3. Mentally deficient (without brain damage)”

Partial Project No. VI
Thesis:

• “On the basis of our clinical observations,
and a preliminary experimental study, there
appears to exist a strong positive
correlation between the high degree of
general or special aptitudes and
psychoneurosis. Also, there appears to be
an exceedingly low occurrence of
psychoneurotic traits in mentally retarded
individuals.”

Partial Project No. VI
• “The nature of the relationship between
psychoneurosis and mental ability is of
great significance for education,
classification of psychopathology and
the social culture in general.”

Partial Project No. VII
“Investigation of the inner psychic milieu
[dynamisms] of adolescents and adults in the
following groups:
• 1. The highly gifted and talented
• 2. Those possessing average aptitudes
• 3. Psychoneurotics
• 4. Mentally deficient (without brain damage)”

The growth and evolution of
civilization and culture creates
more complex problems which can
only be handled by people with a
correspondingly advanced level of
psychic complexity.
Kazimierz Dabrowski

Giftedness is “characterized by
more intensity and
complexity.”
Ellen Fiedler
Bright Adults
(2015, p. 6)

Cognitive complexity gives rise
to emotional depth and
sensitivity. Thus, the gifted not
only think differently from their
peers, they also feel differently.
(Silverman, 1993, p. 3)

Marlene Rankel’s
Contributions to
TPD
Paul McGaffey

Marlene Rankel

Who is Marlene Rankel?
• “Marlene would always say something to
build me up.” Dolores McGaffey
• “Marlene had the gift of seeing others’
strengths before they knew it in
themselves.” W. Raymer
Both of these statements can also be made
about Kazimierz Dabrowski. Such gift-giving is
rare – few possess sufficient compassion to
attend so deeply to another person.

Culture of Normative
Measurement
• Marlene and Dabrowski saw the world of
people similarly. They were able to
transcend the Culture of Normative
Measurement.
• Dabrowski assisted Marlene in writing her
doctoral dissertation in 1972 using
qualitative methods to study TPD.
• They aimed to evolve TPD toward such
measurement.

Extraordinary Children
• Marlene quietly applied TPD to the study
of extraordinary people, especially
children.
• Marlene depended on evidence, which
she derived from tests and observations.
• When working with Dabrowski texts,
Marlene persistently asked him to
include his evidence.

Paul McGaffey on Creativity
I was obsessed with the study of creativity.
Wordlessly, my gut insisted that creative work,
truly new solutions, occur outside the stricture
of norms. None of the interesting people I loved
fit many norms. What was going on here???
Dabrowski pointed me toward a real world of
acceptable deviants, the productive people I
worked with onstage, and the wonderfully
weird folks I loved.

The Normative Imperative
• Though at the time I couldn’t put my
rejection of the Normative Imperative into
words, I was relieved to hear Dabrowski’s
ever-so-gentle, but very blunt, challenge to
the accepted texts.
• Studying creativity as a normed experience
was like being asked to solve a Rubik’s Cube
in the dark.

Gifted Children
• Dabrowski was interested in gifted children
– this was an interest spurred by Marlene.
• Marlene’s Ph.D. thesis, Tests for Assessing
Levels of Development According to the
Theory of Positive Disintegration,
demonstrates that they saw behavioural
demonstrations of the predictive
effectiveness of TPD as a valid pursuit.

Compromise
• Marlene’s legacy and her contribution to TPD
reflects practicality and belief in compromise.
• Marlene championed optimism.
• Advocacy was her gift to any person living in
genuine struggle. She advocated for those
who were not even aware that they were
struggling. Her gift was creative, not reactive.

Compromise
• Compromise was part of the way Dabrowski
survived the Soviet and Nazi invasions.
• His was a high level life that experienced
much darkness and being beholden to others;
no radical independence.
• Instead, there is compromise – heightened
awareness of the others’ point of view,
excited listening, ++ touching, Vulnerability.

Marlene’s Favorite Quote
“If we are to reach real
peace in this world we
shall have to begin with
the children.”
Mahatma Gandhi

The Future of TPD
•The future of TPD, if there will be
one, is to be a living force, initiating
critical research and hopefully
stimulating all education and all
mental health practice.

Where is Dabrowski’s Theory
in the Research Literature?
R. Frank Falk

Mental Growth
• In 1970, in Chapter VII of Mental Growth
Through Positive Disintegration,
Dabrowski provided “General
Hypotheses Concerning Mental
Development” (p. 130).
• These hypotheses should really be called
empirical generalizations.

Abilities, Creativity and
Development
Hypothesis #22 states:
“Creative individuals in general, and those
creative in arts and humanities in particular,
show above average, enduring and even
growing components of animistic, intuitive and
emotional thinking.” (p. 141)
In 1997, along with Jeanett Manzanero and Nancy
Miller, I attempted to test this generalization.

Empirical Support for TPD
We found scores on imaginational,
intellectual and emotional OE were higher
in artists in both countries than their
scores on psychomotor and sensual OE.
We concluded that there was crosscultural validation of Dabrowski’s empirical
generalization and therefore support for
his theory.

New Research
• Warner (2011) found that opera singers and
professional dancers were higher on
imaginational, intellectual, emotional, and
sensual OEs than athletes. Similar findings
were reported by Thomson and Jaque (2016).
• While confirming our earlier findings, the
authors made no reference to Dabrowski’s
theoretical generalization.

Significance of Proposals
The advantage of 8 of the 10 newly
discovered research projects is two-fold:
First, we have specific reference to
studying overexcitabilities.
Second, rather than studying only single
individuals, Dabrowski proposed
examining specific samples of individuals
of different levels of ability.

Dabrowski Sought
Empirical Research
• An important conclusion for me is that
these proposals demonstrate a growth
in Dabrowski from a clinical approach to
a broader empirical research approach.
• They also demonstrate Dabrowski’s wish
to examine the theory with research.

Funding Needed
• By implementing these research
proposals we will be able to directly test
many of the concepts in the Theory of
Positive Disintegration.
• The Institute for the Study of Advanced
Development, created to keep TPD alive,
is seeking funding for Dabrowski’s
proposals.

One Final Comment
Overexcitabilities are best
interpreted as measures of
personality (Falk, 2015; Gallagher,
2013; Vuyk, Krieshok & Kerr, 2016).
And a general axiom of Dabrowski’s
theory is that personality influences
mental growth.

Gifted Personality From 3 Perspectives
Dr. Shelagh A. Gallagher

Engaged Education
Charlotte, NC
sgallagher5@carolina.rr.com

slides: http://www.rfwp.com Shelagh Gallagher downloads
Off the Charts available as ibook

The Big Five Theory supports the
existence of OEs in the gifted. “It is
openness to experience which
relates the most to giftedness.”
Gallagher, 2013, p. 58
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USING DABROWSKI’S THEORY OF
POSITIVE DISINTEGRATION’S
DYNAMISMS TO DETERMINE
PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT IN
GIFTED, HIGHLY SENSITIVE ADULTS

Marie-Lise Schläppy PhD
University of the Highlands and Islands

&
Tracy Cooper PhD
Dabrowski Congress
Calgary, 14-16 July 2016

Development potential

According to Dabrowski 3 factors are necessary
to acquire a personality, through development:
1) Genetics (1st factor)
• Overexcitabilities
• Special talents (high intelligence, athletic,
musical or artistic ability)
2) Environment (2nd factor)
3) Third factor: Internal motivation to make
autonomous choices to go further in one’s
development - «the will to evolve»

en.wikipedia.org

If you have all 3 factors, you have a high
development potential and you have a higher
chance of getting to your personality ideal but
only if you develop your potential using
dynamisms

Levels of personality development
Personality ideal

Level V: secondary integration

Level IV: directed multi-level disintegration

Level III: spontaneous multi-level disintegration

Level II: uni-level disintegration

Level I: primary integration
White = inner conflict
Bright coloured bricks = own values, drab colours societal/biological values

Dynamisms shared by several levels
Personality ideal

Disposing and directing center (IV &V)
Inner psychological transformation (IV & V)
Identification with others and empathy for
others (IV &V)

Inner conflict (II - IV)

Creative instinct (I &II)

Dynamisms specific to a level
Personality ideal

Dynamisms lead to self-transformation. Dynamisms allow
the person to perceive and evaluate the world, others and
self in a critical way.

V: autonomy, authentism, responsability for oneself and
for others
IV: education of oneself, autopsychotherapy, self,
awareness and self-control, third factor, subject-object
in oneself
III: positive malajustment, shame, guilt, inferiority
toward self, dissatisfaction with self, disquietude with
self, astonishment with self
II: ambivalence, ambitendence
I: x

Dynamisms…

Highly sensitive
persons (sensory
processing sensitivity)

•
•
•
•

Termed coined by Aron & Aron 1997
Different from shyness or neuroticism
About 20% of the population is HSP
Trait characteristics “DOES”
•
•
•
•

Depth of processing
Overstimulation (easily reached)
Empathy
Subtle stimuli (reaction to)

• 3 fMRI studies showing differences in brain
activation
• Trait also present in animals (mostly
vertebrates) (c.a. 100 species)
• The trait may be advantageous from an
evolutionary standpoint
• Genetic studies underway
To know more: www.hsperson.com

Gifted person

• IQ over 130 (for the purpose of this study)
• Often said to be highly sensitive
• Description of HSPs and gifted persons in
popular literature seem to be very similar
at some level (i.e. the presence of
overexcitabilities)
• Theory of positive disintegration is often
used as a model in gifted pedagogy &
counselling

Premise

The study
•

Highly sensitive persons and gifted
person seem to have more
overexcitabilities than average (see
Cooper & Schläppy’s talk)

•

According to the Theory of Positive
Disintegration, the first factor (genetic,
overexcitabilities) contributes but is not
enough to attain a personality ideal or
to undergo development.

Research question
Are highly sensitive & gifted people showing
signs of high personality development when
measured through TPD’s dynamisms?

•

Study part of a certificate of advanced
studies in gifted pedagogy, 6 weeks
project: exploratory only!

•

MENSA Switzerland volunteers

•

8 people volunteered (2 females, 4
males) but one female declined
answering the DRI (so n=7).

•

The participants were asked to take the
following tests:

Methods I

* Aron, E. & Aron, A. (1997). Sensoryprocessing sensitivity and its relation
to introversion and emotionality,
Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 73, 345-368.)

Gage, D. F., Morse, P. A., &
Piechowski, M. M. (1981).
Measuring levels of emotional
development. Genetic
Psychology Monographs, 103,
129–152.
**

•

HSP scale, research version, 27 items,
7 pt Likert scale*

•

Definition Response Instrument, 6
open questions **

•

HSP score was computed by adding all
elements of the Likert scale and the
average taken per person

•

The open response of the participants to
the Definition Response Instrument was
read and a primary and secondary
dynamism was assigned to each answer.
If no dynamism could be identified the
score given was zero.

•

The number of words used to answer
the question were computed and
related to the ability to assign a
dynamism with the assumption that
more text give a better chance of
identifying a dynamism.

Methods I

•

HSP score was computed as the mean
per participant.

•

The open response of the participants to
the Definition Response Instrument was
read 3 times. A primary and secondary
dynamism was assigned to each answer
at the 2nd read. The 3rd read was used to
assign the dynamisms anew. When
discrepancies arose a 4th read was
carried out. The personality
development level of each dynamism
according to TPD was noted. If a
dynamism belonged to 2 levels, the
lowest level was assigned to the answer.

•

An average personality development
level per person was computed.

Methods II

Range of words count in open answers
Question number

Word range in answer

1

15-131

2

18-78

3

20-142

4

30-118

5

8-81

6

4-24

Succinct answers could make it difficult to assess
dynamisms due to lack of material

Is the number of words written having an
influence on the number of dynamisms found?
6
Number of zeros asisgned

Methods check

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

20

40

60

Average number of words written for each
open question

80

Results I

RED=HSP scores above the
general score
BLACK=HSP scores below the
general score

HSP score
average

St. dev. HSP
score

IQ

3.74
4.78
4.93
5.04
3.81
3.00
4.93
5.30

1.85
1.55
1.27
1.76
1.14
1.54
1.49
1.68

142
135
141
140
139
132
137
x

For comparison (A. Aron, pers. com)
N=

HSP score
average

St. dev.

904

4.09

0.83

76

3.96

0.71

898

4.54

0.94

1876

4.20

0.3

Answers to the definition response instrument yielded a number of dynamisms
Dynamism
% occurrence
Self-awareness
24
Subject-object
16
Dissatisfaction-with-self
13
Responsibility-towards-self-and-others
7
Dissatisfaction-with-self
7
Positive-maladjustment
4
Guilt
3
Disquietude-with-self
3
Inferiority-towards-oneself
3
Astonishment-with-self
3
Feeling-of-shame
3
Disposing-and-directing-center
1
Inner-conflict
1
Authentism
1
Auto-psychotherapy
1
Empathy
1
Third-factor
1
Autonomy
1
Self-control
1

The most frequent dynamisms were self-awareness (IV), subject-object (IV), and
dissatisfaction with self (III)

Dynamisms types
present

• Only 1 participant had a level II dynamism
• Only 1 participant had more level III dynamisms
than level IV. It is the person with the lowest IQ
and lowest HSP score, and lowest average
dynamism score.
• According to these results, all participants are
experiencing some level of positive
disintegration

Results

The IQ score is somewhat predicting the level of
development when measured through dynamisms

The HSP score seems a good predictor development
level when measured through dynamisms

Conclusion

• There was a range of HSP scores in gifted
adults ranging from below average to well
above average
• Having a high HSP score, and to a certain
extent a high IQ, seem to predispose
participants to a high level of development
according to TPD
• The development levels in the participants
were at the III and IV level, predominantly
• There could be a relationship between the
HSP score and the development level
• A larger study with a control group is
necessary to find out whether this
preliminary data is showing a real situation

Lessons learned

• Carry out a large study with the following
groups:
• Gifted but not HS
• HS but not gifted
• Both gifted and HS
• Neither gifted or HS

• Larger n=
• Involve 3 scholars to assign dynamisms to
remove bias as much as possible

Who wants to collaborate?

TPD
as a Journey through Feelings:
How to read my children’s book
Krystyna Laycra+, Ph.D.
The Twel+h Interna6onal Dąbrowski
Congress
July 14-16, 2016,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

“The various levels and complexi3es of
human experience cannot even be
approached without considering the
emo3ons which give rise to them.
Stripped of aﬀect, human rela3onships
become meaningless.”
(Dąbrowski, 1996, p. 6)

Subjective
Emotions are the primary forces in
organizing human thought and action and
give richness and meaning to individual’s
life and relationship. Tomkins, 1962

Objective
Emotions are the flow of energy or
states of arousal and activation through the
brain and the other parts of the body. Siegel, 1999

Emotions form the base for the human
soul and spirit. Damasio, 1994

Inter-subjective
Emotions are forms of communication
signals that have adaptive or survival
value. Plutchik, 2003

Inter-objective
Emotions are responses to environmental
events and the human environment is
above all else social. Kagen, 1984

Gaining

Opening a boundary

The land of
Anticipation
Moving toward

The Land of
Anger

Expelling

The Land of
Rejection

The Land of
Joy
The land of
Acceptance

The Land of
Fear

The Land of The Land of
Sadness
Surprise
Losing

Taking in

Moving away
from

Closing a boundary

Based on the Psycho-Evolu3onary Theory of Emo3ons of Robert Plutchik

Journey through the Lands of Feelings
as
The Spontaneous MulBlevel DisintegraBon
Ember –
• is a symbol of sensi6ve, intelligent and joyful girl.
• lives in a “happy world” (happy family)
Her journey is a metaphor for her emo6onal
development.
Her visits to other worlds become occasions
for internal and external experiences.

The Land of JOY
In this land children
were happy,
cheerful, and playful.
One day, Ember
decided to explore
some neighboring
lands.
Disquietude with herself - a search for the meaning of one’s existence and a readiness
for change. (Dąbrowski, 1973)

JOY

• Creates an openness and
recep6vity,
• Mo6vates to keep on
ac6ng,
• Fosters opportuni6es for
new experiences and
learning,
• Ampliﬁes another
emo6ons,
• Oﬀers relief from the
nega6ve emo6ons,
• Facilitates and increases
social responsiveness.
(Izard, 1977; Kast, 1991)

The Land of ACCEPTANCE
She saw many kids
playing together-but
they didn’t seem very
happy.
Ember thought,
“They need my joy
and I need their
trust.”
Responsiveness to others
Self-observa3on, Self–evalua3on

JOY & Acceptance => Friendliness

She joined them and
soon all became
friends.

ACCEPTANCE
• Is an interac6ve process,
• Involves emo6onal and /or
social willingness
• Opens to own emo6ons and/
or the experience of being
with others,
• Leads to new experiences,
• Creates a context for choices
JOY & Acceptance => Friendliness

and decisions.
(Hayes, 1994)

The Land of FEAR
Ember regreced that she
had come to this land.
Ember thought,
“My joy and their fear do
not match up.”
Self-observa3on, Self-evalua3on
Internal conﬂict

She escaped as quickly as
she could from this place...
JOY & Fear => Guilt/Regret

FEAR
• Serves as a warning signal,
• Redirects thought and ac6on,
• Generates nervous tension,
uneasiness, uncertainty,
insecurity,
• Lost, lonely, and isolated,
• A need to escape.
(Izard, 1977)

JOY & Fear => Guilt/Regret

The Land of SURPRISE
Ember was delighted
with all the beau6ful
things around her.
Ember thought,
“Aha! I found out
what a great feeling
it is to be delighted.”
Self-observa3on
Experience of new reality

JOY & Surprise => Delight

SURPRISE

• Sudden and unexpected event,
• High degree of pleasantness,
• Flee6ng and mo6vates very
licle thought and ac6on,
• Helps to prepare the individual
to deal eﬀec6vely with sudden
changes,
• “Channel-clearing emo6on.”
(Izard, 1977)

JOY & Surprise => Delight

The Land of SADNESS
Ember thought,
“How can I help
them?”

Responsiveness to others
Empathy

JOY & Sadness => Catharsis

An emo6onal moment that leads to posi6ve change
in the person’s life.

She came closer to
them and found out
that when she didthey started to feel
becer.
Their sorrow and her
joy gave them all
something
mysterious.

SADNESS/DISTRESS
• Communicates to self and
others that all is not well,
• Mo6vates problem-solving
ac6vity,
• Tends to elicit sympathy
and help from others,
• Serves as a cohesive force
in social rela6onship.
(Izard, 1977)

JOY & Sadness => Catharsis

The Land of REJECTION
Ember felt gloomy
and unwanted.
“They don’t want me.
They don’t need me.
Nobody knows that
I’m here. I’ll have to
run away from this
place.”
Self-observa3on & Internal conﬂict
Posi3ve maladjustment

REJECTION

• Painful experience & hurt
feeling,
• Threats to belong, control,
and self-esteem,
• Evokes loneliness, shame,
guilt, social anxiety, sadness,
anger,
• Leads to aggressive and an6social behavior,
• Mo6vates people’s
behaviors,
• Prompts them to take ac6on
when rela6onal problems
arise.
(Leary, 2015)

The Land of ANGER
Ember thought,
“They’re was3ng their
energy on these
ﬁghts. How can I help
them? ”
Responsiveness to others
Empathy

JOY & Anger => Pride

Soon her energy of joy
combined their
energy of anger- and
brought some order.

ANGER

• A high degree of tension
and impulsiveness,
• A feeling of vigor and
strength,
• Mobilizes energy for
defense of self and others,
• Serves to readjust and
strengthen a rela6onship,
• Provides the basis for
reconcilia6on on new
terms.

(Izard, 1977)

JOY & Anger => Pride

The Land of ANTICIPATION
Ember was interested
in everything and
followed them
everywhere.
They enthusias6cally
raced through the
prairies and examined
all the creatures living
there.

JOY & AnBcipaBon => Enthusiasm

Opening and recep3vity
to the external world

ANTICIPATION

• Important mo6va6on in
the development of skills,
• Desire to learn, gain
knowledge,
• Essen6al for crea6vity,
• Feeling of being engaged,
caught-up, fascinated,
energe6c, & curious,
(Izard, 1977)

JOY & AnBcipaBon => Enthusiasm

Ember’s journey – The Spontaneous
MulBlevel DisintegraBon

She experiences developmental dynamisms:
• Disquietude with herself
• Self-observaBon & Self-evaluaBon
• Inner conﬂicts
• Guilt and regret
• PosiBve maladjustment
• Growth of understanding and feeling for others
• Empathy

Ember’s as a child of ﬁve forms of OE
(OE –a higher than average responsiveness of the nervous system.)

• A high energy for ac6on and making plans (psychomotor OE)
• Curiosity and keen observa6on (intellectual OE)
• A low tolerance of boredom and a need for novelty and
variety( Imagina6onal OE)
• Delight in amazing objects (Sensual OE)
• Intensiﬁed emo6ons (Emo6onal OE)
(Piechowski, 2006)

Ember’s EmoBonal Experiences
• Complex emoBons – friendliness, delight, regret and guilt, catharsis,
pride, enthusiasm, and empathy
• IdenBﬁcaBon with others’ feelings & readiness to bring help to
others
• Internal dialogue:
Ø allows her to plan and control her ac6vi6es (“I have to run away from this
place.”)

Ø provides support during challenging situa6ons (“My joy and their fear do not
match up.”)

Ø helps with the explora6on of new reali6es (“Aha! I found out what a great feeling
it is to be delighted.”)

Levels of Development

Developmental PotenBal

An original endowment which determines what level of development an
individual can reach if the physical and environmental condi6ons are op6mal.

• The First Factor - cons6tu6onal characteris6cs and
poten6als of the organism
• The Second Factor – the social and environmental
inﬂuences
• The Third Factor– the autonomous processes, which
a person brings to personal growth
• Five forms of over-excitability

Level I -The Primary Integra6on – The First Factor
• A rigid, narrow, closed structure,
• Characterized by automa6c, impulsive, and primi6ve
drives,
• Absence of inner conﬂicts & frequent external conﬂicts,
• Lack of reﬂec6on on their own behavior and its
consequences,
• Absence of considera6on for others & feelings of
rela6onship with others.
(Dąbrowski, 1996)

Level I -The Primary Integra6on – The First Factor

In the land of Fear, children are afraid of
everything.
Their mental structure is chao6c but
limited and closed.
“My joy and their fear do not match up.”

In the land of RejecBon, children
reject other’s reality.
Their mental structure is rigid
and closed.

“They don’t want me. They don’t need me.
Nobody knows that I’m here.”

Level II - The Unilevel Disintegra6on
The First and Second Factors

• Lack of structure and sense of direc6on,
• Changeable or simultaneous feelings & ﬂuctua6ons of
mood,
• Changeable and conﬂic6ng course of ac6ons, indecision,
• Circular pacerns of thought,
• Values are internalized from external sources,
• The need to conform,
• External conﬂicts variable and triggered oﬀ unpredictably.
(Dąbrowski, 1996)

Level II - The Unilevel Disintegra6on
The First and Second Factor

In the land of Anger, Ember’s joy brings a
temporary order of pride in their chao6c
behavior.

In the land of Sadness, Ember’s joy
brings a short-lived feeling of catharsis.
In the land of Surprise, children can change
temporary. They feel a short feeling of delight
when Ember approaches them.

Level III - The Spontaneous Mul6level Disintegra6on –
The Three Factors & Five Forms of Over-excitability

• A hierarchic structure,
• The emergence of a ver6cal direc6on in development,
• Frequent internal conﬂicts (“what is” against “what
ought to be.”),
• A search not only for novelty, but for something higher,
• Gradual decrease in the frequency of external conﬂict,
• Increase the ability to understand others,
• Openness to the diﬃcul6es experienced by others.
(Dąbrowski, 1996, Dąbrowski et al., 1970)

Level III - The Spontaneous Mul6level Disintegra6on –
The Three Factors & Five Forms of Over-excitability
In the land of
Acceptance,
children accept
Ember & develop
friendship with
her.

By deciding to visit other lands,
Ember opens to herself & to
others.
In the land of AnBcipaBon, children by
learning about her, open themselves to
her & invite her for exploring their land.

Every emo2on has a mul2level structure.

Development of JOY

Level I: Joy arises from sa-sfac-on of basic needs.
(Dąbrowski, 1996, p.86)

Joy has a physiological character arising from a feeling of healthy tension, of
energy.
(Dąbrowski, 1973, p.18)

Joy moves
us up.
We can then
feel like birds
soaring high
above the hills.

Level II: Joy is brought by temporary mental support, sympathy, rest, contact
with nature, kindness received from others.

(Dąbrowski, 1996, p.86)

Joy looses its connec-on with fundamental impulses and becomes calm, less
physiological, and more reﬂec-ve.
(Dąbrowski, 1973, p.18)

Joy opens our eyes
and ears.
We can then
become curious and yearn
to discover new things.

Delight => Joy & Surprise

Level III: Joy is brought by overcoming diﬃcul-es in development. It is a joy
of discovering oneself in an objec-ve and authen-c way. (Dąbrowski, 1996, p.86)
Joy becomes more reﬂec-ve, more sublime, more in-mate. The psychomotor
elements lose their strength. (Dąbrowski, 1973, p.19)

Joy inspires us
to create.
We can then
draw
and
paint like
Enthusiasm => Joy & An2cipa2on

the old masters.

Level IV: Joy ﬂows from growing inner strength. Unique and exclusive
rela-onships of friendship and love bring joy.

(Dąbrowski, 1996, p.86)

Joy is like
an invisible force that
bonds us.
We can then share
our deepest
secrets.
Friendliness, Love => Joy & Acceptance

Level V: Joy arises from the achievement of autonomy, authen-sm, and
empathy. There is a joy of a clear vision of the ideal.

(Dąbrowski, 1996, p.86)

Joy generates
loving-kindness.
In it we feel
rested,
comfortable,
and sunny.

Op2mism=> Joy & An2cipa2on & Acceptance

“In reality, we assume complex emo-onal experiences,
which are partly pleasant and partly unpleasant as
something real and decisive for our development.”
(Dąbrowski, 2015, p.113)

Emo2ons are the main forces that direct human development

Pleasant Emo2ons

Unpleasant Emo2ons

Create an openness and
recep-vity

Serve as a warning signal

Foster opportuni-es for
new experiences and
learning

Redirect thought and
ac-on

Create a context for
choices and decisions

Signalize approaches to
problem

S-mulate thinking and
imagina-on

Mobilize energy for
defense of self and others

Integrate socially

Serve to readjust and
strengthen rela-onships

Finally, Ember ﬁnished her journey through the Lands of Feelings.
She brought an abundance of new feelings to the people of her
land:
Feelings of acceptance and friendliness,
Feelings of fear and regret,
Feelings of surprise and delight,
Feelings of sadness and refreshment,
Feelings of rejec-on and gloom,
Feelings of anger and pride, and
Feelings of an-cipa-on, interest, and enthusiasm.
From that moment on, her life, and the lives of all the people
from her land became richer, deeper, and happier.
(LaycraY, 2014)
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Description of Problem
How to positively disintegrate old ways and integrate
new ways due to:
✓ Caregiver for 7 years of spouse of 50 years
✓ Loss of spouse on February 6, 2014
✓ Lack of family support

2

Positive Disintegration Process
1.Reeducate-Barry University
2.Reframe-Barry Power System
3.Changed Relationships
4.Spiritual Growth
5.Life Appreciation-Meditation
3

Reeducate-Barry University

Dabrowski: “This occurs through a process of an education of
oneself and of an inner psychic transformation. One of the main
mechanisms of this process is a continual sense of looking into
oneself as if from outside, followed by a conscious affirmation or
negation of conditions and values in both the internal and
external environments."

Reframe-Barry Power System

Barry Power System

Dabrowski: "This is the process of becoming aware that there
exists in us the higher and the lower, the spiritual and the
instinctive, structures. This is the process of becoming aware
of the distinctness of the new structure which emerges from

Changed Relationships

Dabrowski: "its activity is autonomous in relation to the
first factor (hereditary) and the second (environmental)
factor. It consists in a selective attitude with regard to
the properties of one's own character and temperament,
as well as, to environmental influences" (Dabrowski,
1973, p. 80).

Spiritual Growth

Dabrowski:“In this manner the individual begins to
dissociate, in his inner psychic milieu, what he feels to be
'more himself' from what is 'less himself'. He divides
reality in this one which 'is' and that one which 'ought to
be'; he manifests growing empathy, autonomy, and
authenticity. His aims and ideals undergo a change. His
basic concern is no more his own preservation, but also
his growth as a human being, as well as, the preservation
and mental development of other people, as unique,

Meditation

Dabrowski: "The practice of meditation brings about
inner quietude, calm awareness of one's
weaknesses, calm equilibration of what has been
achieved in the struggles of everyday life. This inner
calm can be considered a meditative inhibition which

Roll on, Columbia,
Roll On

Flow On, Barry,
Flow On

Electrified Barry

Dabrowski: "Positive Maladjustment: A conflict with and rejection of
those standards and attitudes of one’s social environment which are
incompatible with one’s growing awareness of a higher scale of values
which is developing as an internal imperative." (Dab. 1972, p. 302)

Electrify Others
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DEFINITION RESPONSE INSTRUMENT*

(Each question is presented at the top of a separate sheet of paper. Respondents are asked to spend
as much time as needed to complete the questions and use the back of the paper if necessary.)

1. Please describe times when you are strongly affected by what others think of you or times
when you have compared yourself in some way to others. (Second factor—susceptibility to
social opinion and the influence of others.)
2. Please describe those questions which cause strong doubts within you, that frustrate you,
and perhaps result in anxiety or depression. The problems should involve struggles which
are internal (for example, philosophical, sexual, emotional), not struggles which are
primarily external (for example, a purely economic problem). (Disquietude with oneself—
agitation and anxiety with what is.)
3. Describe times when you feel inadequate, unworthy, not good enough or frustrated with
what may be lacking in yourself (abilities, skills, talents, personal qualities, etc.). (Inferiority
toward oneself—feeling of failure inadequacy with not being all that one can become.)
4. Describe those situations which cause you to feel frustration or anger toward yourself.
Such feelings may stem from something you did and later regretted, as well as something you
feel you should have done, but did not do. Likewise, you may be angry with yourself for
having felt a certain way or having believed something you no longer feel is true.
(Dissatisfaction with oneself—frustration and anger with what is.)
5. Think of times when you try to stand back and look at yourself objectively. Upon what
specific things do you reflect? Please elaborate. (Subject-object in oneself.)
6. Think of your "ideal self" and those qualities that you think are best for an ideal life.
What attributes do you most dream of having? (Personality ideal—the highest guiding
principle.)

*adapted from Gage, Morse, and Piechowski, 1981
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MILLER ASSESSMENT CODING SYSTEM (MACS)
___________________________________________________________________________

CATEGORY CODING SYSTEM DIAGRAM
___________________________________________________________________________

Values

Feelings toward
Self

Feelings toward
Others

___________________________________________________________________________

Self-Serving

Egocentricity

Superficial

Stereotypical

Ambivalent

Adaptive

Individual

Inner Conflict

Interdependent

Universal

Self-Direction

Democratic

Inner Peace & Harmony

Communion

Transcendent

___________________________________________________________________________

Miller, 1985; Miller & Silverman, 1987; Piechowski, 2003; Miller, 2008, Falk & Miller, 2009
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Dabrowski’s Levels: Excerpt from the Miller Assessment
Coding System (MACS)
LEVEL I: Primary Integration
Self-serving values further one’s own interest.
[Ideal self] I’d like to be someone important—that is, have power and status and enjoy
other people’s respect and admiration.

Egocentric feelings are based on self-centeredness.
[Things on which you reflect] Changing my appearance, attitude, and behavior. Such as
being a little more feminine in my walk or putting on make-up. Mainly things that effect my
external appearance.

Superficial relationships reflect an instrumental view of others.
Our worlds are very different, she's a great lay.

LEVEL II: Unilevel Disintegration
Stereotypical values are based on views of external sources.
[Ideal self] (a) healthy—preferably thinner, (b) married, (c) being able to balance a
successful career with a complete family life, (d) being content financially.

Ambivalent feelings are due to lack of inner direction.
Sometimes I want two things to happen in the space of one time frame. And I don’t make
a choice—I’ll overcommit—I dance—then faster and faster. I’ll want closeness and distance. I’ll
want to be independent and vulnerable. I’ll want to be the helper and the helped—the leader, the
follower.

Adaptive relationships are created by assuming conventional
roles.
I could tackle issues with my husband about religion except that I fear the rift it would
create. So the issue lies unspoken. I could do that at work about diagnoses and treatment, but
that isn't the norm. Likewise, I could do it within myself, but. . .
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LEVEL III: Spontaneous Multilevel Disintegration
Independent values are based on self-evaluated standards that
begin to form a value hierarchy.
I find myself willing and able to stand up for what I believe is right and just. But I am
tempted to back down from my position if others oppose my viewpoint. It is a struggle to continue
to act on principle and not “join the crowd.”

Inner conflict results from introspection and critical evaluation of
one’s behavior.
I feel that way a lot lately [inadequate, unworthy, not good enough]. What seems lacking
though aren't so much specific skills, talents as much as inability to function as I think I should.
If I can't be responsive to others, can't be caring, able to do--when I become so focused in, on me
and my frustrations—I feel worthless.

Interdependent relationships are selective and involve mutual
respect and reciprocity.
In my relationships with others, I hope always to be gentle, capable of tenderly loving those
close to me and always open to the love they wish to give to me.

LEVEL IV: Organized Multilevel Disintegration
Universal values are autonomously evaluated and reflect high
moral and ethical standards.
All of my conscious life—I have sought out wisdom. Ever since I was a very young child,
I have wanted to be wise more than anything. I have sought out sound judgement and actively
attempted to learn fair, honest and wise dealing—within myself and in the outer world.

Self-Direction occurs by conscious choice to foster desirable traits
and eliminate undesirable ones.
I try to reflect upon my life daily. I find it helps me put values and feelings into
perspective…How much was I like my sister (who I admire for her kindness and gentle spirit) or
how much was I like my one brother (who I know I am like, he is very hotheaded and direct). I
reflect upon the people I worked with today, how were they feeling, was anyone not doing too well,
and did I try to make their load easier?
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Democratic relationships are characterized by enduring bonds of
friendship, love, and a strong sense of responsibility for others.
I think the quality of compassion is best for an ideal life. The ability to suffer with
another, to understand their perspective, while honestly naming my own seems essential to
building a good life. I see this attribute only being born of listening, love, a gentle yet firm
discipline, an ability to wait, a curbing of untamed reactions yet requiring that one feel strongly
with others.

LEVEL V: Secondary Integration
Transcendent values surpass the material realm and involve the
spiritual life and concern for the cosmos.
[Ideal Self] To have wisdom and understanding, not merely knowledge. To be wise
enough to know what can be accomplished and how and when. To have the eternal (rather than
temporal) perspective.

Inner Peace and Harmony depends on achieving innerperfection—the personality ideal.
My "ideal self" is a multifaceted self with only positive attributes. It is an intelligent,
compassionate self, concerned with helping others as well as developing its own talents and
abilities. My ideal self is strong, indestructible (not immortal, just indestructible), gentle,
generous, loving, wise, charming, tolerant, flexible, and happy. It is also creative and
productive, has a good sense of humor and a great deal of integrity, and shows consideration for
other peoples' feelings.

Communion involves universal love, spiritual unions, and
empathy for all living things.
[Ideal self] To have love—not merely a feeling but the love that is a deep healing compassion—
that reaches people and touches them and draws them into the bond of the eternal family; and opens the
way in them to wholeness.
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Case Studies/Moral Exemplars
in Advanced Development Journal
Piechowski, Michael M.
Inner Growth and Transformation in the Life of Eleanor Roosevelt

(Vol. 2, pp. 35-53)

Abstract: This article describes Eleanor Roosevelt's discipline of inner life. An earlier study (Piechowski &
Tyska, 1982) showed that Eleanor Roosevelt met all the criteria of self-actualization as given by Maslow.
Maslow labeled her a "doer" rather than a "seer" or a visionary. But she was an inspired person, "a
woman with a deep sense of spiritual mission" (Lash, 1971) and, as such, much more a "seer" than
Maslow gave her credit. Christ was her inner ideal. Her methods of inner work are described in the
sections on the courage to know oneself, coping with inner conflict and emotional pain, self-discipline,
and the inner ideal. Her inner growth is briefly analyzed in terms of Dabrowski's theory of emotional
development - a theory particularly well equipped toward understanding lives engaged in the process of
inner psychic transformation.

Spaltro, Kathleen
A Symbol Perfected in Death: Etty Hillesum as Moral Exemplar (Vol. 3, pp. 61-74)
Abstract: A young Jewish Dutchwoman, Esther Hillesum, wrote diaries and letters from 1941 to 1943
that document a remarkable spiritual progression amid devastating circumstances. Intense emotional
and intellectual growth crystallized in her free decision to work in the hospital of the transit camp
Westerbork, the last stop on the way to Auschwitz. If one views Etty's diaries through the prism of
Kazimierz Dabrowski's theory of moral development, they show her progression through the confusion
and maladjustment that characterize Dabrowski's Level III to her embodiment of her ideals in daily
service that signifies her attainment of Level IV. Her letters from Westerbork illuminate how a human
being might feel, think, and live at Level V.

Piechowski, Michael
Etty Hillesum: “The Thinking Heart of the Barracks”

(Vol. 4, pp. 105-118)

Abstract: "The thinking heart of the barracks" is how Etty Hillesum described herself when she was an
inmate of a German concentration camp in World War II. She entered voluntarily to prepare herself for
the inevitable end. Her diary is the story of her inner transformation, of being within herself a battlefield
for the problems of our times, of finding joy and inner peace in the face of persecution, suffering and
death. Love perfected her will - love for people and love for God. Her diary is one of the most detailed
records of the work of love and will that makes advanced development possible.
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Piechowski, Michael M.
The Heart of Leta Stetter Hollingworth

(Vol. 5, pp. 103-115)

Abstract: Leta Stetter Hollingworth was both a quietly ecstatic being and a versatile activist who wanted
her life to be absorbed in the service of others. She was an innovative, multifaceted researcher,
psychologist, feminist and educator of the gifted. Her accomplishments in numerous fields remain
remarkable today. Here, her life is analyzed in terms of Maslow's characteristics of self-actualizing
persons to demonstrate, within the constraints of limited biographical material, her high level of
personality development.

Nixon, Laurence
Multilevel Disintegration in the Lives of Religious Mystics

(Vol. 6, pp. 57-74)

Abstract: In this article it is argued that scholarly analyses of the inner struggle reported by many mystics
correspond to Kazimierz Dabrowski's psychological account of the higher levels of personality
disintegration. In addition to the case of St. Augustine, analyzed by Dabrowski himself, examples of
Muslim and Neo-Confucian mystical struggle are cited in order to show that personality disintegration in
mystical lives is a universal phenomenon. Finally, comparison is made of the transition from
Spontaneous to Organized Multilevel Disintegration by two additional mystics, separated by time,
geography, and religion. This study suggests that such a transition is, at least for some traditional
mystics, contingent upon a supportive environment and access to a mystical mentor.

Nixon, Laurence
Factors Predispositional of Creativity and Mysticism: A Comparative Study of Charles Darwin and
Thérèse of Lisieux
(Vol. 7, pp. 81-100)
Abstract: Several investigations have suggested that mystics and creative persons are alike in various
ways. In this article I introduce a model of temperamental and environmental factors which I believe to
be predispositional of a mystical or creative vocation, and apply it to the lives of the discoverer of the
theory of evolution, Charles Darwin, and a nineteenth-century French mystic, Thérèse of Lisieux. The
purpose of such a comparison is to identify some of the similarities and differences in the
temperamental characteristics and environmental circumstances of mystics and creative persons.
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Morrissey, Anne-Marie
Intellect as Prelude: The Potential for Higher Level Development in the Gifted (Vol. 7, pp. 101-116)
Abstract: Many gifted children and youth display characteristics indicating an enhanced potential for
higher level development, as described by Dabrowski's Theory of Positive Disintegration. This potential
is influenced by environment, and its presence in gifted youth implies certain intellectual and emotional
needs. Higher level development is placed in the broader context of spiritual and mystical development
that occurs across cultures. Within different spiritual traditions there are structures and methods for
supporting this development. Two examples are discussed-the Aboriginal medicine man, and Sufism
through the life of the Andalusian mystic, Ibn 'Arabi. It is argued that such traditional models of spiritual
development can provide contemporary western society with valuable insights into ways of supporting
those with the potential for higher level development, including the intellectually gifted.

Grant, Barry
"There Are Exceptions to Everything": Moral Relativism and Moral Commitment in the Life of Hope
Weiss (Vol. 7, pp. 119-128)
Abstract: Moral relativism is associated in the minds of many with immorality, indifference, and
immature moral development. Excerpts from a case study showing a happy co-existence of moral
relativism and moral commitment are presented. Comparisons with the theories of Kohlberg, Gilligan,
and Dabrowski are made, and the role of feelings in moral life is discussed.

Anita Benislawska PHD

Dynamic of the feeling of the shame

Why shame?


1/ it is a characteristic feeling for sensitive
people



2/ can shame be helpful in development?



3/ shame as a complicated and multilevel
problem

Edward Titchener (1867-1927)
Titcherner distinguishes following
emotions:
pleasure and distress,
affects,
moods,
complex feelings (like religious
or aesthetic feelings)

Emotion according to TPD
Basic Emotional Reactions

Emotional-Cognitive Functions

excitation

reality function

inhibition

success

suggestibility

ideal

pleasure

justice

displeasure

immortality

joy

religious attitude

sadness

aesthetic attitude

laughter
crying
anger
fear
anxiety

Jan Mazurkiewicz (1871-1947)
He described 5 types of emotion:
• organic (organo-spinal reflex urination),
• instinctive (subcortical centries hunger),
• conditional (effect of irradiation),
• prelogical (childhood, madness),
• pleasure (klisis) or dissent (ekklisis)

Antonio Damasio









According to Damasio, emotions are present in all aspects of
human life. They are executors and servants of the rule of
values
These value rules are directed by three systems: awards and
punishments, instincts, and motivations
Emotions as products of evolution are strongly connected
with human body as codes of activity
Emotional feelings are a complex of observations of
everything that happens when we are experiencing
emotions. The emotional feelings are pictures of activity but
they are not the activity itself
Thanks to an unusual bond between mind and body,
emotions lead to interception
A. Damasio, Jak umysł zyskał jażń [Self Comes to Mind.
Constructing the Conscious Brain]… p. 119-121.

Dynamism


Higher type of instincts in ontogenetic
human development



Their tension is higher than primitive,
basic instincts



They have developmental character

Michael Piechowski&
Kazimierz Dabrowski
Dynamisms divive on:
Disintegrative

– destruction of primitive
mental structures
Integrative – structuralization of
personality

Shame as dynamism
Shame is a kind of the disintegrative
dynamism
 The feeling of shame is under control of
the positive maladjustment
(unilevel/multilevel disintegration)
 The feeling of shame is under control of
the subject-object in oneself (multilevel
disintegration)


Shameful situations
External shame

Internal shame

Early relationships (family and peers)

Reactivation of early experience of
shame

Sexual and physical abuse

Low self-esteem

Bodily disease and disabilityin cultural
context

Depressed mood

External reinforcement
Membership of cultural group with
„honour codes”

The Psychic immunization


„The psychic immunization through
psychoneurosis is the conscious and creative
process of inner psychic transformation in the
course of which the so-called pathological
dynamisms are utilized for the purpose of
mental development. This process prevents
possible transformations in the involutional and
dissolutional direction”
K. Dabrowski, The Dynamics of concepts…, p. 165.

Shyness


result of oedipal strivings



plays an important role in sexual adjustment



component of depression



a serious obstacle in a therapy



touches external and especially internal conflicts

Embarrassment


is not so intensive like a proper shame



we are less responsible for these situations



an embarrassed feels socially inappropriate



is similar to Kaufman's discouragement

Doubt


is dependent on the consciousness of being
upright and exposed



a consciousness of having a front and a back and especially a ‘behind’



mental prison and stagnation on the level of
ambivalentions and ambitendencies

Humiliation


is a connection between shame and embarrassment



exposed as stupid and weak



in rituals of initiation



a kind of losing face or sense of identity



leads to a social marginality




complex of inferiority
composition shame and inferiority complex can lead to
alterocentric behaviors

Ethymological character of shame


The word shame comes from the IndoEuropean word skem, which means cover.

The same etymological root have words: chamber
and camera. All these words create associations
to feelings and fantasies of ashamed person being observed, closed, imitated, under control,
and willing to avoid these situations

Jean Paul Sartre (1905-1980)
Jean Paul Sartre finds shame as a
limitation of freedom. Shame
makes one dependent on others,
without possibility of own activity
like a free and independent
person.

Silvan Tomkins (1911-1991)
• shame is one of the most reflective
emotions,
• is responsible for confrontation with
own self,
• can increase self-consciousness
• is activated by the partial reduction of
the neural activity of ongoing positive
emotions

Helen Lewis (1913-1987)

 In shame, the self is experienced as the object of

contempt and scorn.The shame person feels
ridiculed, reduced, little.
C. Izard, Human Emotions…, p. 390.

Gershen Kaufman


Because shame is central to conscience indignity ,
identity, and disturbances in self-functioning. this
affect is the source of low self-esteem, poor selfconcept or body image, self-doubt and insecurity,
and diminished self-confidence. Shame is the affect
that is the source of feelings of inferiority indignity,
identity.
G. Kaufman, Psychology of shame…, p. 5.

June Tangney


ashamed people feel exposed because of their
impropriety or shortcoming



shameful situations are: lying, stealing, cheating,
failing to help another, disobeying parents



ashamed people feel small, worthless, powerless

Kazimierz Dabrowski (1902-1980)
Shame in connection with the complex of
inferiority can leads to development.
Shame is usually associated with a feeling of
inferiority toward others. However, a strong
feeling of shame may arise out of inner moral
conflict, and than, it would be more closely
associated with disquietude with oneself.
K. Dabrowski, Multilevelness of emotional and
instinctive functions, Lublin 1996, p. 36

Aristotle in The Rethoric


Aidos – shame, which contains some fundamental aspects of guilt.
It is a term, which connected the ancient concept of shame and the
modern definition of guilt.



Examples of aidos are: running away from a battle, giving poison for
arrow, behaving like Penelope's suitors



Aischyne - shame which refers to the past, the present and the
future events, and contains some aspect of responsibility.



An example of aischyne is Telemachus, son of Odysseus who forgot
to close the storeroom, and suitors had an access to spears.

Guilt


Guilt is a moral shame



leads to self-disgust, self-accusation, self-blame, or selfdissmell



can be associated with anger, distress, or fear basing on
moral background



is a result of experiencing internalization of others

Guilt and shame
Kazimierz Dabrowski

Andrew Clark

Guilt is an internalized and deeper
shame

Shame and guilt co-operate with each
other

the feeling of shame and guilt have a
character of disintegrative dynamisms
just in the childhood

guilt is linked to behaviour whilst
shame can change self-assessment,
especially in the childhood

Positive Maladjustment
The dynamism of positive maladjustment is an
essential part of the most important autonomic
dynamisms in human development such as "subjectobject" in oneself the third factor, self-consciousness,
self-control and inner psychic transformation.
K. Dabrowski, Dynamics of concepcts..., p. 67.

Shame, physiology and childhood


According to Neborsky, shame as an inhibitory affect is
observed for the first time in the 18th month of life



Shame changes infant from hyper-arousal to hypoarousal



From the neurological point of view, shame originates in
stimulation of the parasympathetic nervous system



It is strictly connected to the dorsal medial nucleus of
the hypothalamus.

Symptoms of shame
Physical symptoms

Psychological
symptoms

Blushing – the most commom
symptom

talk less - 80%

increased pulse - 54%

have a low speaking voice - 40%

prespiration - 49%

make less eye contact - 51%

butterflies in the stomach - 48%

avoid eye contact - 44%

pounding heart - 48%

avoid talking action - 42%

Shame & sexual instinct






feeling of shame is important for diagnosis of the
developmental level
when shame appears in context of the sexual life,
one overcomes the primary structure of the sexual
instinct
the person goes up to the higher level of
exclusivity and responsibility
these changes are connected to the third level of
development - the level of the spontaneous
disintegration

Józefa Joteyko (1866-1928)
An emotional bareness in European Culture is a
reason for being ashamed.
Therefore, people try to hide their emotions as
showing them is a sign of weakness in the culture.
This tendency in culture puts sensitive people in a
very difficult position.
Example of a very sensitive and ashamed person is
Jozepha Joteyko, Polish scientist whose works
were very highly rated by prof. Kazimierz
Dabrowski.
Talk to prof. Tadeusz Kobierzycki

Shame as self-protection


It is a holistic protection which bases on mental and
physical aspect of human structure, and protects human
being against an emotional avalanche



Infant is in this danger until the third year of life during
which the dominant hemisphere in human brain is the
right hemisphere, related to emotional life. In this
situation shame brakes too intensive or too traumatic
milieu influences



The right hemisphere is dominating in feeling of shame

Physiology of shame
The conversion of experiences of shame
into the vegetative nervous system is
rather marked and reflects the
predominance of symapathicotonic
reactions and sensitivity to the
environment, manifested by such
symptoms as flushing, a quickering of the
pulse, and psychically, by the need for
hiding oneself.
K. Dabrowski, Personality- shaping Through Positive
Disintegration..., p. 96.

Shame as an external conflict


unreflective behaviors become a matter of judgment,



we become an object in the eyes of others,



some imagination of us, but inadequate
imagination adds ugliness and bareness to our portraits
of inadequate imagination,



we can find something unacceptable and strange in
ourselves

Albert Camus (1913-1960) The Trial
K. is ashamed because of his
weakness and helplesness.
The feeling of shame widens the
gap between him and milieu.
He conducts a heroic way of
rebellion against lower and
overwhelmed reality.

Kazimierz Dabrowski
Dabrowski writes about obsession of shame in
relation to one's body. It is shame in form of
psychoneurosis connected with mental pressure of
being watched by others.
This shame may concern the whole body or only its
specific part, which is disproportional in relation to
others.
Most of these obsessive reactions appear in the course
of development as a function of gaining a higher or
broader perspective in inner growth.
K.Dabrowski, Psychoneurosis is not an illness..., p. 152.

Shame & solitude


When social life is reduced, a person has more time to analyze
his/her inner life, and shame is a natural way of isolation or even
terrible disconnection



based on resentment, suspicion, and fear



dependence on milieu



Evolution in the direction of a conscious and developmental choice
and evidence of sellectiveness



way of the understanding of oneself

„Subject-object” in oneself







An aim of "subject-object" in oneself leads to
understanding of oneself and to critical evaluation,
to hierarchization of the inner psychic milieu,
dynamism "subject-object" in oneself bases on cooperation with astonishment with oneself and
disquietude with oneself, inner psychic
transformation, and the third factor.
for every person "subject-object" in oneself has an
original character for every person,
it is a room of a dialogue "I" and "Thou„.

Obsession of shame in relation to
oneself
This obsession has the moral components, such as:
 the feeling of inferiority,
 the feeling of responsibility,
 expectation to be empathic,
 lack or a weakness of egoism.
Tendencies are characteristic for the higher stage of the
spontaneous multilevel disintegration.

Shame & self-identity
This emotion appears in the later phase
of development, about 3-5 years of age,
when more structures of self-identity are
developed.
 According to Erickson shame appears on
the second level of development when a
child learns to walk


Shame as a collapse of self-esteem
shame is a kind of a collapse of self-esteem,
 it is a narcissistic wound which is a trace of parental
failures to respond to the child
Thanks to this experience the child learns how to be
behave:
 1/ being open to others,
 2/keeping a proper distance,
 3/ how to avoid to be hurt and hurt others,
 4/ modesty,
 5/ sympathy,
 6/ tact and
 7/ social sensitivity.


Shame & self-assessment


Shame is responsible for balance of all the social
experiences in human life



Robert Neborsky says: Each individual develops an
unconscious "set point" by which they measure their actual
self from their ideal self.
R.J. Neborsky, Shame and Guilt from a Developmental Neuroscience Perspective:
Implications for technique in intensive short-term dynamic psychotherapy, p. 1.

Shame & recognition


Shame is by nature recognition. I recognize that I am as the
Other see me.
A. Fussi, Wiliam's Defense of Shame as a Moral Emotion…, p. 168.

Shame is a confrontation with:
1/ Own imagination
2/ Imagination of others
When the audience is unacceptable, its attitude can lead
to the opposite results in my feelings and behaviors.

Charles Darwin (1809-1882)
A small dinner-party was given in
honour of extremely shy man, who
when he rose to return thanks,
rehearsed the speech, which he had
evidently learnt by heart, in absolute
silence, and did not utter a single word;
but he acted as if he were speaking
with much emphasis.
Ch. Darwin, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and
Animals..., p. 337.

Shame as an internal conflict


Shame can receive information about conflict between
external world and my system of values



This conflict is a kind of a gap in a structure of my
mentality an internal conflict. This gap creates a space
for new reflection, for my new reality of the higher level
of development



On the higher level, this is shame of a betrayal of my
own hierarchy or sometimes system of the values, on
the lower level this is shame of crisis which causes my
weakness and helplessness in external world.

Dependence or independence


Accordin to Bruno Wiliams, there are a few
important problems of opinions and values of
shame:



1/distinguish between a concrete other and an
internalized other,
2/ a critical or not attitude of the others,
3/ could be anybody or someone special




Hysteria in the light of shame
This dynamism creates perspective of witness and
acting character in mental life of person. It is a kind of
internal theatre where some attitudes and behaviors
are beautiful and demanding, whereas others are ugly
and miserly.
 I consider artists to be in that group. For them, a
show, an exhibition, a performance or a concert is
usually a mediation with own shame.
 For this reason, shame can be one of the symptoms
of hysteria. We can interpret symptoms of shame as a
kind of uncontrolled emotional outbursts.
 Hysteria is on the lowest level an overactive playing
of a role, and self-demonstration


Self-perfectionism


Ashamed people often live in a jail of their
perfectionism, and confrontation with own limitations



We can even observe maladaptive perfectionism here,
which causes withhold output due to fear of
unperfected realization of goals



Ashamed person starts following unrealistic and
absolute goals. In this sense one loses contact with
his/her own self

Meditation

Meditation could be used in a struggle with shame as
a developmental obstacle.
Shame is the most evident proof of human difficulties
in control a body.
This control, according to TPD, does not guarantee
intellectual control but the emotional one, different
attitude and instinctive dynamisms

Intuition
The composite nature of intuition
facilitates the cooperation between
intuition and discursive operations. It
allows the coordination of intuition with
self-consciousness and self-control,
retrospection and prospection.
K. Dabrowski, Dynamics of contests..., p.189.

Heteronomy - Autonomy


For me it is not only important that other
people are thinking about me,



but even more important for me is my own
opinion about me, me created in my fantasy
picture of myself.



This is a quintesence of the paradoxical
character of shame.

Charles Darwin (1809-1882)
We apply the term "modest" as it would
appear, to those who have an humble
opinion of themselves, and to those who are
extremely sensitive about an indelicate word
or deed, simply because in both cases
blushes are readily excited, for those two
frames of mind have nothing else in
common.
Ch. Darwin, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and
Animals..., p. 337.

Autonomy
Autonomy plays the fundamental role in the
prognosis and treatment of psychoneurosis
and functional mental illnesses.The
possession of this capacity determines a
good prognosis concerning the development
of the individual and his, abilities for
autopsychotherapy.
K. Dabrowski, Dynamics of contests..., p. 90.

Dr. Anita Benislawska

Dynamic of the feeling of shame
The feeling of shame is one of the most intensive emotions in human life. Shame is present in
everyday life of many sensitive people who are seen as ‘weak’ for this reason. On the other
hand, these weak and, in opinion of others, helpless people are the most creative part of human
population. Why is the feeling of shame so strongly connected with human sensitivity and
creativity?
Another question is if the feeling of the shame helps in human development or whether this
feeling only inhibits them by changing activity in passivity. In other words is the shame an
obstacle in development or is it something more? In contemporary world, shame is seen only as
an undesirable factor. Shamed people are regarded as unattractive and incapable in social
relationships.
Unfortunately, an origin of all these troubles is lack of understanding how complicated and
multileveled is a problem of the feeling of shame. Assessing shame as common, simple, and
banal is an interpretation which becomes far too easy and could block access to the more
interesting and sublime structure of human nature.
The theory of Positive Disintegration could sentisize us for this problem and point out all the
richness of the feeling of shame. Probably, depending on the development level, shame has
different shades of meaning.

The shame as an emotion and as a dynamism
In TPD emotion is a crucial element for human development. What is an emotion? Many
philosophers and psychologists have tried to give an answer for this question.
Edward Titcherner, a structuralist just like Dabrowski, distinguished pleasure and distress, but
also affects, moods and complex feelings (like religious or aesthetic feelings)1.

Cf. K. Kucharska-Pietura, Czym jest emocja? Trudności definicyjne i klasyfikacyjne zjawisk emocjonalnych. [What
is emotion? Difficulties with defining and classifying of emotional phenomenon],
http://www.psychiatria.pl/artykul/czym-jest-emocja-trudnosci-definicyjne-i-klasyfikacyjne-zjawisk-emocjonalnych,
p.1.
1
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We can find similar understanding of emotion in Dabrowski's texts. In TPD we can find basic
emotional reactions, such as: excitation, inhibition, suggestibility, pleasure, displeasure, joy,
sadness, laughter, crying, anger, fear and anxiety. The second category includes emotionalcognitive functions, which are higher emotions, like: reality function, success, idea, justice,
immortality, religious attitude, and aesthetic attitude 2. In this way, higher emotions are a
combination of intellectual, emotional, and volitional elements, which says a lot about his/her
spiritual life3. But besides this noble aspect of the feelings, he brings forward a physical sense of
it.
He follows Jan Mazurkiewicz, Polish psychiatrist, who distinguishes five types of emotion:
organic (organo-spinal reflex - urination), instinctive (subcortical centries - hunger), conditional
(effect of irradiation), prelogical (childhood, madness), and pleasure (klisis) or dissent
(ekklisis)4.
Although the Dabrowski's relation towards behaviorism was very critical, he highlighted the
importance of a meaning of neurological screenings in a complex diagnose of the level of the
development. We can observe this in a few books, such as: Functions and emotional structure of
personality, Trud istnienia [The Effort of Existence] , and Theory of Levels of Emotional
Development. Positive Disintegration and Mulitilevelness.
We can find the same mediation between physical and mental level of emotion in Charles
Darwin's conception of emotion, and in the theory of the contemporary Italian neuroscientist
Antonio Damasio. According to Damasio, emotions are present in all aspects of human life and
people cannot ignore them unpunishably. They are executors and servants of the rule of values.
These value rules are directed by three systems: awards and punishments, instincts, and
motivations 5.
Emotions as products of evolution are strongly connected with human body as codes of activity.
Other symptoms of emotional life are emotional feelings. They are a complex of observations of
our body and mind, which gives us knowledge about almost everything that happens when we
are experiencing emotions. The emotional feelings are pictures of activity but they are not the
2

Cf. K. Dabrowski, Theory of Levels of Emotional Development. Positive Disintegration and Mulitilevelness, New
York 1972, p. 119-147.
3
Cf. K. Dabrowski, The Dynamics of concepts, London 1973, p. VIII.
4
Cf. K. Kucharska-Pietura, Czym jest emocja? Trudności definicyjne i klasyfikacyjne zjawisk emocjonalnych..., p.1.
5
Cf. A. Damasio, Jak umysł zyskał jażń [Self Comes to Mind. Constructing the Conscious Brain], trans. N.
Radomski, Poznań 2011, p. 119.
2

activity itself. Thanks to an unusual bond between mind and body, emotions lead to
interception6. This phenomenon is analogical to insight and introspection in Dabrowski's
thought. However, are the emotional feelings substitutes of dynamisms?
In TPD quality of emotions is determined by instincts or dynamisms. Dynamisms are higher type
of instincts in ontogenetic human development. As Dabrowski said: Their tension is equal to or
higher than the tension of the basic, primitive instincts7. We can say that upper instincts are
dynamisms just like lower instincts are proper instincts. There are intrainstinctive differences in
every dynamism, which help in determination of the level of development. Dynamism is a force
that pushes a person towards development, which creates other, upper needs.
According to Michael Piechowski and Kazimierz Dabrowski, the feeling of shame belongs to the
category of disintegrative dynamisms. It is one of the dynamisms, which controls process of
disintegration8.
Krystyna Laycraft distinguished two categories of dynamisms: dynamisms characterized by
spontaneity and amorphism (positive feedback), and dynamisms, which create another
developmental structure (negative feedback) 9.
Another categorisation of dynamisms comes from Dabrowski's book Functions and emotional
structure of personality. There are three leading and crucial dynamisms in the whole process of
development. First of them is the positive maladjustment, the second one is the "subject-object"
in oneself, and the last one is the third factor. The positive maladjustment creates a gap in an
integrative mental structure. The dynamism "subject-object" in oneself appears as the next one.
The feeling of shame starts functioning as one of the disintegrative dynamisms together with the
feeling of guilt, the complex of inferiority and superiority, disquietude with oneself,
astonishment and dissatisfaction with oneself. When the third factor appears as the main
dynamism, the feeling of shame disappears together with other disintegrative dynamisms. They
are replaced by integrative dynamisms, which shape the structure of personality10.

6

Cf. Ibidem, p. 121.
K. Dabrowski, The Dynamics of concepts, London 1973, p. 11.
8
Cf. K. Dabrowski, Theory of Levels of Emotional Development. Positive Disintegration and Mulitilevelness, New
York 1972, p. 157.
9
Cf.K. Laycraft, Positive Maladjusyment as a Transition from Chaos to Order, pp. 69-84, [in:] "The Seventh
International Congress of The Institut for Positive Disintegration in Human Development: Positive Maladjustment:
Theoretical, Educational and Therapeutic Perspective", August 3-5. 2006, p. 75.
10
Cf. K. Dabrowski, Funkcje i struktura emocjonalna osobowości [Functions and emotional structure of
personality], Warszawa 1975, p. 52-53.
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If we consider shame, some people can have more sensitivity to feeling of shame than others in
many cases: 1/ early relationships with family and peers, 2/ sexual or physical abuse, 3/ bodily
disease and disability in cultural context, 4/ reactivation of early experiences of shame, 5/ low
self-esteem, 6/ depressed mood, 7/ external reinforcement, 8/ membership of cultural group with
"honour codes"11. All these categories can be divided into two groups. The first one is related to
an external shame, which is created directly in the context of others (1, 2, 3, 7,8) - five
categories, and an internal shame, which is a result of deeply rooted emotional problems (4,5,6) only three categories. Although more fruitful for human development is the second category of
this feeling, shame more often is a result of social difficulties (positive maladjustment) than
serious emotional problems shaping personality ("subject-object" in oneself).
Emotion of shame that appears often enough with time could become a dynamism. Dynamism is
an internal force, which motivates behavior of people. It determines people to some kind of
behaviors and attitudes. Dynamism is shown in a tendency to some kind of behavior, which is so
stable and permanent in one's life that it could change one's mentality. Emotion of shame has a
much more effable character. Influence of dynamisms is supported by the psychic immunization.
It is a process of inner psychic transformation, which stabilizes a development and protects
against involution and dissolution12.
The word ‘shame’ comes from the Indo-European word ‘skem’, which means cover. The same
etymological root have words: chamber and camera. All these words create associations to
feelings and fantasies of ashamed person - being observed, closed, limitated, under control, and
willing to avoid these situations 13.
Although shame is connected with so many negative aspects of human mentality, even with
egocentrism, selfishness and immaturity, it can lead to development. Thanks to inferiority
complex, empathy and tendency for caring can arise from shame, and make others and oneself
more understandable for ourselves. In Dabrowski's opinion: Shame is usually associated with a
feeling of inferiority toward others. However, a strong feeling of shame may arise out of inner
moral conflict, and then, it would be more closely associated with disquietude with oneself 14.

11

Cf. A. Clark, Working with guilt and shame , "Advances in Psychiatric Treatment", 2012, pp. 137-143, 18, p.
140.
12
Cf. K. Dabrowski, The Dynamics of concepts..., p. 165.
13
Cf. A. Clark, Working with guilt and shame..., p. 137.
14
K. Dabrowski, Multilevelness of emotional and instinctive functions, Lublin 1996, p. 36.
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Shame can have many hues, such as: humiliation and doubt connected with the positive
maladjustemnt, shyness, embarrassment and guilt, which are associated with dynamism subjectobject in oneself. 1/ Humiliation is a kind of losing face or sense of identity, which leads to a
social marginality15. 2/ Doubts are a kind of mental prison and stagnation on the level of
ambivalentions and ambitendencies that overcoming could help sense of dignity and autonomy 16.
Both these categories have external character.
3/ Shyness is as a result of oedipal strivings, which brakes socially unaccepted desires. 17
According to Izard: Shyness is also an emotional component of some forms of depression18. 4/
Embarrassment can be experienced in more unexpected moments, and we are less responsible for
these situations 19. 5/ Guilt is a kind of shame which has moral roots, leads to self-disgust, selfaccusation, self-blame, or self-dissmell, can be associated with anger, distress, or fear basing on
moral background. Guilt is a result of experience of internalization of others 20. Guilt is noticed as
a continuation of shame in the conscious way in TPD: The feeling of guilt expresses
internalization and deepening of the feeling of shame 21.
The French philosopher Jean Paul Sartre finds shame as a limitation of freedom. Shame makes
one dependent on others, without the possibility of own activity like a free and independent
person. In other words, in my shame I am a slave of the milieu, and a hostage of passivity. In
opposite way, the feeling of guilt requires some positive and constructive behavior (confession,
apology, reparation), engages a person as a subject of activity22.

15

Cf. L. M. Hartling, W. Rosen, M. Walker, J.V. Jordan, Shame and Humiliation, From Isolation to Rational
Transformation, [in:] "The Complexity of Connection", eds. J.V. Jordan, M. Walker, L.M. Hartlingk, pp. 103-128,
New York 2004, p. 125.
16
Cf. A sense of rightful dignity and lawful independence on the part of adults around him gives to the child of good
will the confident expectation that the kind of autonomy fostered in childhood will not lead to undue doubt or shame
in later life. E. Erickson, Autonomy v. Shame and Doubt, [in:] "Shame and guilt", ed. H. Morris, Belemont 1971, p.
157-158.
17
Cf. G. Kaufman, The Psychology of Shame. Theory and Treatment of Shame-Based Syndromes, New York 1989, ,
p. 24.
18
Cf. Ibidem
19
Cf. J.P.Tangney, R.S. Miller, L.Flicker, D. Hill Barlow, Are Shame, Guilt, and Embarrassment Distinct
Emotions?, "Journal of Personality and Social Psychology", 70, 6, 1996, p. 1262.
20
Cf. Ibidem, p. 26-27.
21
K. Dabrowski, Dynamics of concepcts..., p. 62.
22
Cf. A. Fussi, Wiliam's Defense of Shame as a Moral Emotion, Universite degli Studidi Pisa, p. 168.
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Shame under control of the positive maladjustment
The positive maladjustment is a dynamism, which starts developmental changes in mental
structure. Selective and conscious rejection and confirmation of an individual hierarchy of
values are expressed in this phenomenon. It is an adjustment to a higher reality, to what ‘ought to
be’, according to individual expectations 23. The feeling of shame expresses these tendencies.
Dabrowski emphasises: Shame reflects, in a way, one's readiness to feel concerned about the
harmony between one's own moral resources and their external manifestations. This is one of the
first stages in the loosing and disintegration of the primitive instinctive structures in the process
of multilevel disintegration, which is, however, not yet far advanced 24.
According to Helen Lynd, Blushing manifests the exposure, the unexpectedness, the involuntary
nature of shame25. In this aspect shame is a situation when too strong accumulations of the
sudden emotions cause physiological reaction. An impulse is so strong that psyche alone cannot
cope with it. In feeling of shame one quite often loses control and is a victim of random and
unexpected situation.
In Dabrowski's description: The conversion of experiences of shame into the vegetative nervous
system is rather marked and reflects the predominance of sympathicotonic reactions and
sensitivity to the environment, manifested by such symptoms as flushing, a quickering of the
pulse, and psychically, by the need for hiding oneself 26.
Izard gives even wider perspective of shame symptoms. According to him, blushing is the most
characteristic one. It is a result of inhibition of the balanced activity of face capillaries, leading to
vessels being filled with blood. Other symptoms are: increased pulse - 54%, prespiration - 49%,
butterflies in the stomach - 48%, pounding heart - 48%. If we think about behaviours of ashamed
people, they: talk less - 80%, have a low speaking voice - 40%, make less eye contact - 51%,
avoid eye contact - 44%, avoid talking action - 42% 27.
The feeling of shame makes an impression of a simple and trivial emotion. In our culture it is
most often connected with erotic life: Throughout our Western civilization shame is related to

23

Cf. K. Dabrowski, Dynamics of concepcts..., p. 65. The dynamism of positive maladjustment is an essential part of
the most important autonomic dynamisms in human development such as "subject-object" in oneself the third factor,
self-consciousness, self-control and inner psychic transformation. Cf. Ibidem, p. 67.
24
K. Dabrowski, Personality- shaping Through Positive Disintegration, London 1967, p. 96.
25
H.M.Lynd, The Nature of Shame, [in:] "Shame and guilt", ed. H. Morris, Belemont 1971, p. 165.
26
K. Dabrowski, Personality- shaping Through Positive Disintegration..., p. 96.
27
Cf. C. Izard, Human Emotions, New York 1977, p. 389.
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the uncovering of nakedness28. We can name it a biblical aspect of shame, presenting a tale of
Adam and Eva. Meanwhile, in Dabrowski's opinion when the feeling of shame appears in
context of the sexual life, one overcomes the primary structure of the sexual instinct. The person
goes up to the higher level of development in this aspect, higher level of exclusivity and
responsibility. These changes are connected to the third level of development, the level of the
spontaneous disintegration29.
Another aspect of shame is when a reason for shame is not only the feeling as a state when I feel
bare because other people know or can guess what I am feeling at the moment. This emotional
bareness in European Culture triggers experiencing shame. Therefore, people try to hide their
emotions, as showing them is a sign of weakness in the culture. This tendency in culture puts
sensitive people in a very difficult position. Example of a very sensitive and ashamed person is
Jozepha Joteyko, Polish scientist whose works and achievements were very highly rated by prof.
Kazimierz Dabrowski.
Furthermore, Andrew Clark comments: The body is a key mediator of shame30. We can even say
that body decides about shame - intellect is not involved much. According to neuroscience,
reactions characteristic for this feeling are linked to body and they are kind of automatic
reactions. In this sense, we can even say that shame is a way of development by body whilst guilt
is a way of intellect. The choice of one of these forms depends on whether the body reacts
stronger, or stays in the shadow of intellect. These are two parallel ways, and shame way is even
safer, because it protects the self stronger against negative disintegration by control of emotion
over body.
According to Neborsky, shame as an inhibitory affect is observed for the first time in the 18th
month of life. Shame changes infant from hyper-arousal to hypo-arousal. From the neurological
point of view, shame originates in stimulation of the parasympathetic nervous system. It is
strictly connected to the dorsal medial nucleus of the hypothalamus. This part of brain is
responsible for changes in mood, endocrine functions, and involuntary muscle activity 31. The

28

H.M.Lynd, The Nature of Shame..., p. 160
Cf. K. Dabrowski, Theory of Levels of Emotional Development. Positive Disintegration and Mulitilevelness, New
York 1972, p. 80.
30
A. Clark, Working with guilt and shame..., p. 140.
31
Cf. R.J. Neborsky, Shame and Guilt from a Developmental Neuroscience Perspective: Implications for technique
in intensive short-term dynamic psychotherapy, https://lifespanlearn.org/documents/Neborsky-ShameandGuilt.pdf,
p. 1.
29
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hypothalamus is a center of memory, too. For this reason, its role in the feeling of shame,
especially as a dynamism of development, is very important.
Tomkins finds another interesting connection with neuroscience: shame protects infant from
neurological trauma from overexcitation following attachment failure 32. Infant is in this danger
until the third year of life during which the dominant hemisphere in human brain is the right
hemisphere, related to emotional life and visual perception. In this case, connections between
pictures and emotions try to order magic thinking suitable for this age. Nebrosky also
emphasizes: shame is a predominately right hemisphere emotion with little need for left
hemisphere participation 33.
In this meaning, shame is a kind of self-protection. It is a holistic protection, which bases on
mental and physical elements of human structure, and protects human being against an emotional
avalanche, especially on the level of the unilevel disintegration, when there are not any vertical
structures of hierarchization yet.
In Erik Erikson's opinion, shame is connected with being exposed and being looked at: One is
visible and not ready to be visible34. One would like to destroy undemanded observer, but instead
of it, one has to wish to be invisible. It means that ashamed one is aggressive towards the
external world35. Ashamed one, who is on the low level of development, blames others for own
shame in an aggressive way. Because of lack of internal world it is only one style of reaction.
Jean Paul Sartre in Being and Nothingness says that in shame, unreflective behaviors become the
matter of judgment: shame comes as the painful realization that the person is doing something
vulgar at the same time as he realize that he is being observed36. The others have some
imagination of us, but inadequate imagination adds ugliness and bareness to our portraits, which
could make us angry or irritated. We can find something unacceptable and strange in ourselves
through the perception of others.
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In this situation, shame is a tool of the social manipulation through which some people can be
controlled by others. The parental disapproval plays a role of a negative judgment, which
activates some kind of an impulse, such as: a word, a look, a tone of voice, or a sentence 37.
In a novel of Albert Camus The Trial, we can observe an example of a different aspect of shame.
K., who is a main character of this novel, is charged for undetermined closer offence. It is an
unusual situation in which he is ashamed because of his weakness and helplessness. He does
not have any possibility to decide about his own life and he does not influence on the turn of
events. He could only be a passive spectator of his trial and he does not even have any idea about
what he is accused of38. The feeling of shame widens the gap between him and undeveloped
pressure of milieu. This is an evidence of K.'s heroic way of rebellion against lower and
overwhelmed reality and an evidence of the positive maladjustment.
In this sense, being visible in context of shame means to be in an external conflict. An external
conflict can take a form of an opposition against surroundings, dissatisfaction with conditions of
the environment, but also depression and aggression39. It is worth to remember that the external
conflict can probably be internalized, similarly like shame.
Dabrowski even writes about obsession of shame in relation to one's body. It is shame in form of
psychoneurosis connected with mental pressure of being watched by others. This shame may
concern the whole body or only its specific part, which is disproportional in relation to others.
An example of this obsession of shame is cramps seizing writers' hands. They are symptoms of a
concern about quality of their work, or about their creativity at all 40.
This obsessive form of shame is almost unavoidable during an accelerated development,
especially on the level of the multilevel spontaneous disintegration: Most of these obsessive
reactions appear in the course of development as a function of gaining a higher and broader
perspective in inner growth 41.
Generally, ashamed people avoid others and shame-inducing situations42. When social life is
reduced, a person has more time to analyze his/her inner life, and shame is a natural way of
37
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isolation or even terrible disconnection43. On the stage of the unilevel disintegration, we can talk
rather about isolation than solitude. This state is based on resentment, suspicion, and fear: There
is fight into sickness and isolation but, still, there remain various forms of dependence on the
environment44. This state is more a private jail than a way of looking for a solution. It is a special
isolation, which with time can evaluate into solitude.
In the room of own solitude a person has more possibility for meeting oneself. Natural way for
him/her to start is meditation and contemplation, which could have a different character, specific
for every person - through art, nature, love or friendship 45. When one starts to know and
understand oneself, it is the most important threshold of development and overcoming a board of
multilevel disintegration. In this moment shame is replaced by the other tendency.

Shame under control a dynamism of the "subject-object" in oneself
"Subject-object" in oneself dynamism is based on an introspection. It is a method of selfobservation, which was promoted by William Wundt46. Today, introspection plays a marginal
role in the contemporary psychology. By returning to this method, Dabrowski goes away from
mainstream psychology and thanks to TPD is closer to philosophy.
If we ask about shame in context of introspection, self-esteem has a crucial meaning as an area of
mental life being the most affected by shame. Shame is an extremely useful tool of
distinguishing between a subject who observes reality and an object, which is known by the
subject. An aim of "subject-object" in oneself leads to understanding of oneself and to a critical
evaluation and hierarchization of the inner psychic milieu. The dynamism "subject-object" in
oneself bases on co-operation with astonishment with oneself and disquietude with oneself, inner
psychic transformation, and the Third Factor. For every person "subject-object" in oneself has an
original character for every person, and there is a room of an intimate dialogue "I" and "Thou" 47.
43
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If we think about an accelerated development, a very interesting mental phenomenon is
obsession of shame in relation to oneself, which consists of discontent with oneself, and blame
on oneself.
According to Dabrowski: They are full of uncertainty, hesitation and suspicion regarding
themselves, and they strive to change their personality48.
This obsession has moral components, such as: the feeling of inferiority, the feeling of
responsibility, expectation to be empathic, lack or a weakness of egoism 49. These tendencies are
characteristic for the higher stage of the spontaneous multilevel disintegration, when other
people become more and more important as the subjects in aspect of the positive realization in
social life.
According to Erickson, shame appears on the second level of development when child learns to
walk: This fits with the notion that a sense of shame emerges as a child begins to develop a sense
of self-consciousness. In a review of shame and the origin of self-esteem 50. Shame becomes a
mediator between consciousness and unconsciousness very early in human life, when all the
mental structures of Self are not shaped yet.
According to Robert Neborsky: Each individual develops an unconscious "set point" by which
they measure their actual self from their ideal self 51.Thanks to this point, one finds oneself on the
range from shame to self-esteem which is ingrained in pre-verbal pride from relation infantmother. In this sense, scale of shame and self-esteem is a tool of self-assessment.
Heinz Kohut claims that shame is a kind of collapse of self-esteem, it is a narcissistic wound,
which is a trace of parental failures to respond to the child. Thanks to this experience, the child
learns how to behave: 1/ being open for others, 2/keeping a proper distance, 3/ how to avoid
being hurt and hurt others, 4/ modesty, 5/ sympathy, 6/ tact, and 7/ social sensitivity52.
Identification with some aspects of culture and rejection of others has influence on the feeling of
shame. Every person on the edge of the unilevel and the multilevel disintegration comes to
his/her own selective definition of shame. Helen Lynd said: It also involves the distinction
between feeling shame for things that one believes one should feel ashamed of and feeling shame
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that one is ashamed of feeling because one does not actually accept the standards on which it is
based53. Shame can receive information about conflict between external world and own system
of values.
On the higher level, it is shame of a betrayal of my own hierarchy and myself, or on the lower
level it is shame of crises, which causes my weakness and helplessness in external world.
Tangney presents her opinion: In shame, the self is both agent and object of observation and
disapproval, as shortcomings of the defective self are exposed before an internalized observing
"other"54. In a nutshell, it is an example of how dynamism "subject-object' in myself works in the
case of shame.
In the sum according to Sartre: Shame is by nature recognition. I recognize that I am as the
Other see me55. In this way, I am a creation of others. On the other hand, I start observing a gap
between my imagination of myself, and imaginations of others. Own imagination can be a source
of problems in communication. Charles Darwin in his work The Expression of the Emotions in
Man and Animals describes an extremely shy man who learns his speech by heart, and during a
rehearsal he does not utter even one word but acts just as if he is speaking with exaltation. He is
completely unaware of his ‘wordless speech’56. This case is more understandable thanks to
Dabrowski. The protagonist sees himself in a mirror of his own imaginations directed by various
mental dynamisms, such as self-admiration or self approbation57.
Feeling of shame depends on opinions and values of others. There are a few important problems
in opinion of Wiliams: 1/distinguishing bet of a concrete other and an internalized other, 2/ a
critical or not attitude of the others, 3/ the feeling could be towards anybody or someone special.
We can say that shame depends on who is a witness of our behaviors or embarrassing
situations 58. An example of an internalized other is a situation in Iliad, where Achilles stole a gift
that he refused to accept in the daylight.
In fact, the internalized other can be someone real from our life. The internalized other is
someone whose judgment we share; the concrete other is someone who may be critical,
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admiring, indifferent, and whose judgment we need not share 59. No matter what the character of
relation with a pattern of internalized witness is, his/her opinion is respectful for ashamed person.
When the witness starts being indifferent, I suppose, in this moment I am mature enough to be
my own witness and a judge. In this moment, I am dependant only on my own judgment which
becomes self-assessment. However, when this dynamism is active, the feeling of shame
disappears 60.
In TPD, shame and guilt are often analyses together, however, shame has more aesthetic
character whilst guilt is connected closer to morality and ethic61. This distinction allows us to
understand the nature of co-operation between feeling of shame and dynamism "subject-object"
in myself. This dynamism creates a perspective of witness and acting character in mental life of a
person. It is a kind of internal theatre, where some attitudes and behaviors are beautiful and
demanding, whereas others are ugly and miserly.
I consider artists to be in that group. For them, a show, an exhibition, a performance or a concert
is usually a mediation with own shame as a sensor of own limitations.
For an ashamed person everything is still possible, nothing is closed. Therefore, people often
unconsciously prefer shame as kind of regression and as an escape from irreversibility of guilt.
Just like a feeling of guilt is partly an experience of death, shame is focusing on an illusion of
childhood and birth. For this reason shame is a ‘favorite feeling’ of hysterics.
We can interpret symptoms of hysteria, such as: uncontrolled emotional outbursts or the
disturbances of digestive or respiratory system as behaviors of ashamed person. 62. It is worth to
remember that hysteria on the lowest level is an overactive playing of a role and selfdemonstration like on the stage63. Moreover, it is psychoneurosis strictly connected to
suggestiveness, and weakness of the inner world. In Dabrowski's opinion: stages of primitive
protest resulting from weak psychic sensitivity and absence of any control over subcortical
functions64. This situation can be changed by meditation, currently called mindfulness. In other
words, meditation or contemplation save Self from shame, even in obsessive or hysteric form,
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and leads to the organized multilevel disintegration. Shame is an unusual confrontation with need
of perfection. Unfortunately, ashamed people often live in a trap of their perfectionism, and
confrontation with own limitations. We are shamed when we are told, we not separate and
autonomous enough, not contained enough, not neutral enough, that our boundaries aren't good
enough65. Shame in this meaning has the complex of inferiority. We can even observe
maladaptive perfectionism here, which causes withhold output due to fear of unperfected
realization of goals. For this reason: Perfectionism is also often trigger for imposter syndrome66.
Ashamed person starts following unrealistic and absolute goals. In this sense one loses contact
with his/her own self.
In TPD, instinct of perfection is associated with a level of the organized multilevel
disintegration, but the first symptoms of it appear quite early in psychic overexitability. For this
reason, it can appear on an early level of development, even on a level of the unilevel
disintegration with a strong component of shame. According to Dabrowski, the most important
fact is that we can develop the self-perfection instinct by concentration, meditation, and even
ecstasy67. In other words, by minimalization of the feeling of shame and other similar
disintegrative dynamisms, which are substituted by more advanced ones.
Meditation could be used in the struggle with shame as a developmental obstacle. Shame is the
most evident proof of human difficulties in control over body. This control, according to TPD,
does not guarantee intellectual control but the emotional one 68. Intuition, which connects the
various channels of information in human structure, can be a useful tool of this control, on the
edge consciousness and unconsciousness. According to Dabrowski: The composite nature of
intuition facilitates the cooperation between intuition and discursive operations. It allows the
coordination of intuition with self-consciousness and self-control, retrospection and
prospection69. In other words, an intuition consolidates a man not only in a psychological but in a
chronological and a spiritual sense, too.
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Summary
In Hindu and Buddhist tradition, shame is my emotional answer for lack of the knowledge of
myself70. Shame can be seen as a double tendency - to be dependent on opinion of others heteronomy, and to be hostage of own egocentrism. Even more important for me is my own
opinion about me than others', that is created in my fantasy picture of myself. However, Bernard
Wiliams suggests that shame is not the vicious circle of egocentric game. Thanks to shame, we
are more sensitive to the idea such as dignity or autonomy71. According to Dabrowski, shame,
which disappears on the level of the multilevel organized disintegration, in fact, transforms into
autonomy.
Thanks to autonomy, a person is more and more independent from influence of environment that
can very often be harmful. Autonomy leads to a new consciously developed hierarchy of values
and the ideal of personality. However, just like shame on the lower level of development, the
same an autonomy is the same a kind of a safe value on the level of organized multilevel
disintegration: Autonomy plays the fundamental role in the prognosis and treatment of
psychoneurosis and functional mental illnesses. The possession of this capacity determines a
good prognosis concerning the development of the individual and his, abilities for
autopsychotherapy72.
For own autonomy, everyone needs not only self-blame but self-forgiveness, too. Difference is
that self-blame touches usually particular situations, but self-forgiveness is another threshold
when I see events and acts from my past in different point of view. Now they stop being centers
of my shame and very often guilt, too. One begins to understand that those events and situations
were my private acts of heroism in my way to autonomy.
When Self is strong enough for autonomous activity, it takes control. Therefore, shame plays a
role of a safe value when self is weak, lost among many of the deciding directing centers. On the
other hand, shame protects ego against experiences that are too strong and is on the guard of
mental health, keeping together body symptoms, emotional reactions, and intellectual and
spiritual activity. In this sense, shame protects self from separation from the body, which is a
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step in the direction of psychopathology. Like in Blaise Pascal's bet, it is better to experience
shame because we are not completely sure if we are right. In this case, shame gives a sense of
security. That is to say, it is a kind of protection against paranoiac thoughts. If one is an ashamed
person, one can keep a bigger distance to oneself so one's assessment is more adequate.
In an intellectual perspective, modesty is an equivalent of shame. Darwin notices that blushing is
a similarity on the level of body, which links shame and modesty73. In this interpretation it is
very dangerous to be too ambitious in development, it means to put an intellect higher than
emotions. In other words, development blesses modest people.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT: The role of a psychologist is multi-faceted. It can include many
aspects of assessment and counseling with a diverse population. In my role as a
psychologist specializing in working with gifted children, their parents, and
teachers, I have become fascinated by the impact of empathy both on my clients and
on myself. Walking in Another’s Shoes is largely an account of my own battle with
‘reactive empathy.’ I argue that it is important to me for building rapport so that I
can best understand, support, and effectively assess and counsel my clients. I also
delineate the flip side of the coin, showing how debilitating intense empathy can be
at a personal, even physiological level.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Defining and Understanding Empathy
Empathy is a relatively new word, if not a new concept. British cognitive
psychologist Edward Titchener coined it in 1909.
Not only do I see gravity and modesty and pride and courtesy and stateliness,
but I feel or act them in the mind’s muscle. This is, I suppose, a simple case of
empathy, if we may coin that term as a rendering of Einfühlung. (Pp. 20-22)

Walking in Another’s Shoes
Titchener’s original idea of empathy was a ‘feeling into’ the emotional state of
another.
In his book Client-centred Therapy (1951) psychologist Carl Rogers, one of
the founders of humanistic psychology, wrote that therapists needed to ‘live the
attitudes of the other.’ If the basis of empathy is being able to see things from
someone else’s point of view, empathy lets us look at the world through the eyes of
another, and the idea of ‘perspective-taking’ seems focal to the concept. Presumably,
by walking in another’s shoes we can feel their pain and by looking through their eyes
we can understand their feelings.
Research shows that we do, in fact, learn from mirroring the actions and
reactions of others, with neuroscientists describing a condition called mirror-touch
synaesthesia. In this form of synaesthesia mirror neurons fire when an animal watches
another animal perform an action. The word ‘synesthete’ has been used to describe
those whose mirror neurons seem to be hypervigilant and hyper-reactive. Mirrortouch synaesthetes experience a touch on their own body when another person gets
touched. When researchers asked mirror-touch synaesthetes questions about empathy,
they tended to strongly agree with statements such as “I can tune into how someone
feels, rapidly and intuitively” (Banissy & Ward, 2007). The capacity to imitate, at a
much less intense level, makes for smoother social interaction as we learn to help one
another.
Jean Decety (2011) comments that while humans, like other mammals, have
the capacity to share feelings that induce alarm and fear and provoke empathic
concern, what is truly ‘human’ is the ability to imagine what another is feeling.
Imagination allows humans to ‘feel for’ another, in essence, to put oneself in
another’s shoes. Decety asserts that once this empathic capacity began to evolve,
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higher-level cognitive abilities including executive functions, language, and
perspective-taking became involved. Once accessed these higher-level thinking skills
expanded to situations and events that could both elicit and drive empathy.
The works of Dabrowski and Piechowski are yet another lens through which
empathy can be viewed effectively. The concept of overexcitability is inherent to the
Theory of Positive Disintegration developed by Polish psychologist Kazimierz
Dabrowski (1970, 1977). Emotional overexcitability is one of five overexcitabilities
seen as innate qualities of many gifted individuals. In his chapter ‘The Inner World of
the Young and Bright,’ Michael Piechowski (2009) writes that emotional
overexcitability comprises both emotional intensity and emotional sensitivity.
Emotional sensitivity is seen in compassion, caring, responsibility, and in “empathy
as a way of knowing.” For Piechowski emotional sensitivity corresponds to emotional
intelligence and is an ability to perceive and respond to nuances of emotion and
feeling within oneself, within others, and within the wider community. He posits that
it may be so acute that it becomes hypersensitivity.
Emotional Overexcitability and Empathy in Children
In my everyday dealings with the gifted children I assess psychometrically, I
have become aware of a capacity for empathy that may accompany intense emotional
overexcitability and strong fluid reasoning. The Fluid Reasoning tasks on the Stanford
Binet Intelligence Scale (SB5) (Roid, 2003) reflect the child’s understanding of
relationships, associations, and concepts without relying on acquired stores of learned
material. The Verbal Fluid Reasoning subtests require an understanding of verbal
absurdity and analogy such that the child’s grasp of nuanced abstract reasoning can be
examined. Responses to these tasks often reflect the child’s grasp of humour, level of
creativity, and tendency towards divergent thinking. The Nonverbal tasks rely more
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on the ability to analyse patterns in a reasoned, non-emotional way. Both scores make
up the Fluid Reasoning Factor, which can be interpreted in much the same way as an
IQ score with a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 15. The SB5 Fluid Reasoning
Factor also has good General Factor or ‘g’ loading of between .69 and .76 for 6 to 16year-olds, implying that it correlates well with general intelligence. The Fluid
Reasoning scores quoted below are from the SB5 profile attained by each child
(permission has been granted to use this information).
Annemarie Roeper (1982) introduced the subject of emotional giftedness and
pointed out that a deeply empathic child may be more mature than many an adult.
Numerous case examples of gifted children’s empathy and emotional giftedness have
been described by Lovecky (1992), Silverman (1994), and Kane (2014).
The following examples are quotes of observations made by parents of
children I have assessed regarding their child’s capacity for empathy. I have no data
on the children’s own understanding of their empathic reactions and would like to
address this in the future, asking questions with regard to how they experience
empathy personally.
Will’s well-developed empathy means that he is often fearful of TV shows
and movies that classmates seem to enjoy (Fluid Reasoning Score—147).
Billy has high levels of tolerance and compassion. He shows empathy for
people around him and often tells his parents that he loves them. His mother
commented that Billy does not tolerate unfairness at all and does not understand why
it happens (Fluid Reasoning Score—121).
Her parents reported that Emily is very sensitive and cries when watching
movies. She is concerned about the feelings of others, showing compassion and
empathy. She has experienced bullying at school (Fluid Reasoning Score—132).
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His parents commented that Ilya shows high levels of compassion and
empathy for his age. They also commented that he is fascinated by moral and ethical
issues, such as the unfairness of poverty in Africa (Fluid Reasoning Score—147).
His parents reported that Ben demonstrates very high levels of compassion
and empathy (e.g., will comfort his teacher when she says she is tired, and making
comments like “I feel sad for my [stuffed] animals because they only live on my bed
all day”) (Fluid Reasoning Score—153).
Oli has shown an early interest in moral issues such as death and heaven. His
parents commented that he has an interest in and empathy for social issues, such as
death, war, and land conservation (Fluid Reasoning Score—138).
Becca has high levels of tolerance and shows compassion and empathy. Her
parents describe Rebecca as ‘extremely mature’ with a “capacity to understand subtle
social cues and respond accordingly” (Fluid Reasoning Score—129).
His parents indicated that Simon is very sensitive, tending to fluctuate
between a high degree of empathy, especially towards babies, animals, and the
elderly, to egocentric behaviour in the company of age peers (Fluid Reasoning
Score—138).
His parents reported that their son is sensitive, and feels great empathy
towards characters in movies. They commented that Jamie seems almost intuitive
especially with regard to family members (Fluid Reasoning Score—138).
Kristina is very compassionate and has a strong sense of empathy. She finds it
difficult when others are sad (even characters in books) and can become greatly
distressed when her mother cries (Fluid Reasoning Score—144).
These parental observations highlight the perspective-taking nature of
empathic reactions, describing how the children can place themselves ‘in another’s
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shoes and see the world from a different point of view.’ The children are affected by
the real emotions and experiences of others, as well as by those they see in the media
or read about in books. They also show strong interest in moral and ethical issues,
thus engaging their heightened capacity for fluid reasoning.
Developing Empathy
Paul Ekman refers to ‘compassionate empathy,’ as the kind of empathy that
allows us to not only understand a person’s predicament and feel with them, but to be
spontaneously moved to help, if needed (Goleman, 2008). Daniel Goleman (2014)
expands this idea, using the term ‘empathic concern.’ He cites Martin Hoffman, an
empathy researcher, who argues that empathy underlies morality in that only by
empathising with another’s plight can we share their distress sufficiently to want to
alleviate it. In other words, we are moved to help others because it helps stop our own
empathic pain. In this way moral judgement is born and altruism develops. The
children cited earlier showed various forms and intensities of empathy. Their
behaviours and responses were sufficiently frequent, unusual and intense for their
parents to take note and comment upon. Not all intellectually gifted children show
high levels of empathy, but in those that do it can be both distressing and motivating.
These children can experience significant anguish in traditional school environments
especially if they encounter teachers who lack empathy or other children who tease
them for their heightened sensitivity. Roslyn Arnold (1997) states that reflective
people “monitor their own internal dynamics closely,” continually noticing, reflecting
on, and analysing their own thoughts and feelings, as well as their interactions with
others and with their environment. She endorses an empathic approach to education
that encourages a dynamic between thinking and feeling in order to promote effective
learning. Educators are encouraged to engage their students in cognitive experiences
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such as visualisation, hypothesising, re-conceptualising, speculating, lateral thinking
and creativity, and problem solving.
Compassion and Social Empathy
Susan Greenfield has written extensively of the potential problems that
excessive internet social networking can have for the development of empathy and of
intimacy. In Mind Change (Greenfield, 2014) she writes that today’s youth are
growing up in a world where relationships are increasingly formed online, which
means they are less able to rehearse important social skills in person. She claims that
body language has evolved from face-to-face contact and encounters in which
nuances like eye contact, gestures, and pheromones can be read during personal
interactions, keeping individuals reasonably secure and less vulnerable. While spoken
words make up only 10 per cent of the impact made when meeting someone in
person, when people interact on social media the written word is the primary means of
communication. Greenfield suggests that the lack of constant rehearsal of visual clues
of body language makes it much easier and much more likely to use insults online.
Saying the words, ‘I hate you!’ out loud, to someone’s face rather than by text
message, email, or on Facebook is much more hurtful and physiologically affecting
for the speaker. In fact, Greenfield posits that the physical reaction these words create
in the speaker may be sufficient to moderate similar outbursts in the future. As this is
not the case for text messages and email, cyberbullying can escalate to the point of
provoking suicidal reactions in the text receiver.
Personal Empathy: Positives, Negatives, and Theories
For a psychologist, the capacity to empathise can be both a blessing and a
curse. I have great empathy for my clients and an unusual ability to calm them,
reassure them, and draw out their very best performance on the psychometric testing.
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However, this is not without a personal cost. I react physiologically. My pulse rate
increases, my blood pressure soars, and I develop a throbbing, persistent headache.
Sometimes I experience arrhythmias and ischemic pain. These reactions can last for
hours, even days. As this intense reactive empathy affects my health and often
necessitates withdrawal and downtime to recuperate, I have tried to analyse the
experience to understand how best to cope. The following paragraphs outline my
current understanding.
I am not a visualizer. I have no images, create no pictures, and see nothing but
a blank screen when I close my eyes. Yet, in the pages of a book, even without access
to visualization of the narrative, I still experience acute empathy. I often have to stop
reading descriptions of pain, torture, depression, and grief due to my own reactions. It
was during childhood experiences of intense empathy while reading that I first began
to think about my own way of thinking. However, it was not until I reached middle
age that I finally understood that I am a ‘narrator’ rather than a ‘visualiser.’ I have no
images, but words run through my mind, not visually, like reading text in a book, but
orally—like hearing dialogue or writing scenes for a play. I am constantly describing
the scene, my ideas, my thinking. It is all scripted and inordinately difficult to turn
off. Just recently Professor Zeman from the University of Exeter has coined a term for
this ‘condition.’ The word aphantasia is now used to describe the enigmatic
experience of not having a ‘mind’s eye’ (Zeman, Dewar, & Della Sala, 2015). In
other words, it describes my own experience of having no access to imagery. Within
the context of my acute empathic reactivity, this could be the confounding element.
Without the distraction of mental imagery, I ‘hyper-focus’ on what is actually present.
All sensory stimuli are noted and I often experience the feeling of flow described by
Csikszentmihalyi as I pick up every nuance of my client and of the environment. In
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his concept of flow “concentration becomes so intense that there is no attention left
over to think about anything irrelevant, or to worry about problems. Selfconsciousness disappears, and the sense of time becomes distorted”
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1992, p. 71). Without imagery I am open to everything I can take
in through my senses. My inner narration often stops during this process and then
begins again, more intensely, after the flow experience is over. I began to hypothesise
that my experience of ‘aphantasia’ plays a part in my reactive empathy with the lack
of distracting imagery, allowing the intense degree of focus that puts me ‘in tune’
with my clients.
A secondary characteristic directly related to my experience of aphantasia is
the reliance I have on narration rather than imagery. Decety, Norman, Berntson, &
Cacioppo (2012) posit that human language is a uniquely powerful tool we use to
create and share emotional states. The communication of our emotional states through
speech and writing allows us to share these emotional states with others. In this way
empathic concern can stretch across space and time through personal communication
and through written and spoken media, such as books, radio, television, and the
internet. Some novelists are experts in empathic understanding and can persuade their
readers to empathise with their characters. In Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird,
Atticus Finch, talking to his children, puts it aptly,
If…you can learn a simple trick…you'll get along a lot better with all kinds of
folks. You never really understand a person until you consider things from his
point of view—until you climb into his skin and walk around in it. (Lee, 1960,
p. 30)
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Angela Bebb (n.d.) points out in her article “Pity, Mercy, and Empathy:
Emotional Weapons for Internal Battles in The Lord of the Rings” that J. R. R.
Tolkien writes of Bilbo’s developing empathy for Gollum in The Hobbit:
No, not a fair fight. He was invisible now. Gollum had no sword. Gollum had
not actually threatened to kill him, or tried to yet. And he was miserable,
alone, lost. A sudden understanding, a pity mixed with horror, welled up in
Bilbo’s heart: a glimpse of endless unmarked days without light or hope of
betterment, hard stone, cold fish, sneaking and whispering. (Bebb, n.d., p. 87)
In the Lord of the Rings, Frodo and Sam are tempted to act violently when
they each get the opportunity to kill Gollum at his most vulnerable. It is because of
their empathy that they, like Bilbo before them, spare Gollum’s life. It is this action
that ultimately leads to the ultimate destruction of the Ring and the victorious end of
their Quest. Thus, Tolkien makes the ability to show empathy the most effective
weapon over the dark powers of Sauron.
Fantasy that explores morality in this way helps the readers towards their own
acts of altruism. Italian researchers have studied children who read the Harry Potter
novels by J. K. Rowling, in which elves, werewolves, goblins, poltergeists, and other
such imaginary creatures coexist. They discovered that these children displayed fewer
prejudiced feelings regarding race and gender, when compared with kids who had not
read the books. Vezzali, Stathi, Giovannini, Capozza, and Trifiletti (2015) have noted
that the series may help teach readers empathy toward diverse groups of people. With
a constant stream of words in my head, I am always analysing events and experiences
using language. Even though I am not sharing this narrative stream of consciousness,
I hypothesise that it is also exacerbating my empathic reaction as, after the period of
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flow, I experience a peak of narration with words juggling in my mind to describe the
way in which the client is behaving and responding.
Coping with Empathy
Psychologist Paul Ekman, an expert on emotions and our ability to read them in
the facial expressions of others, described “emotional empathy” as an ability to feel
physically along with others, as though their emotions were contagious (Goleman,
2008). He noted that emotional empathy allows an individual to ‘tune into’ another
person’s inner emotional world. Ekman went on to outline the downside of emotional
empathy as an inability to manage the ensuing onslaught of distressing emotions
resulting in psychological exhaustion that leads to burnout. Although my own
experience is more physiological than psychological, I have devised some strategies
to avoid burnout.
•

Practice yoga each for 30 minutes. I find I cannot meditate, as my scripting
never really shuts off.

•

Seek out nature and green spaces.

•

Listen to calming classical music—baroque, Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, and
Pachelbel.

•

Take long baths and showers as water seems to act as a sensory dampener.

•

Use calming essential oils—lavender and jasmine.

•

Drink chamomile, lemon, and verbena teas, and other calmatives.

•

Read for escape, avoiding thrillers, horror stories, and true crime novels.

•

Turn all devices off and sit on a bench in the garden.

•

Take time to walk and watch my two dogs frolic.

•

Seek the company of special friends who make me laugh and make me think.

•

Look at Leunig, Calvin and Hobbes, and Zits cartoons.
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•

Go to lectures of my own choice.

•

Walk in gardens, parks, bushland, forests, and along beaches and clifftops.

•

Get a massage.

•

Travel, having adventures.

•

Watch films and TV shows, carefully selected for content.

•

Do crosswords and other puzzles, play Scrabble and other board games.

•

Write for catharsis.
Final Reflections on Empathy
As I ‘notice’ my surroundings, observing others, their actions and reactions, I

scan for nuance and analyse each gesture, expression, and dialogue. I have learned the
art of ‘gentling’ those around me, especially the children I work with and their
parents. It’s like magic or a pheromone—a ‘whispering’ of rapport. Carl Rogers says:
“When functioning best, the therapist is so much inside the private world of the other
that he or she can clarify not only the meanings of which the client is aware but even
those just below the level of awareness” (Patterson, 1985, p. 52). It is this movement
through the threshold into “the private world of the other” that is so physically
demanding, calling on huge reserves of energy, and flooding me with adrenalin. In
this sense my empathy is almost meditative, and certainly a channel into the flow
experience. I feel pleasure and a focused calmness as I move into a heightened state
of empathy in order to establish and maintain an optimal level of rapport with the
child in front of me. I am constantly assessing and re-assessing minute changes in
body language and mood that may affect performance. This also happens during a
counseling session, as I monitor rapport and anticipate the needs of my client for
further listening or response. My experiences with reactive empathy over my lifetime
have nudged me along a certain path of enquiry, self-monitoring, and reflection. I
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have had to learn to shield myself and to schedule time without counselling or
assessments in order to step back and find a balance. I believe that my experience of
‘aphantasia’ and my narrative style of thinking have combined to heighten both my
ability to empathise and my reaction to my own empathic response. With this newly
minted self-understanding, I hope to understand more about the gifted individuals I
work with, observing and helping develop their own capacity to empathise as well as
researching the impact that empathy may have on their lives. In this way I may be
able to take that walk in another’s shoes, and finally, avoid the blisters.
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And so it is with us: we face change, much of it hard,
whether we like it or not.
But it is in the hard times especially that we grow, that
we become transformed.
—Patrick Doyle
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Thank you Sandra.
1974-2016.
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Thanks to my coauthor Sam.
Thanks to my
caregivers:
Joey Villanueva,
Rene Castaños,
Ziadia Castaños,
Jemna Cruz,
Irene Sifrer,
Ginny Larson.
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Just as TPD is much more than OE,
the topic of testing in Dąbrowski is much more than the
OEQ(s).
Part 1: Bare bones overview of Dąbrowski’s tests,
Part 2: More in-depth look at SITUATIONS and FACES.

[this symbol indicates the contents
of the slide come directly from the archives]
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• Why test? Goal is to generate insight into the client.
• Aimed at “triggering emotional contents” in clients.
• “Multi-dimensional, multi-level, descriptiveinterpretative diagnosis.”
• “Patient is a co-author of the diagnosis.” (1972, 252)
• “Diagnosis [is] half of psychotherapy.” (1972, 253)
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• Used Wechsler [WAIS] to measure IQ.
• Rorschach for personality [rejected MMPI, 16PF
etc.]
• Used physical examination, EEG, laboratory
tests, X-rays.
• Dąbrowski also created his own battery of tests.
7

Tests for assessing developmental levels in TPD:
•
•
•
•
•

“Verbal stimuli for triggering of emotional contents.”
Experiences and goals test.
[Auto] Biography.
Dąbrowski Verbal items test.
Neurophysiological examination/assessment of subject’s
behavior during the test. [n=127]
• Rorschach test.
• Selection of situations.
• Selection of faces.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Other questionnaires:
Statement Selection Test (3 versions)
Dąbrowski Inventory Test, 60 Items
Self-depictions questionnaire, 15 Items
The Dąbrowski test of multilevelness, 33 items
“#16 PIP Section 1, 45 items”
Dąbrowski personal inventory children’s form (60 items)
Dąbrowski Dynamisms Test 1970 (30 items)

Dąbrowski’s testing experts:
• Lawrence F. Spreng and William L. Lai.
• Trained judges to score verbal stimuli responses.
• Studied inter-judge scoring reliability.
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Verbal Stimuli
• Please describe freely in relation to each word listed
below your emotional associations and experiences.
Use as much space as you feel you need.
Great sadness Great joy

Death

Uncertainty

Loneliness Suicide Immortality
Inhibition Inner conflict Ideal
[n= 950]
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Experiences and goals [test]
• 1. Describe three experiences, or events, in your life
which were most significant to you.
• 2. Describe three of your greatest desires.
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[Auto] Biography
• Please describe on 6-8 (or more) typewritten pages
your personal history from childhood till the present.
Concentrate especially on the sad and joyous
experiences that you can remember, as well as your
thoughts, reflections, dreams and fantasies associated
with them. Include your characteristic dreams.
[n= 81]
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criteria for scoring biography.
1. General levels of psychic development.
2. Dynamisms.
3. Kinds and levels of psychic overexcitability.
4. Pathological syndromes and their levels.
5. Levels of tension.
6. Transformation in developmental periods of
difficulties.
7. Talents: unilevel and multidimensional (universal)
talents.

[38 page paper]
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Dąbrowski verbal items test (experimental form 3)
1. I find it best to avoid arguments both with others and
within myself.
2. In many issues, I can always see many sides.
3. I am the only one who can do anything about my
personal problems.
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Neurophysiological examination.
(a). Trembling of eyelids, frequency of closing eyes, and
the tension accompanying the closing of eyes.
(b). Pupils.
(c). Oculocardiac reflex.
(d). Chvostek’s sign and thyroid.
(e). Palatal and pharyngeal reflexes.
(f). Trembling of the hands.
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Used the conventional Rorschach test.
• Goal: to find in the Rorschach, perceptanalytic
equivalences of developmental dynamisms and levels,
as well as oversensitivity forms and levels, and intraand inter-psychoneurotic differentiation.
• Dąbrowski’s Rorschach expert: Franciszek Lesniak
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Statement Selection Test (3 versions)
On each page of this test you will find 8 statements. First
read all 8 statements on the page and then select 2
statements that seem to be closest to your convictions.
[Version A (6 pages)]
[Typical Q sort task]
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Example Statement Selection items.
• If you have too many qualms, you will be destroyed.
• I do not like to torment myself with soul-searching
because it is useless.
• Constant adaptation to everything is opposed to
psychological development.
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Dąbrowski Inventory Test, 60 Items
• Unpractical people irritate me to no end.
• My life will probably end up being a mess.
• If I witness cruelty to animals, I become very upset.
• Occasionally I daydream about being up or even
killing somebody.
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Self-depictions questionnaire, 15 Items
• 1 Is your approach to daily life a concrete, realistic one?
• 2 Do you like a logical approach to everyday reality?
• 3 Do you have strong imagination and fantasy?
• 4 Have you ever had so-called “mystic experience”? If yes,
give an example.
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The Dąbrowski test of multilevelness, 33 items
[Circle one]
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“#16 PIP Section 1, 45 items”
1. It is best to avoid conflicts with people and also
not to create conflicts within oneself.
2. In any issue, I can always see many pros and cons.
3. Nobody except myself can do anything about my
inner disequilibrium and personal problems.
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Dąbrowski personal inventory children’s form
(60 items)
[Yes or No answers]
1. I'd rather do things that are lots of fun than work or
go to school.
2. Sometimes I help kids who are being picked on by
others, but most of the time I'm afraid of what will
happen.
3. I'd rather have one boy – or girl – like me than many.
[n= 1590]
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Dąbrowski Dynamisms Test 1970 (30 items)
1. I lose my temper but it's usually because someone
made me mad.
2. When I'm with a crowd of people who are shouting, I
feel like shouting too.
3. I'm really ashamed of some things I have done and I'd
like to pretend they never happened.
[n= 1590]
25

Part 2
Dąbrowski’s Selection of Situations Test.
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Dąbrowski Situations test, form 3: Instructions
• Look at these pictures and mark whether you like the
feelings and emotions they express. We find all people
like some pictures and dislike others.
• In this test there are no right or wrong answers. Do not be
afraid to indicate honestly how you feel.
• Indicate the amount to which you like or dislike each
photo by placing an X in the appropriate blank.

[n= 565]
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[Typical Likert scale]
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29

30

31

32

33

Dąbrowski’s Selection of FACES test.
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Physiognomy: An ancient idea.
• Definition: The assessment of a person's
character or personality from his or her outer
appearance, especially the face.
• Aristotle: We can infer character from facial
features because the body and the soul are
changed together by emotions.
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Typical death mask.

36

Typical bust.
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Porta,
Giambattista
della. (1586).
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Lavater 1853
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Lavater (1853, p. 4)
The God of truth, and all who know me,
will bear testimony that, from my whole soul,
I despise deceit, as I do all silly claims to superior
wisdom, and infallibility, which so many
writers, by a thousand artifices, endeavour to
make their readers imagine they possess.
[This ought to be this group’s motto.]
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Important distinctions:
• 1). We judge the characteristics of others based on
our perceptions of their faces (object),
• 2). We can infer characteristics about ourselves
(subject) based on the reactions faces produce in us.
– Our approach or avoidance to an image will reveal our
character/emotions (Level of Development) vis-à-vis the
character (L of D) portrayed in the image.
• 3). Can gain insight into clients based upon the
reactions that images of faces invoke in them.
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Modern era of
physiognomy
begins.

42

Photography became
omnipresent in
psychiatry
and the social sciences.
◀ Darwin, 1872.
Again: emphasis on emotion.
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From Darwin
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Leopold (Lipot) Szondi (1893–1986)
• Hungarian geneticist/endocrinologist.
• Schicksalsanalyse (fate analysis): A depth psychology.
• “Family unconscious” bridges Freud’s individual
unconscious and Jung’s collective unconscious.
• Developed a test based on selecting photos of faces.
• Szondi and his test were very popular in the 1930’s.
45

• 1944: Szondi was held in Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp. Ransom paid by “American academics” to Adolf
Eichmann freeing him [and other “important
academics”].
• Settled in Zurich–practiced psychiatry, developed
ideas.
• Irony: In 1961 Szondi’s test was used in Eichmann’s
trial.
• Eichmann was hung as a war criminal in 1962.
46

• Basic idea: A subject will pick out photos that reflect
his or her dimensions of personality (Zaffaroni and
Oliveira, 2013, p. 305).
• 48 photos: 6 groups of 8 photos of mental patients.
• Subject is asked to pick 2 likes and 2 dislikes.
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Szondi
Test
(48
items)

[Typical Q sort task]
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Dąbrowski walked through the
aftermath of a WW1 battle near his
hometown when he was about 12.
He later related that as he walked
among the dead, he was struck by
the different expressions on their
faces. Some were calm and peaceful;
others, horrified and frightened
Dąbrowski later studied Szondi
before developing his own test.
49

One’s facial expression represents an
integrated emotional response.
Dąbrowski would
say the face
expresses one’s
level of
development and
one’s dynamisms.
Getty Images
451869464
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One’s expression reflects one’s developmental level.
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Dąbrowski’s selection of faces test.
• Several standard sets of portraits and photographs are
given to a subject who is asked to select in each set of 8
pictures the 2 he likes best.
• In each set there are 4 pairs of pictures corresponding
to each of the four levels of development. It is assumed
that people will select faces with expressions closest to
their level of emotional development

[n= 576]
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[Typical Q sort task]

Dąbrowski’s Scoring of the FACES test.

[Typical Likert scale]
53

54

55
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Transformation in therapy as shown in facial expression.
Session 1
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Session 2
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Session 3

62

63

Contemporary support for physiognomy:
• “common personality traits—that are distributed
normally in the general population—can have a
profound influence on the processing of facial
expressions” (Fox & Zougkou, 2011, p. 1).

64

Perlman’s study:
• . . . specific personality traits predispose individuals to
seek out and process information that is congruent
with those [traits] . . . (Perlman, et al, 2009, p. 1).
• Study looked at neuroticism: “a non-clinical, normally
distributed, personality trait” (p. 2).
• Perlman “predicted that individuals high in neuroticism
would attend preferentially to the eyes of fearful facial
expressions” in photos (p. 2).
65

• Perlman’s results: “Individuals display different visual
scanpaths in response to faces as a function of
individual differences in personality. It follows that
individuals of various personality types may perceive
varying levels of emotional content in presented
stimuli”(p. 5).
• “although all participants might be presented with the
same image, variation in image exploration could
result in differential perception based on the
personality of each participant” (p. 5).
66

Perception of facial emotion is cognitively mediated.
• “healthy adults activate and apply emotion concepts in
the moment during emotion perception and these
concepts shape representations of faces” (p. 576).
• “visual, social, and cultural contexts influence the
emotions an individual perceives in a face” (p. 576).
• (Nook, Lindquist, & Zaki, 2015).
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Weegee was a
famous New York
photographer.
Began his career on the
crime beat: Photographed
many New York murders.
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Glee
Agony

Curiosity
Confusion
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Many different facial
reactions in a crowd
Illustrate different
personalities.

A man had been shot in
the street in front of a
school and when the
bell rang, the students
ran out to see the
scene. Weegee turned
and took this picture of
them.
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Typical level I images (by Weegee).

Jane Mansfield
71

Typical level I images.

[Anonymous]
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Typical level I images.

Roman Polanski.
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Dąbrowski: the
creations of a
person also will
reflect his or her
developmental
level.

Don van Vliet, Musician, Artist.
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Typical level II images.

van Vliet
75

Picasso.
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Later in life, Weegee created
typical level II images.
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Typical level II
ambiguity:
dead or alive?
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Typical level III
images.
Existential
despair/angst
are common:
spontaneous
disintegration.
Klaus Kinski in
Herzog’s Fitzcarraldo
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81

The Scream
Edvard Munch

82

The Expulsion
from the
Garden of Eden
(detail).

83

Early Renaissance artist
Masaccio

Typical level IV images: Infused with authenticity.
Either with deep humanity or joy.

≺ Humans of New York
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≺ Humans of New York
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≺ Humans of New York
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Tom Jones

87

Jeff Bridges

88

Antoine
de Saint-Exupéry
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Authentic joy.
Keith
Richards
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The so-called “Duchenne smile”
is considered an authentic
smile.
◀ Orbicularis oculi muscle
makes eyes squint.
◀ Zygomatic major muscle
pulls up corners of mouth.
[There is a fairly large 𝜓
literature on this topic.]
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Steve McQueen
92

Jeff Bridges
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Thank you!
The end.
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